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What our customers are saying:
“It is a pleasure doing business with someone who is quick to 
reply. I wish everyone was like this.” Don

“Thank you for the great service,  I’ll tell my friends” Jack

“Your site has everything I have been looking for and just 
wanted to let you know this ole Georgia boy appreciates it 
and what you do.” Kent

“I just wanted to say Thank you for getting my Morgan Mon-
roe Banjo out to me so quickly.  It arrived in beautiful shape 
and sounds like a million dollars.  I am sure we will be doing 
business in the future.  Thank you again,” Ken

“Thank you so very much, I sure will be telling all my musi-
can friends  at home and at church about your great products 
and great service” J.C.

“Wow!!  I’m really impressed!  I made an order  Monday and 
I’ve received it already -- and at the standard shipping rate!  It 
appears you ship as fast as you pick!!  Thanks a lot!” Dave  
     Dave



You Can TeaCh Yourself Banjo                                                                                                    
By: Janet Davis

Written in tablature,  this 
straightforward,  easy-
to-understand method 
teaches rolls,  chords,  
bluegrass banjo techniques 
, playing up the neck,  licks,  
endings  and other basic 
information. Play-along CD 
and DVD features Janet 
Davis’ teaching and lively 
banjo performance. List: $ 24.95

Ours:  $22.95 Book/CD/DVD# 94429SET

You Can TeaCh Yourself Banjo BY ear                                                                                                     
By: Jack Hatfield

This book teaches the 
5-string banjoist to listen 
and play solos and chord 
progressions by ear,   
providing essential ear 
training and techniques 
needed to participate in 
jam sessions of all types! 
Chapters include: Learning 
Chord Progressions by Ear; 
Faking a Solo etc. List: $ 18.95

Ours:  $17.95 Book/CD# 95424BCD

TeaCh Yourself Bluegrass Banjo                                                                                                    
By: Tony Trischka

Teach yourself authentic 
bluegrass  with clear 
instructions from a 
professional. A section also 
includes personal advice 
on performance. Plus a 
complete section of the best 
bluegrass songs and tunes to 
learn from.

List: $ 17.95

Ours:  $16.95 Book/CD# OK64988

Bluegrass Banjo                                                                                                    
By: Peter Wernick

Thirty-five songs offering 
a complete exploration of 
bluegrass music. Including 
music theory,  tips on 
performance,  bluegrass 
ensemble playing,  backup 
playing and a wealth of 
banjo lore. For beginners 
and advanced players.

List: $ 21.95

Ours:  $20.95 Book/CD# OK62778

earl sCruggs and The 5-sTring Banjo                                                                                                    
By: Earl Scruggs

The best-selling banjo 
method in the world! Earl 
Scruggs’s legendary method 
has helped thousands of 
banjo players get their start. 
The Revised and Enhanced 
Edition features more songs, 
updated lessons, and many 
other improvements. It 
includes everything you need 
to know to start playing.List: $ 34.95

Ours:  $33.95 Book/CD# 695765

CompleTe Banjo Book                                                                                                    
By: Neil Griffin

This comprehensive book 
contains 139 solos for the 
5-string banjo. The perfect 
resource to expand your 
repertoire of solo pieces.  
Not a  method book,  but 
rather a superb collection 
of intermediate to 
advanced solos. Standard 
notation and tablature.

List: $ 21.95
Ours:  $20.95 Book# 93723

The CompleTe Bluegrass Banjo plaYer                                                                                                    
By: D Wayne Goforth

A complete program 
which takes you from 
the beginning to the 
advanced level. Easy 
to follow text and 
realistic demonstration 
photographs. Devised by 
one of America’s foremost 
teachers of authentic 
5-string bluegrass banjo. 
160 pages.List: $ 27.95

Ours:  $25.95 Book# OK64329

CompleTe Bluegrass Banjo meThod       
By: Neil Griffin

One of the very best 
G-tuning, five-string 
bluegrass banjo methods 
available. Contents include 
note reading,  tablature,  
chord background styles,  
three finger picking  rolls,  
licks,  runs,  fills and 
endings,  use of the capo,  
easy solos & more!

List: $ 29.95
Ours:  $27.95 Book/CD# 93345BCD

Banjo primer                                                                                                    
By: Geoff Hohwald

The first true beginners 
book revealing the secrets 
of good Scruggs style 5 
string banjo technique. 
Clearly illustrated,  it 
includes basic rolls,  
exciting & easy to play 
song arrangements,  and 
up the neck breaks. It is 
easy to understand with 
step by step instructions.List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book/CD# BP

Best Seller!

Banjo for Beginners                                                                                                   
By: Tony Trischka

Well-paced instruction 
for self-learners with 
correlating DVDs for 
listening and playing 
along. 

List: $ 24.95

Ours:  $22.95 Book/DVD# 22912

Banjo handBook         
By: Janet Davis

Designed to give a quick 
explanation of the proper 
or most common method 
for playing the banjo 
in various situations. 
Sections include banjo 
set up, playing basics,  
chords, 3-finger picking, 
up the neck, melodic style, 
back-up, song endings and 
playing in any key.List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 94206BCD

Beginning The five sTring Banjo                                                                                           
By: Ross Nickerson

The book is over 60 pages 
long, spiral bound and 
includes two CDs of all the 
beginning banjo lessons. 
It’s available with an easy 
to use dvd too. Songs 
performed slow and fast on 
both the DVD and CD.

List: $ 39.95
Ours:  $36.95

Book/CD/
DVD# RN-B5SB

masTers of The five sTring Banjo           
By: Various

This comprehensive 
overview of the great three 
finger players is a must for 
the library of every serious 
bluegrass banjo picker - at 
any skill or experience 
level. Masters has been a 
cult classic since it went out 
of print several years ago  
commanding prices up to 
$150 on auction.List: $ 60.00

Ours:  $56.00 Book# M5SB

firsT lessons Banjo                                                                                                    
By: Jack Hatfield

First Lessons on Banjo is 
an ultra-easy instruction 
manual for beginning 
five-string banjo played in 
the three finger style in 
G tuning. It can be used 
by those with no previous 
experience with the banjo 
or music of any sort. It 
is so basic it can be used 
even by small children.List: $ 7.95

Ours:  $7.75 Book/CD# 99799BCD

Bluegrass Banjo meThod                                                                                                   
By: Sonny Osborne

This is a landmark 
instructional text on 
bluegrass banjo. Written 
by the legendary Sonny 
Osborne, it presents the 
basics needed to successfully 
play bluegrass banjo (G 
tuning). A special bonus 
is the inclusion of seven 
favorite songs for banjo solo. 
In notes and tab.List: $ 8.95

Ours:  $7.75 Book/DVD# 93243

Banjo Books      Order Online at www.PlayBetterBluegrass.com
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Bluegrass Banjo piCking sTYles                                                                                                    
By: Bela Fleck On these six CDs  Béla 

Fleck teaches bluegrass,  
Celtic,  ragtime and fiddle 
tunes and original new 
grass solo banjo pieces. 
He starts with bluegrass 
basics and then moves into 
single-string techniques, 
moving bass lines,  counter 
melodies, chromatics and 
scales in a variety of keys 
and tunings.  6 CDs + TAB.List: $ 59.95

Ours:  $58.95 Book/CD# 641515

a Banjo plaYer’s guide To jamming                                                                                                    
By: Carl Yaffey

This book will show you what 
you need to know to sit in on a 
hot jam session. Geared toward 
beginner and intermediate 
players  it covers playing chords  
including which ones to play 
and when to play them. You’ll 
also discover how jam sessions 
work and how to act in a 
session  along with advice on 
practicing.List: $ 16.95

Ours:  $15.95 Book/CD# 99708BCD

deluxe enCYClopedia of Banjo Chords                                                                                                    
By: Mel Bay This book presents an 

extremely comprehensive 
collection of 5-string and 
plectrum banjo chord 
forms for G and C tunings. 
Beginning with C and 
proceeding chromatically 
through B,  every possible 
inversion of every chord  
from basic triads to 
thirteenth chords-are 
shown.List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book# 93299

BaCk up Banjo                                                                                                    
By: Janet Davis

With its wealth of 
information on how 
technique can be tastefully 
applied. Back-Up Banjo 
is the definitive book 
on the subject of banjo 
accompaniment. The 
various back-up techniques 
are separated into 
categories.

29.95Ours:  $29.95Book/CD # 93771BCD

spliTTing The liCks                                                                                                    
By: Janet Davis

This course leads the banjo 
player step-by-step through 
working out songs for the 
five-string banjo from 
basic melodies in both 
Scruggs/bluegrass style 
and melodic/chromatic 
style. Each section contains 
exercises and examples for 
improvising. 

up The neCk                                                                                                    
By: Janet Davis

Superb method dealing 
with the 5th through the 
22nd fret on the banjo. 
Roll patterns,  chords, 
songs, licks, chord 
progressions, arranging 
songs, improvising, melodic 
style, chromatic style, 
chromatic style back-up and 
much more!

Banjo sCales in TaB                                                                                                    
By: Janet Davis

This book covers all of 
the major scales in depth 
as applied to the 5-string 
banjo  answering potential 
questions concerning the 
use of major scales. For any 
level of player -   beginning 
through advanced. 
Tablature only.

List: $ 23.95

Ours:  $22.95 Book/CD# 97010BCD

melodiC Banjo                                                                                                    
By: Tony Trischka

A complete instruction 
guide to “Keith style” 
banjo technique. Over 
thirty tunes and songs by 
Bill Keith, Eric Weissberg 
, Alan Munde, Bobby 
Thompson, Vic Jordan and 
others. With interviews 
and personal descriptions 
of their playing styles.

List: $ 19.95
Ours:  $18.95 Book# OK63149

hoT liCks for Bluegrass Banjo                                                                                                    
By: Tony Trischka

Over 650 bluegrass, 
blues and jazz licks in 
Scruggs, single-string and 
melodic styles. Learn to 
use licks to create solos, 
play back-up, expand your 
musical knowledge and 
understanding of the 
fingerboard. 144 pages.

List: $ 21.95
Ours:  $20.95 Book# OK63909

CompleTe irish &  CelTiC 5-sTring Banjo                                                                    
By: Tom Hanway

An important anthology of 
Irish and Celtic solos for 
the 5-string banjo featuring 
a history  techniques 
and etiquette of playing 
the banjo in the Celtic 
tradition. Includes segments 
on tuning, pick preferences  
and tablature reading, 
followed by 101 jigs, slides, 
polkas, slip jigs, reels  and 
hornpipes.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 Book/CD# 95759BCD

keY To five-sTring Banjo                                                                                                    
By: Patrick Cloud

This insightful book is 
about sound perception and 
execution on the banjo. Its 
purpose is to shed light on 
simple aural connections 
unique to this instrument  
including closed-position as 
well as open-string fingerings 
found throughout the entire 
fretboard. In notation and 
tablature.List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 96926BCD

19.95Ours:  $18.95DVD # 93771DVD  
25.95Ours:  $24 .95Book/CD # 93998BCD
19.95Ours:  $18.95DVD # 93998DVD  

24.95Ours:  $22 .95Book/CD # 94820BCD
19.95Ours:  $18.95DVD # 94820DVD  

The Banjo enCYClopedia                                                                                                    
By: Ross Nickerson

This is a in-depth banjo 
instructional tool that 
covers the many intricacies 
of bluegrass banjo playing, 
including numerous topics 
that may have been over-
looked in banjo instruc-
tion to date. This is un-
doubtedly one of the most 
complete 5-string banjo 
books on the market today.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 Book/CD#99443BCD

jd Crowe Banjo solos volume 1                                                                                                    
By: Greg Davis

Greg Davis teaches J.D. 
Crowe’s most famous 
solos. On the CD  each 
tune is played at full 
speed with rhythm guitar 
accompaniment  followed 
by a phrase-by-phrase 
lesson with helpful hints. 
10 tunes. Available on the 
website.

List: $ 16.95
Ours:  $15.95 Book/CD# 6957

jd Crowe Banjo solos volume 2                                                                                                    
By: Greg Davis

Greg Davis teaches J.D. 
Crowe’s most famous 
solos. On the CD  each 
tune is played at full 
speed with rhythm guitar 
accompaniment  followed 
by a phrase-by-phrase lesson 
with helpful hints. 10 tunes 
additional tunes to Volume 
1. Available on the website.

List: $ 16.95
Ours:  $15.95 Book/CD# 6958

By: Tony Trischka
Strengthen your skills while 
building a repertoire of great 
bluegrass banjo pieces! Tony 
Trischka has personally 
chosen twenty traditional 
banjo solos that will teach 
you new ideas and add to 
your arsenal of licks and 
techniques. On the CD, Tony 
performs each tune slowly  
then up to speed. Available on 
the Website.

List: $ 19.95
Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 699056

TonY TrisChka TeaChes 20 easY Banjo solos                                                                                                    
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Banjo song Book                                                                                                    
By: Tony Trischka

A thorough survey of the 3-finger 
picking classics for banjo.

Ours:  $18.95

Book

# OK63438

easY Banjo solos                                                                                                    
By: Dick Weissman

A selection of original 5-string banjo 
tunes that can be played by the 
beginning student.

Ours:  $11.95

Book/CD

# 96548BCD

greaT piCking Tunes for Banjo                                                                                                    
By: Alan Munde

Alan brings considerable banjo arr-
anging skills to some of the most played 
songs in the bluegrass tradition. 

Ours:  $13.95

Book/CD

# 20595BCD

3 finger Banjo piCkin’ songBook                                                                                                    
By: Mike Bailey

51 banjo arrangements for the 
beginning student.

Ours:  $22.95

Book/CD

# 93612BCD

50 Tunes for Banjo  volume 1                                                                                                    
By: Mark Geslison

The 50 Tunes series is a collection 
of Bluegrass,  Old Time and Celtic 
tunes for ensembles.

Ours:  $28.95

Book/CD

# 99939BCD

gospel Banjo                                                                                                    
By: Dennis Caplinger

Features 15 spiritual favorites  each 
arranged in two different keys for 
banjo. Available on website.

Ours:  $11.95

Book

# 249

old Time gospel Banjo solos                                                                                                  
By: Jack Hatfield

31 of the most loved old-time gospel 
songs arranged in three-finger style.

Ours:  $25.95

Book/CD

# 96755BCD

deluxe gospel Banjo songBook                                                                                                    
By: Michael Smith

Thirty-three gospel favorites written 
in tablature for G-tuning banjo. 

Ours:  $16.95

Book

# 93891

favoriTe gospel Tunes for Banjo                                                                                                    
By: Alan Munde

17 of America’s best loved gospel 
songs in great banjo arrangements. 
Available on website.

Ours:  $13.95

Book/CD

# 20596BCD

ChrisTmas songs for 5-sTring Banjo                                                                               
By: Janet Davis

Fantastic book of Christmas songs 
for five-string banjo in tablature. 
Available on website.

Ours:  $18.95

Book/CD

# 95444BCD

The ClassiC douglas dillard songBook                                                                                                    
By: Doug Dillard

Exact transcriptions in banjo 
tablature that capture the unique 
playing style of Douglas Dillard. 

Ours:  $18.95

Book

# 286

ClassiCal Banjo                                                                                                
By: Centerstream Publications

40 works from the 
Renaissance and 
Elizabethan period 
presented in chordal and 
a more linear manner. 
Includes an informative 
introduction about the 
origins of the music and 
playing style.

List: $ 12.95

Ours:  $11.95 Book# 179

The Banjo piCker’s fakeBook                                                                                                    
By: David Brady

Contains over 230 jigs,  reels,  rags,  
hornpipes, and breakdowns from all 
major traditional instrumental styles. 

Ours:  $25.95

Book

# OK64261

The Banjo plaYer’s songBook                                                                                                    
By: Tim Jumper

Every style of music is represented in 
this giant volume of over 200 songs 
arranged for the 5 string banjo in tab. 

Ours:  $27.95

Book

# OK64709

o BroTher where arT Thou?                                                                                                    
Various Artists

Contains banjo tab arrangements 
of 12 bluegrass/folk songs from this 

Ours:  $11.95

Book

# 699528

BANJO SONGBOOKS By: Steve Kaufman
Here is a foolproof system 
for banjo pickers that will 
help build stamina  power 
and confidence. 49 classic 
bluegrass tunes played slowly  
then up to speed. Rhythm 
on one channel and the solo 
banjo on the other Four 
CD’s. Includes chords amd 
tab book. For all levels. 
Available on the Website. List: $ 44.95

Ours:  $42.95 Book/CD# 320170

The Banjo musiC of TonY ellis                                                                                          
By: Tony Ellis

One of Bill Monroe’s 
Bluegrass Boys in the 
1960s, Tony Ellis is among 
the most renowned banjo 
players around. This superb 
book assembles songs from 
four highly acclaimed 
CDs - capturing his unique 
playing techniques in the 
bluegrass style.

List: $ 19.95
Ours:  $18.95 Book# 326

By: Tony Trischka
This fantastic collection 
contains 59 authentic 
transciptions by Tony 
Trischka. Includes the 
songs: Blown Down Wall 
· China Grove · Crossville 
Breakdown · Heartlands · 
Hill Country · Kentucky 
Bullfight · A Robot Plane 
Flies over Arkansas · more. 
Available on the website.

List: $ 19.95
Ours:  $18.95 Book# 699063

Bela fleCk and The fleCkTones                                                                                                    
By: Bela Fleck

Bela Fleck’s innovative 
blending of bluegrass, jazz 
and classical styles creates 
a unique style that’s all 
his own. The songbook 
features 25 lead sheets from 
compositions spanning his 
career  including: Blu-Bop, 
Flight of the Cosmic Hippo, 
Life Without Elvis, Magic 
Fingers, UFO-Tofu. Available 
on the Website.List: $ 18.95

Ours:  $17.95 Book# 672359

Banjo Chords poCkeT Book                                                                                                
By: William Bay

A comprehensive 96-page, 
pocket/case sized perfect-
bound chord dictionary 
containing hundreds of 
chord forms ranging from 
major, minor, dominant 
forms, to the various 
extensions such as minor 
7b5, minor/major 7, 7#5, 
etc.. Available on  
the Website.

List: $ 4.95
Ours:  $4.75 Book# 21201

The TonY TrisChka ColleCTion                                                                                                   

sTeve kaufman’s 4-hour Bg Banjo workouT                                                                                                     

essenTial praCTiCe TeChniques for Bg Banjo                                                                                                     
By: Tony Trischka

Here’s a lesson that’s a 
must-have for bluegrass 
banjo players at all levels. 
This nuts-and-bolts 
practice session is designed 
to help players improve 
their timing,  strengthen 
their hands and play with 
precision, power and 
rhythmic sophistication. 

List: $29.95
Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641547

Banjo Books      Order Online at www.PlayBetterBluegrass.com
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Beginning Bluegrass Banjo                                                                                                     
By: Peter Wernick

This DVD is perfect for 
those who have never 
touched a banjo before, but 
want to play the compelling 
sounds of bluegrass. ‘Dr. 
Banjo’ teaches basic chords,  
right-hand rolls and great 
tunes such as: Buffalo Gals,  
Mama Don’t ‘Low, etc.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641606

Beginning Bluegrass Banjo                                                                                                   
By: Greg Cahill

A great beginners course! 
#1 includes how to tune, 
basic chord formations, how 
to read  tab, 5 roll patterns 
and 4 tunes. # 2  includes 
study of Scruggs, melodic & 
single-string styles. Explains 
how to use the capoe,G, D 
& C positions & more! 

29.95 Ours:  $27.95DVD #1 # 7050
29.95 Ours:  $27.95# 7051

Best Seller!

DVD #2 

29.95
Ours:  $27.9529.95# 641758

BranChing ouT on Bluegrass Banjo                                                                                  
By: Peter Wernick

Hundreds of building blocks 
to create licks, back-ups 
and solos. Learn dozens 
of left-hand chord groups, 
versatile right-hand rolls, 
classic up-the-neck licks and 
variations, rhythm patterns 
and chord vamping for back-
up & more.

Ours:  $46.95
DVD 2

# 641767

DVD 1# 641757

2 DVD’ Set

Ours:  $27.95

learning To plaY Bluegrass Banjo                                                 
By: John Lawless

Lesson 1 - Getting started on 
the right foot. 

Lessons 2 - Get rolling with 
right hand patterns.

Lesson 3 - Left hand 
techniques - hammers, pulls 
and slides. 

Ours:  $28.00DVD 1 # D-LPB-1
DVD 2
DVD 3

# D-LPB-2
# D-LPB-3

30.00
30.00
30.00

Ours:  $28.00
Ours:  $28.00

You Can TeaCh Yourself Banjo                                                                                                    
By: Janet Davis

In this straightforward, easy 
to understand DVD for 
five-string bluegrass banjo, 
Janet Davis teaches tuning, 
how to read tablature, roll 
patterns, chords, licks, and 
other basic information 
needed to play bluegrass 
and melodic-style banjo.

List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 DVD# 94429DVD

inTroduCTion To 5-sTring Banjo                                                                                                    
By: Geoff Hohwald

Covers the material 
presented in the Banjo 
Primer book. This course 
is designed to take the raw 
beginner through all the 
necessary steps to learn 
how to play Scruggs style 
5 string banjo. It utilizes 
many close ups to show 
proper hand position and 
technique.List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 DVD# BPDVD

power piCkin series                                                                                                    
By: Bill Evans & John Lawless

3 Great lessons in different 
backup techniques:

Vol 1 - Up The Neck Backup
Vol 2 - First Position Backup
Vol 3 - Playing Backup in a 
Bluegrass Band.

35.00 Ours:  $33.00DVD 1 # D-BE-1

35.00
Ours:  $33.00# D-JL-2 35.00
Ours:  $33.00# D-BE-2

DVD 2
DVD 3

plaY Bluegrass Banjo BY ear                                                                                                    
By: Bill Keith

This unique lesson in basic 
banjo theory teaches an 
understanding of the banjo 
fingerboard that will open 
up vast possibilities for all 
players. Includes right-hand 
rolls, harmonized scales, 
pentatonic runs and licks, 
and how to find melody and 
harmony notes to any song.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641881

five sTring Banjo for Beginners                                                                                             
By: Happy Traum

Clear, easy, hands-on 
lessons. Happy teaches a 
wide variety of country and 
folk tunes in traditional 
banjo style. Learn right-hand 
picking patterns  hammer-
ons  slides and pull-offs  and 
more. 90 Minute DVD or 
Video including tab booklet.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641789

sTeve huBer - killer Tone                                                                                                    
By: Steve Huber

Steve Huber takes us 
through a detailed 
description of the parts of 
the banjo and how they 
affect tone, volume and 
playability. Steve also covers 
some of the most critical 
components of banjo set up. 
Get the best possible tone 
from your banjo!

List: $ 32.90

Ours:  $31.90 DVD#DKT-1

ClassiC Bluegrass Banjo solos                                                                                                     
By: Tony Trischka

Tony Trischka teaches 
bluegrass banjo solos in the 
styles of the world’s greatest 
players: Earl Scruggs, Don 
Reno, Ralph Stanley, Bill 
Emerson, Bill Keith, Doug 
Dillard and other masters. 
Tony performs each piece 
and then breaks down the 
essentials.

List: $ 29.95
Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641567

Bluegrass Banjo Tunes & TeChniques                                                                                                     
By: Tony Trischka

Learn how the bluegrass 
masters get their distinctive 
sound and style. Includes 
bonus audio backup tracks for 
great practice sessions. Tony 
Trischka teaches and analyzes 
ten essential bluegrass tunes.

90-Minutes

List: $ 39.95

Ours:  $36.95 DVD# 641913

By: Ralph Stanley
This look at Ralph Stanley’s 
pioneering banjo style begins 
with the first tunes he learned 
from his mother in the old-
time clawhammer technique 
and progresses through the 
three-finger bluegrass picking 
he helped make famous. 
90-Minutes.

List: $ 29.95
Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641906

The Banjo of ralph sTanleY                                                                                                  

plaYing Banjo BY ear                                                                                                     
By: Ross Nickerson

130 minute DVD instruction 
to help you play without 
tab. Loads of practical tips 
for the student trying to 
reach the next level. Includes 
instruction on learning the 
chords to songs, playing rolls 
and chords, up the neck 
chords, minor major and 
seventh chords. 

List: $ 29.95
Ours:  $27.95 DVD# RN-PBE

Banjo jamming and plaY along dvd                                                                                          
By: Ross Nickerson

Learn the Chords to 
Each Song. Songs Played 
at Three Speeds. Ross 
Nickerson plays a solo 
and then plays backup 
for you. Includes Guitar 
and Bass Backup at all 
three Speeds. Includes a 
tablature arrangement for 
each song

List: $ 29.95
Ours:  $27.95 # RN-BJ DVD
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Blazing Bluegrass Banjo                                                                                                   
By: Greg Cahill

Expand your playing 
skills with these two great 
lessons. Volume 1 teaches 
you what you need to know 
to play informally with 
others or to start in a band.  
Volume 2 teaches you to 
play tunes in different keys, 
positions and timings.

29.95 Ours:  $27.95DVD 1 # 7039
29.95 Ours:  $27.95DVD 2 # 7040

Clawhammer from sCraTCh                                                                                                     
By: Dan Levenson

FINALLY! An 
instructional video that 
starts from the beginning! 
Clawhammer From 
Scratch begins as though 
you really have NO 
knowledge of how to play 
clawhammer banjo. Learn 
drop-thumb, hammer-on, 
pull offs and slide your way 
to the Full Blown Pony. 

29.95 Ours:  $27.95DVD 1 # 5001DVD

Clawhammer Banjo                                                                                                    
By: David Holt

These two DVDs  cover the 
fine art of clawhammer banjo. 
David Holt is one of the 
finest players and teachers of 
old-time clawhammer banjo. 
Start with the fundamentals, 
including right & left hand 
technique in Lesson 1. Lesson 
2 covers advanced techniques.

49.95 Ours:  $46.95SET # 641781

learn To plaY Clawhammer Banjo                                                                                                   
By: Bob Carlin

Get ready to frail! Bob 
covers all the basics of 
traditional clawhammer 
style in these 2 DVD’s. 
Learn essential hand 
techniques. Bob analyzes 
the drop-thumb and applies 
this to various tunes along 
with alternate tunings.

The Banjo aCCording To john harTford                                                                        
By: John Hartford

The late John Hartford 
was the extraordinary 
fiddle and banjo man 
who delighted audiences 
at festivals and concerts 
around the  world. John 
imparts a treasure-trove 
of ideas, techniques and 
banjo arrangements.

Ours:  $46.95 2 DVD’s# 641656

old Time Banjo sTYles                                                                                                    
By: Mike Seeger

Taught by Mike Seeger 
with special guests.  Special 
workshop performances 
by some of the country’s 
top traditional players give 
banjo students rare insight 
into the subtle beauty of this 
uniquely American music. 
Sixteen songs. 90-Minutes. 

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641790

murphY meThod Clawhammer Banjo                                                                                                   
By: Lynn Morris

Lynn Morris takes the 
mystery out of clawhammer 
playing! She has broken 
clawhammer playing into 
small segments so that you 
can easily learn this style. 
Lynn shows you  5 easy to 
learn songs in Volume 1, and 
more advanced songs with 
intricate double thumbing in 
Volume 2.

29.95 Ours:  $27.95DVD # 21731DVD

29.95 Ours:  $27.95DVD 2 # 5002DVD

29.95 Ours:  $27.95DVD 2 # 641780 
29.95 Ours:  $27.95DVD 1 # 641779

49.95 Ours:  $46.95SET # 641737

29.95 Ours:  $27.95DVD 2 # 641736 
29.95 Ours:  $27.95DVD 1 # 641735

SET # 641737 49.95 Ours:  $46.9549.95 Ours:  $46.95SET # 641781 

29.95 Ours:  $27.95DVD 2 # 641683
29.95 Ours:  $27.95DVD 1 # 641653

SET # 641656 49.95 Ours:  $46.95

ron sTewarT aCuTaB Banjo dvd                                                                                                     
By: Ron Stewart

Beginning and 
intermediate players will 
be able to learn several of 
the tunes and also profit 
from Ron’s descriptions of 
finding the melody. More 
advanced players can tackle 
some of the tougher tunes, 
but can learn a great deal 
from simply watching and 
listening.List: $ 35.00

Ours:  $33.00 DVD# D-RS-1

jim mills aCuTaB dvd                                                                                                     
By: Jim Mills

Learn 12 great tunes as 
recorded by Jim Mills.  The 
tunes are selected from 
Jim’s two solo projects 
as well as recordings he 
made with Ricky Skaggs 
& Kentucky Thunder. 
The tunes include some 
basic ones that a relative 
beginner could hope to 
master.List: $ 35.00

Ours:  $33.00 DVD# D-JM-1

sammY shelor aCuTaB dvd                                                                                                     
By: Sammy Shelor

Four-time IBMA Banjo 
Player Of The Year Sammy 
Shelor shares his insight 
and experience in this 80 
minute instructional video. 
John Lawless takes Sammy 
through a discussion of 
tricky concepts, like playing 
the melody in a roll style, 
effective roll-oriented 
backup and more.List: $ 30.00

Ours:  $28.00 DVD# D-SS-1

sTeve huBer - killer Tone                                                                                                     
By: Steve Huber

Steve Huber takes us 
through a detailed 
description of the parts 
of the banjo and how 
they affect tone, volume 
and playability. Steve also 
covers some of the most 
critical components of 
banjo set up. Get the best 
possible tone from your 
banjo!List: $ 32.90

Ours:  $31.90 DVD# DKT-1

Banjo piCking sTYles                                                                                                     
By: Bela Fleck

Shows Bela’s stylistic 
innovations that will add 
sparkle  interest and new 
repertoire to your playing. 
He covers bluegrass, single-
string style, harmonics, blues 
improvisations, Celtic sounds 
and lots more in fascinating 
arrangements. 60 minute book 
or DVD. Available on website.

List: $ 29.95
Ours:  $27.95 DVD # 641814

Banjo Chords                                                                                                  
By: Joe Carr

Joe Carr teaches the chord 
shapes and positions that 
are used by all leading 
professionals. 

Watching Joe’s hand 
positions and listening 
to each note in the chord 
will improve your ear and 
enable you to learn at a 
faster pace.List: $ 9.95

Ours:  $9.50 DVD# 21637DVD

Bluegrass Banjo don reno sTYle                                                                                                     
By: Don Wayne Reno

The banjo style created by 
Don Reno melds traditional 
bluegrass breakdowns 
with chord-based solos, 
percussive techniques and 
single-string runs. Don 
Wayne Reno passes on his 
dad’s techniques and great 
advice as he analyzes 8 
classic tunes.

List: $ 29.95
Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641931

The Bluegrass Banjo of sonnY osBorne                                                                                                     
By: Sonny Osborne

Legendary bluegrass banjo 
player Sonny Osborne 
provides informal 
conversational sessions, 
detailed instruction, 
historical reminiscences, 
and insightful advice for 
playing. This video details 
his distinctive techniques 
and stylistic innovations.

List: $ 29.95
Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641921

BOOK# 641515Ours:  $55.95

Banjo Books      Order Online at www.PlayBetterBluegrass.com
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Have trouble learning from tablature? 
You’re not alone. The Murphy 
Method is a way of teaching bluegrass 
music by ear.  Each song note-by-note, 
so that it is easy and quick to learn. 
As you learn these tunes, you are 
also developing your ear, so that the 
learning actually gets easier as you go 
along! Learning by ear is the first step 
in learning to play with other people. all murphY meThod videos 

and dvd’s are jusT  $27.95. 
a savings of $5.00 off The lisT priCe. 

TiTle desCripTion dvd

Beginning Banjo 1 Easiest method for banjo. # 21712DVD
Beginning Banjo 2 Follow up to number one. # 21703DVD
Banjo for misfiTs When other methods have failed. # 21715DVD
jam session sTandards Learn 5 great banjo tunes. #21705DVD
rawhide 4 more great banjo standards. # 22097DVD
amazing graCe 5 Gospel tunes for banjo! # 21706DVD
advanCed earl Learn 9 of Earls greatest tunes! # 21713DVD
BlaCkBerrY Blossom Learn melodic style banjo! # 21710DVD
ralph sTanleY sTYle Learn his style and 7 of his tunes! # 21712DVD

PlayBetterBluegrass.com
Secure Online Shopping 24/7
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CompleTe flaTpiCking guiTar Book                                                                                                    
By: Steve Kaufman

This comprehensive 
study of contemporary 
flatpicking guitar 
technique presents 
numerous solos for 
the beginning through 
advanced flatpicking 
guitarist, along with tips 
on creating your own 
flatpicking arrangements.List: $ 32.95

Ours:  $29.95 Book/CD/DVD# 94562SET

You Can TeaCh Yourself flaTpiCk guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Steve Kaufman

Steve Kaufman teaches you 
how to buy a guitar, the 
easy way to fret a note, how 
to read chord charts and 
play all the basic chords, 
basic bluegrass strumming 
patterns, bass runs and 
walks, hammer-ons and pull-
offs, how to read tab, picking 
lead, crosspicking, practice 
techniques, and much more.List: $ 24.95

Ours:  $22.95 Book/CD/DVD# 95190SET

TeaCh Yourself Bluegrass guiTar              
By: Russ Barenburg

Written by a master 
player who shares his 
insights and personal 
playing advice with the 
student and offers hints 
for creating an authentic 
bluegrass sound, and the 
basics like backup, solos 
and right and left-hand 
techniques. B/W photos.

List: $ 17.95

Ours:  $16.95 Book/CD# OK64990

Bluegrass guiTar                                                                                                  
By: Dan Huckabee

The Right Way is the 
Easy Way!  40 Bluegrass 
guitar solos to build & 
enhance your flatpicking 
repertoire. Each of the 4 
courses includ-
es step-by-step 
instruction on CD with 
corresponding tablature 
for 10 Bluegrass 
instrumental standards. 

List: $ 59.95

Ours:  $55.95 4 Booklets/4 CD’s# 7015

Bluegrass guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Happy Traum

A guitar workbook that 
covers every aspect of 
bluegrass playing from 
simple accompaniment to 
advanced instrumental. 
Over 30 bluegrass and 
traditional songs graded 
from easy to advanced 
in both standard music 
notation and tablature. 
Compact disc included.List: $ 21.95

Ours:  $20.95 Book/CD# OK63024

The flaTpiCker’s guide                                                                                                    
By: Dan Crary

Dan Crary is one of 
the top flatpickers in 
the United States. His 
book teaches how to play 
accompaniments, cross-
pick, play lick strums, and 
lots more, and the examples 
in the book are explained 
on the accompanying CD 
by Crary himself. 

List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 231

flaTpiCking guiTar                
By: Tommy Flint

‘Flatpicking Guitar’ is a 
wonderful collection of 23 
up-tempo, foot stompin’ 
tunes arranged for 
flatpick guitar. Written in 
standard notation and tab.

List: $ 10.95

Ours:  $9.95 Book/CD# 96551BCD

Best Seller!

firsT lessons flaTpiCking guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Joe Carr

This new book is perfect 
for beginners, players with 
a little experience and 
guitarists who want a good 
grounding in the flatpicking 
style. Using popular 
American fiddle tunes, Joe 
introduces the important 
basics of good flatpicking 
including pick direction, 
fingering, and hand position.

List: $ 9.99

Ours:  $8.99 Book/CD# 99973BCD

You Can TeaCh Yourself CounTrY guiTar                  
By: Dix Bruce

Dix Bruce introduces 
you to country back-up, 
bass runs, Carter-style 
bluegrass picking, the 
Nashville Numbering 
System for indicating chord 
changes, use of the capo, 
transposition, and much 
more. Work at your own 
pace and learn to sound 
like the country greats! List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $23.99 Book/CD/DVD# 94818BCD

Bluegrass guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Tommy Flint

A collection of traditional 
and Southern mountain 
songs progressively 
arranged in flatpicking 
guitar style. Many tunes 
are shown as both lyric 
versions with guitar 
chords and as flatpicking 
guitar solos.

List: $ 9.95

Ours:  $9.50 Book/CD# 97229BCD

aCousTiC guiTar primer 1 and 2                                                                                
By: Bert Casey

Takes the beginner through 
the basics of bluegrass and 
country guitar, including 
both rhythm and lead 
playing. Clearly illustrated 
with many photographs. 
Vol. 2 for intermediate 
players covers a variety 
of strums,  bar chords & 
playing with others.

List Each: $14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book/CD
Vol 1: # AGP
Vol 2: # AGP2

flaTpiCker’s guide To jamming                                                                                                    
By: Carl Yaffey

Joining a jam session can 
be intimidating. This 
book presents everything a 
beginning or intermediate 
guitar flatpicker needs 
to know to participate in 
a jam session. There are 
sections that describe how 
jam sessions work, and jam 
session etiquette.

List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book/CD# 20820BCD

flaT-piCk CounTrY guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Happy Traum

Bluegrass licks, 
breakdowns, Nashville 
styles, Doc Watson, the 
Carter family and other 
country stars all in a 
volume that covers the 
whole range of flatpicking 
styles for beginners and 
others.  112 Pages

List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book# OK62604

You Can TeaCh Yourself guiTar BY ear                                                                                                   
By: Mike Christiansen

‘How can I know what 
chords to can play with a 
melody?’ This is a common 
question asked of guitar 
teachers and players. If you 
are picking at a campfire 
sing, if you want to learn a 
song from a recording, or 
if you want to write your 
own songs - this book will 
show you the way.List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 # 95121SET

deluxe Bluegrass flaTpiCk guiTar meThod                                                                                                    
By: Griffin A comprehensive method 

for learning to play guitar 
in the bluegrass flatpicking 
style. The first part includes 
tuning, reading notation 
and tablature, learning 
chords, bass runs, left and 
right hand techniques, plus 
short pieces and studies. 
The second part offers 
dozens of progressively 
arranged solos.List: $ 12.95

Ours:  $11.95 Book# 93630Book/CD/DVD
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guiTar TaBsongs:  Bluegrass                                                                                                  
By: J. Silverman

Here are 27 favorite bluegrass tunes 
for all bluegrass-loving guitar players. 

Ours:  $9.50

Book

# 99383

101 Three-Chord songs for guiTar, Banjo                                                                                                  
By: Larry McCabe

You need only minimal playing 
skills and three chords to 
accompany all the great songs in 
this book. Ours:  $19.99# 21280EB

Bluegrass guiTar ClassiCs                                                                                                    
By: Hal Leonard

Standard notation and tab for 22 
Carter-style solos.

Ours:  $8.95

Book

# 699529

CompleTe Book of fiddle Tunes for guiTar                                                                                                  
By: Bill Piburn

Fingerstyle guitar solos on 
90 favorite fiddle tunes. 

Ours:  $27.95# 95471BCD

easY flaTpiCking guiTar solos                                                                                                    
By: Dick Weisman

This book helps the beginning to 
intermediate flatpicking guitarist in 
developing control of the pick. 

Ours:  $13.95

Book/CD

# 96550BCD

guiTar piCker’s fakeBook                                                                                                    
By: David Brody

Contains nearly 250 jigs, reels, rags, 
and hornpipes from all the major 
guitar traditions. 

Ours:  $22.95

Book

# OK64279

freTBoard roadmaps:  Bluegrass & CounTrY                                                                                                    
By: Fred Sokolow

This book/CD pack will have you 
playing lead and rhythm anywhere 
on the fretboard, in any key. 

Ours:  $12.95

Book/CD

# 695355

fanCY fiddle Tunes -  flaTpiCking guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Eric Thompson

16 favorite old-time fiddle tunes, 
which are the bedrock upon which 
acoustic guitar flatpicking is built. 

Ours:  $22.95# 20504BCD

20 gospel songs ThaT everY  parking-loT                                                                                              

By: Steve Kaufmann
A dazzling set of gospel standards in 
a 105 page book & 6 CD’s.

Ours:  $62.95

Book/ 6 CD’s

#641717

piCker should know                                                                                                  
Bluegrass guiTar solos ThaT everY                                                                   

By: Steve Kaufmann
Each volume has 20 must-know 
songs in book and 6 CD’s. $62.95.

# 641411

parking loT piCker should know                                                                                             

Vol 1: # 641456Vol 2:
# 641457Vol 3: # 641393Vol 4:

ClassiC arrangemenTs of vinTage songs                                                                                                   
By: Steve Kaufmann

This book and 2-CD features songs 
which are fun to play, but not with 
those “impossible” blinding runs.

Ours:  $27.95

Book/2 CD’s

#95744BCD

50 Tunes for guiTar                                                                                                  
By: Mark Geslison

A collection of 50 Bluegrass, 
Old Time and Celtic tunes for 
ensembles, families and individuals. 

Ours:  $27.95

Book/CD

#99941BCD

fiddle Tunes for flaTpiCking guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Dick Fegy

The audio lessons in this series were 
initially recorded in the 1970’s, now 
remastered for CD.

Ours:  $22.95# 20491BCD

GUITAR SONGBOOKS

Book/CD

E-Book

The songs of doC waTson                                                                                             
By: Ralph Rinzler

A super collection, reflecting the 
same wide variety of songs that you’d 
hear at any Doc Watson concert.

Ours:  $21.95

Book

# OK62489

flaTpiCkin’ The gospels for guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Steve Kaufman

24 gospel favorites shown with a 
melody part in notation and tablature, 
lyrics, and accompaniment part.

Ours:  $27.95

Book/CD/DVD

# 95077SET

old Time fiddle Tunes for guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Richard Lieberson

A collection of 40 songs for the flat-
picker with helpful notes on how to 
play back-up and special effects. 

Ours:  $16.95

Book

# AM16585

irish danCe Tunes for flaTpiCking guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Eric Thompson

Eric teaches many favorite jigs, reels 
and hornpipes, and coaches you in 
the triplets, grace notes and nuances.

Ours:  $22.95

Book/3 CD’S

# 20506BCD
easY guiTar solos                                                                                                    
By: Dan Huckabee

Learn songs in the old Carter Family  
style of strumming the chords while 
you weave in the melody notes.

Ours:  $15.95

Booklet/CD

# 6818

flaTpiCking gospel Tunes                                                                                                    
By: William Bay

This book/CD combo presents 
flatpicking arrangements of 
inspirational tunes .

Ours:  $11.95

Book/CD

# 98589BCD

flaTpiCking guiTar songBook                                                                                                    
By: Bert Casey

Includes arrangements 
to popular songs and is 
written in both tablature 
and standard music 
notation. There are 29 
breaks for 12 songs. Each 
break is played both slow 
and fast on the CD. The 
book features bluegrass 
songs that utilize several 
different chords and keys.List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book/CD# FPGSB

designing guiTar solos for Bg songs                                                                                                    
By: Chris Jones

It shows you how to mold 
a simple Bluegrass melody 
into a fancy, tasteful, 
driving guitar solo, a solo 
that sounds like the true 
melody of the song while 
being hot at the same 
time. Chris Jones analyzes 
& teaches 10 songs on 
these 2 one-hour CDs.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 Booklet/CD# 6897

power flaTpiCking guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Steve Kaufman

A masterful flatpicking 
technique book offering 
bluegrass licks, scales, 
basic chords, and solos 
in various positions up 
the neck in the keys of 
G-C-D-A-E-,B-flat and 
F. The companion CD 
features selections from 
throughout the book, 
played both slowly and at 
normal speed. List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 Book/CD/DVD# 95108SET

Twin guiTar workshop                                                                                                    
By: Robert Bowlin

Robert plays the melody 
(solo) & harmony parts 
for 10 tunes (three parts 
on Blackberry Rag!). The 
melody guitar is isolated 
in the left channel, while 
the harmony guitar is in 
the right. It is recorded 
with a full Bluegrass 
band. Fun for practicing 
or just for listening!List: $ 16.95

Ours:  $15.95 Booklet/CD# 6926

improvising Bluegrass guiTar solos                                                                                                    
By: Brad Davis

Marty Stewart’s lead 
guitarist, Brad Davis, 
teaches hot licks. He 
teaches 28 very hot 
licks that fit G, C, or D 
chords. Note: This is not 
an exact science, but it 
is a wonderfully helpful 
way to start jamming, 
improvising, & inventing 
your own solos.List: $ 16.95

Ours:  $15.95 Booklet/CD# 6928

Book/CD

Book/CD

Book/CD
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russ BarenBerg TeaChes 20 Bg guiTar solos                                                                                                    
By: Russ Barenberg

One of America’s top 
bluegrass guitarists 
teaches a variety of 
flatpicking solos for 
twenty favorite songs and 
instrumentals. Played 
slowed-down and up-to-
speed for learning players, 
with rhythm tracks for 
great practice sessions. 

List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 695220

Championship flaTpiCking guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Steve Kaufman

The author, three-time 
national flatpicking guitar 
champion, has compiled 
this rousing collection 
of dazzling flatpicking 
guitar solos. A companion 
CD & DVD featuring 
Steve’s rendition of each 
arrangement is included. 
The book is in notation 
and TAB.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 Book/CD/DVD# 94533SET

foundaTions of flaTpiCking CounTrY guiTar                                                                          
By: Eric Thompson

Eric shares the building 
blocks for great flatpicking 
technique. He takes you 
step-by-step, beginning 
with song melodies 
picked out in the bass, 
with rhythm, in the styles 
of Maybelle Carter and 
Charlie Monroe, and 
moving up to single-note 
flatpicking.List: $ 24.95

Ours:  $22.95 Book/CD# 20503BCD

TonY riCe TeaChes Bluegrass guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Tony Rice

Tony Rice is known for 
his spectacular technique, 
brilliant improvisation and 
powerful soloing. In this 
lesson, he passes on to you 
his style. In careful detail, 
Tony analyzes licks, runs, 
solos and rhythm parts to 
bluegrass songs and fiddle 
tunes that will challenge 
and delight all flatpickers.List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 695045

TonY riCe sTYle guiTar solos                                                                                                    
By: Brad Davis

Marty Stewart’s lead 
guitarist ‘Brad Davis’ 
teaches 11 classic Tony 
Rice solos! In this course, 
Brad teaches 12 solos in 
the style of Tony Rice. 
These are not note-for-
note copies from recorded 
versions, but are true to 
the style.

List: $ 16.95

Ours:  $15.95 Booklet/CD# 6952

TonY riCe guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Tony Rice

Contains exact 
transcriptions of all the 
solos on the first three 
albums by Tony Rice, 
the leading acoustic 
guitar player now living. 
Ea ch solo is written 
in both tablature and 
standard music notation, 
showing the precision and 
syncopation of his playing.List: $ 15.95

Ours:  $14.95 Book# TRG

Tim sTafford aCuTaB  vol 1.                                                                                                    
By: Tim Stafford

Through his work with 
many illustrious bands, 
Tim Stafford has gained 
the reputation of being 
one of today’s top 
bluegrass guitarists. This 
book showcases his talent 
with transcriptions of all 
of the guitar solos from 
various albums.

List: $ 20.00

Ours:  $19.00 Book# TS-1

fingerpiCking fiddle Tunes                                                                                                  
By: Ken Perlman

With this book/CD pack, 
Ken Perlman presents a 
systematic approach to 
playing classic fiddle tunes 
fingerstyle on the guitar. 
Learn hoedowns, reels, set 
tunes, marches, hornpipes, 
jigs, strathspeys and airs 
from a pioneer of the style!

List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD#000294

flaTpiCking CookBook                                                                                                 
By: Gary Cook

This book contains 
original and standard 
tunes performed by two-
time National Flatpick 
Guitar Champion Gary 
Cook. Borrowing from 
many styles of acoustic 
guitar playing, this book 
will provide an insight into 
Gary’s guitar technique. 

List: $ 17.95

Ours:  $16.95 Book/CD# 20592BCD

mel BaY’s guiTar Chords                                                                                                    
By: Mel Bay

This book is considered 
to be the largest selling 
basic guitar chord book 
ever published! Twelve 
basic guitar chord types 
are shown in three ways: 
photograph, notation, and 
chord diagram.

List: $ 4.95

Ours:  $4.75 Book# 93261

You Can TeaCh Yourself guiTar Chords                                                                                                    
By: William Bay

Rather than the usual 
alphabetic or encyclopedic 
chord listing (C, Cm, C-, 
C+, etc.) this comprehensive 
chord reference book 
presents guitar chords as 
they are actually used in 
specific keys (C, Am, F, 
G7, Dm, E7). Chords are 
further classified in five 
basic ‘zones’ .List: $ 10.95

Ours:  $9.95 Book# 95120

deluxe enCYClopedia of guiTar Chords                                                                                                    
By: William Bay

If you are only going 
to get one guitar chord 
book, make it this one! 
Thousands of chord forms 
are presented. Chords are 
presented in each key and 
numerous forms are shown 
for each type of chords. 
Chords are classified into 
melody forms, inside 
forms, rhythm forms etc.List: $ 12.95

Ours:  $12.95 Book# 93283

guide To Capo, Transposing & nashville numBer sYsTem                                                                                                     
By: Dix Bruce

This QWIKGUIDE begins 
with basic music theory 
about scales and keys and 
teaches how to transpose 
several songs with and 
without the capo. Then we 
look at chords in keys and 
explore some typical chord 
progressions by swapping 
numbers (‘one, four, five’) 
for the chords.List: $ 7.95

Ours:  $7.75 Book# 98413

learning To flaTpiCk - 3 dvd seT                                                                                                     
By: Steve Kaufman

Complete three-DVD 
series which includes the 
DVD’s titled: ‘From The 
Beginning,’ ‘Building 
Bluegrass Technique,’ 
and ‘Developing Speed 
and Style.’  HIGHLY 
RECOMMENDED!

List: $ 69.95

Ours:  $65.95 DVD# 641587

Best Seller!

CreaTing guiTar solos for Bluegrass songs                                                                                     
By: Chris Jones

Watch Chris as he analyzes 
and teaches 5 example 
songs, breaking each down 
into its component parts, 
explaining why he chose 
what he played every step 
of the way. By learning this 
approach you will be able to 
invent your own intelligent, 
melodic solo for each song 
you encounter!

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 7044
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You Can TeaCh Yourself flaTpiCking guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Steve Kaufman

Steve Kaufman teaches you 
how to buy a guitar, an easy 
way to fret notes, how to 
read and play chord charts, 
basic chords, basic bluegrass 
strumming patterns, bass 
runs and walks, hammer-
ons and pull-offs, how to 
read tablature, picking 
lead, crosspicking, practice 
techniques etc.List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 DVD# 95190DVD

BasiC CounTrY flaTpiCking guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Dix Bruce

Dix Bruce carefully teaches 
lead and backup guitar 
to nine great and classic 
country, bluegrass, and 
folk standards, ballads and 
hot breakdowns played 
by musicians the world 
over. Dix demonstrates 
the basic ‘bass note/strum’ 
technique and much more.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# GW308DVD

You Can TeaCh Yourself guiTar                                                                                                    
By: William Bay

This is a very popular guitar 
method. Its success lies in 
the fact that it is extremely 
easy to understand and 
very flexible. It moves at 
a slow, steady pace and 
enables you to play chord 
accompaniments in 7 
primary guitar keys! 

List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 DVD# 94301DVD

murphY meThod Beginning guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Murphy Henry

For those of you who have 
never played guitar. Using 
the 3 basic chords G, C, 
and D, you are guided 
through 22 songs from 
the bluegrass, folk, and 
gospel repertoire. Great ear 
training! Lesson on keys 
and capos. No Tab.
(2 hours).List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# MMGBGD

Bluegrass guiTar                                                                                                       
By: Dan Huckabee

The Right Way is the Easy 
Way! Get your skills and 
techniques started off right 
the first time— if you want 
to learn faster with less 
practice & frustration!

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95

aCousTiC guiTar primer                                                                                                    
By: Bert Casey

Companion DVD to the 
only book designed to 
take the raw beginner 
through the basics of 
bluegrass and country 
guitar, including both 
rhythm and lead playing.

List: $ 9.95

Ours:  $9.50 DVD# AGPDVD

easY Bluegrass & CounTrY guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Happy Traum

Happy Traum makes it easy 
for beginners to play favorite 
bluegrass tunes. He teaches 
all the basic techniques 
needed and helps guitarists 
build their own repertoire. 
He covers pick technique, 
elementary theory, song 
accompaniment, and how to 
play solos.

List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95

Bluegrass guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Joe Carr

Learn how to get the best 
possible sound from your 
guitar and how to play the 
solid rhythm and great 
bluegrass licks and bass runs 
used by professional artists. 
When you finish this video 
you will have the skills to play 
all the well-known chords, 
licks, and runs.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95

DVD# 7030 DVD# 641677

Best Seller!

DVD# NJ-60DVD

101 red hoT Bluegrass guiTar liCks                                                                                                    
By: Larry McCabe

Contains 101 authentic 
bluegrass guitar licks in 
the favorite bluegrass keys 
of C, G, D, and A minor. 
The licks are broken 
down into phrases of two, 
four, and eight bars. In 
addition, several endings 
and crosspicking licks are 
included. 

List: $ 17.95

Ours:  $16.95 Book/CD# 99445BCD

hoT liCks for Bluegrass guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Orrin Star

Over 350 authentic 
bluegrass licks and 
how to apply them 
to create your own 
solos while expanding 
your knowledge of the 
fingerboard. Includes a 
demonstration soundsheet 
of the licks played by 
Orrin.  173 pages.

List: $ 22.95

Ours:  $21.95 Book# OK64386

flaTpiCking wiTh doC                                                                                                     
By: Doc Watson

This unique lesson with 
Doc Watson provides 
detailed instruction 
for thirteen of his most 
popular songs and 
instrumentals: Ragtime 
Annie, Salt Creek, Little 
Sadie, More Pretty Girls 
Than one, Sweet Georgia 
Brown, Goodnight Waltz, 
New River Train, and more.List: $ 39.95

Ours:  $36.95 DVD# 641621

doC’s guiTar - finger & flaTpiCking                                                                                                     
By: Doc Watson

This DVD captures Doc 
Watson teaching some of the 
most requested fingerpicking 
and flatpicking tunes. 
Provides an intimate look 
into the guitar technique, 
musical philosophy and fine 
musicianship for which he is 
known and loved worldwide.  

List: $ 39.95

Ours:  $36.95 DVD# 641544

legends of flaTpiCking guiTar                                                                                                     
By: Doc Watson et. Al.

Doc Watson appears in half 
a dozen performances, with 
appearances by the late 
Merle Watson,  Norman 
Blake, Tony Rice, Ricky 
Skaggs, Sam Bush, Mark 
O’Connor, Jerry Douglas, 
Bela Fleck and more.  90 
minutes total.

List: $ 24.95

Ours:  $22.95 DVD# 95453DVD

DVD 1: # 2124
# 2125
# 2126

flaTpiCk jam wiTh Brad davis                                                                                                     
By: Brad Davis

Don’t ever be  without a 
jamming partner. This 6-hour 
session (2 hours each volume) 
is packed with 33 flatpicking 
favorites. Brad plays each tune 
at 4 different tempos so you can 
work on developing your tone, 
timing, note clarity, and fluidity.

List: 

59.95 Ours:  $55.953 DVD Set # 2127

DVD 2:
DVD 3:

List: 
List: 
List: 

19.95 Ours:  $18.95
19.95 Ours:  $18.95
19.95 Ours:  $18.95

Bluegrass flaTpiCk guiTar favoriTes                                                                                                     
By: Joe Carr

Fans of Joe Carr’s popular 
‘Flatpick Guitar’ video will 
love this all new volume with 
even more Bluegrass favorites. 
Learn guitar solos to many 
popular Bluegrass pickin 
tunes and use them at the 
next jam session.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 92-G-10DVD
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Bluegrass guiTar solos wiTh Chris jones                                                                                                    
By: Chris Jones

Chris teaches his 10 favorite 
solos & half-breaks from 
his recorded CD’s. He plays 
each solo full speed with 
guitar accompaniment. Then 
he plays each slowly. Lastly, 
he discusses valuable details 
about the solo, to help your 
learning & understanding of 
the music.

List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 DVD# 6931

lead guiTar Breaks for Bluegrass songs                                                                                                    
By: Steve Kaufman

Steve Kaufman breaks 
down lead solos to six 
classics, demonstrating 
the licks, chord inversions, 
embellishments, flatpick 
techniques and other 
important pointers that will 
show learning players how to 
take it!

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95

figuring ouT The fingerBoard                                                                                                    
By: Steve Kaufman

This melodic approach 
to guitar soloing and 
improvisation teaches 
players how to fully 
understand the fingerboard, 
particularly for playing 
flatpick style fiddle tunes 
and bluegrass instrumentals. 
90-MIN. • INCLUDES 
MUSIC + TAB • EARLY 
INTERMEDIATE LEVELList: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641807

Bluegrass guiTar solos                                                                                                    
By: Chris Jones

Chris teaches his 10 favorite 
solos & half-breaks from 
his recorded CD’s. He plays 
each solo full speed with 
Sally Jones accompanying 
him on rhythm & singing 
tenor. Then he plays each 
slowly. Lastly, he discusses 
valuable details about the 
solo, to help your learning & 
understanding of the music.List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 DVD# 6931

Bluegrass CounTrY jam                                                                                                     
By: Richard Collins

Sit in and jam with a top 
notch bluegrass band. The 
definitive fun, practice 
and playing tool for all 
guitarists. Includes a full-
length DVD, and two bonus 
CDs.The CDs include 13 
songs, each recorded twice - 
once with a guitar solo, and 
once without.

List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 2DVD’s/2CD’s# DV10054N

DVD# 641859

The TonY riCe masTer Class                                                                                                     
By: Tony Rice

The highly revered guitarist 
Tony Rice continues the 
breakdowns and analysis of
his world-class style and tech-
nique. His lesson includes
folk and country instrumen-
tals, fiddle tunes and his 
innovative arrangements to 
well-known standards. For 
intermediate level guitarists. 
1 hour, 50 minutes.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641951

fiddle Tunes for flaTpiCkers                                                                                                 
By: Bob Grant

Learn to play famous fiddle 
tunes specially arranged for 
guitar. Each song includes 
performance notes which 
give you helpful hints 
and tips on playing slides, 
double stops, fiddle shuffles, 
ornaments, syncopations, 
and much more! 25 
traditional fiddle tunes newly 
arranged for bluegrass guitar.List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book/CD# OK65142

ranger doug rides The rhYThm range                                                                                                     
By: Riders in the Sky

Swing rhythm never left, but 
it’s getting harder to find 
someone to teach it! Noted 
swing rhythm guitarist 
Ranger Doug of Riders in 
the Sky takes you step-by-
step through the process of 
expanding your technique 
on swing rhythm. 

List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 DVD# 000424

BrYan suTTons seCreTs of flaTpiCking  suCCess                                                                                                     
By: Bryan Sutton

One of bluegrass and 
country music’s most high-
profile acoustic guitarists 
lays out his tricks of the 
trade for aspiring players. 
This extraordinary DVD 
is filled with spectacular 
picking, detailed instruction 
and invaluable advice for 
aspiring bluegrass guitarists 
at all levels.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641997

easY flaTpiCking guiTar arrangemenTs                                                                                                     
By: Steve Kaufman

Steve Kaufman has chosen 11 
well-known and much-loved 
songs, each one associated 
with an important season or 
holiday. As one of America’s 
most experienced teachers, 
Steve adds the techniques 
and advice novice flatpickers 
will need to pick these as 
instrumentals.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641960

johnnY hiland Bluegrass guiTar                                                                                                     
By: Johnny Hiland

Learn bluegrass picking from 
one of the best there is. Johnny 
Hiland teaches rapid-fore 
flatpicking techniques, special 
bluegrass runs, hammer-ons 
and pull-offs, slides, rhythm 
strums, bluegrass fills, and 
much more. The disc also 
features some acoustic 
bluegrass jam sessions with 
Arlen Roth and Mac Wilson.List: $ 24.95

Ours:  $22.95 DVD# 14017135

new direCTions in flaTpiCking                                                                                                    
By: Beppe Gambetta

An adventure in acoustic 
world music! Beppe 
Gambetta’s reinterpretations 
of American and European 
musical traditions offer 
flatpickers a passport to 
inspiration. He teaches unique 
renditions of American fiddle 
tunes, his lyrical signature 
piece (Slow Creek) and three 
lively Mediterranean dances. List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27 .95 DVD# 642405

Bluegrass lead guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Scott Nygaard 

Scott explains in detail 
the techniques needed to 
master the bluegrass lead 
guitar style and the ideas 
behind his arrangements. 
All are clearly illustrated 
in split-screen close-ups. 
A detailed tab/music 
instructional booklet is 
included as a PDF file on 
the DVD. List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# GW604DVD

Ours:  $27.95
# 641604 Ours:  $27.95
# 641605

norman Blake’s guiTar TeChnique                                                                                         
By: Norman Blake

Norman demonstrates 
guitar techniques, musical 
ideas, playing style in this 
complete 2 DVD Set. He 
explores arrangements 
for several favorite songs, 
discussing back-up 
technique & lots more.

Ours:  $46.95
DVD 1:

# 641613
DVD 2:
2 DVD Set:

29.95
29.95

49.95

CreaTing guiTar solos for Banjo Tunes                                              
By: Chris Jones

Chris takes you beyond ‘lick 
oriented’ soloing, showing 
you how to translate 
banjo tunes into guitar 
instrumentals, by replacing 
the banjo roll with the 
more linear ‘guitaristic’ 
componentry, while being 
careful to maintain the 
integrity of the original.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 7045
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dan CrarY’s flaTpiCk guiTar workshop                                                                                                    
By: Dan Crary

An In-Depth Exploration 
Of Dynamic Flatpicking. 
Dan Crary imparts a 
wealth of knowledge, 
encouragement, inspiration 
and ideas that will benefit 
all guitar students. Includes 
instruction on numerous 
runs, syncopated licks, 
crosspicking and more.85-
Minute DVD with Tab.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641805

The TonY riCe guiTar meThod                                                                                                  
By: Tony Rice

Here, at last, is the definitive 
lesson by one of the greatest 
guitar flatpickers of all 
time! In a wide-ranging and 
detailed session, Tony Rice 
demonstrates his world-
famous technique, gives 
invaluable advice, analyzes 
some of his best-known pieces 
and discusses his style.

List: $ 59.95

Ours:  $55.95

TonY riCe: The video ColleCTion                                                                                                   
By: Tony Rice

This video/DVD presents 
Tony in three different settings 
recorded at the 1992 Merle 
Watson Festival playing a 
variety of music stamped with 
his personal style. Tony once 
remarked , ‘Others have said 
about me from time to time 
that I have a unique tone and 
balance on the instrument. 

List: $ 24.95

Ours:  $22.95

an inTimaTe lesson wiTh TonY riCe                                                                                                    
By: Tony Rice

Tony Rice slows down his 
fabulous picking style as he 
demonstrates his hard-
driving flatpicking solos, 
accompaniments, intros 
and licks. Includes: Gold 
Rush  Blackberry Blossom  
Muleskinner Blues  Church 
Street Blues  Cold On 
The Shoulder  & more. 
60-Minute DVD with tab.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 6417722 DVD’s# 641536 DVD# 96019DVD

Best Seller!

easY gospel guiTar                                                                                                     
By: Alan Munde

If you can play a few chords 
and strum a little, you will 
quickly be playing Alan 
Munde’s arrangements of 
‘Where the Soul Never 
Dies,’ ‘I’ll Fly Away,’ ‘Blessed 
Assurance,’ ‘The Old Rugged 
Cross,’ and many other gospel 
guitar favorites.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95

The arT of Bluegrass rhYThm guiTar                                                                                                     
By: Chris Jones

 Learn the style, fanciness, 
smoothness, comfort, 
finess, power, dynamics 
& subtle details that will 
make you sound slick! Tony 
Rice once said that ‘Playing 
Rhythm is as challenging 
as playing lead.’ Refine you 
guitar rhytmn playing with 
this video. 

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95

The arT of CrosspiCking                                                                                                     
By: Steve  Kaufmann

Crosspicking is a classic 
bluegrass flatpicking 
style that features a 
rolling, complex sound. 
This technique has been 
enthusiastically adopted 
by guitar masters and has 
become an integral part 
of every hot bluegrass 
guitarist’s arsenal.     

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641769DVD# 7052DVD# 641770

anYone Can plaY guiTar Chords                                                                                                     
By: Vern Juran

Designed to help both the 
beginning and intermediate 
guitarist learn the most 
commonly used chords. 
Through split-screen 
viewing, the student learns 
how the chords are fingered 
and how they should sound.

List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 DVD# 95435DVD

BasiC Bluegrass rhYThm guiTar                                                                                                     
By: Steve Kaufmann

Steve Kaufman is one of 
America’s top bluegrass 
guitarists! His DVD covers 
the basics of back-up guitar, 
from the simplest two-chord 
song to Texas-style fiddle 
tunes. Players will master 
bass walks, the Lester Flatt 
‘G run,’ altered chords, 
complex progressions and 
more.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641655

Gift Certificates Available Online!
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You Can TeaCh Yourself mandolin                 
By: Dix Bruce

Dix Bruce will guide 
you  through the basics 
of learning this versatile 
instrument. Learn all about 
accompanying yourself and 
others, common chords and 
useful strums, reading simple 
melodies, playing a colorful 
assortment of mandolin folk 
songs, and more.

List: $ 24.95

Ours:  $22.95 Book/CD/DVD# 94331SET

TeaCh Yourself Bluegrass mandolin                                                                                                  
By: Andy Statman

Teach yourself bluegrass, 
with clear instructions 
from a professional. 
Covers the basics, left-
handed techniques and 
solo backup. A section also 
includes personal advice 
on performance. Plus a 
complete section of the 
best bluegrass songs and 
tunes from which to learn.List: $ 17.95

Ours:  $16.95 Book/CD# OK64994

Your Can TeaCh Yourself mandolin BY ear                                                                                   
By: Jack Hatfield

This book teaches the 
conceptual tools needed 
to become adept at playing 
the mandolin by ear. 
Provides keys to learning 
chord progressions and 
playing melody by ear as 
well as using licks and 
playing in different keys. 
Includes many tunes in 
tablature.List: $ 17.95

Ours:  $16.95 Book/CD# 95597BCD

Bluegrass mandolin                                                                                                    
By: Jack Tottle

The best instruction book 
on bluegrass mandolin. 
Fully illustrated with 
detailed instructions 
from the basics to fancy 
fingerwork, backed up by 
a collection of bluegrass 
music by Bobby Osborne, 
Jesse McReynolds, Frank 
Wakefield, and John Duffy.   List: $ 24.95

Ours:  $22.95 Book# OK62935

deluxe Bluegrass mandolin meThod                              
By: Ray Valla

Ray Valla shares insights 
of a veteran bluegrass 
mandolinist. This is the
ideal book for the inter-
mediate to advanced player. 
It is filled with practical 
hints to improve your  
musicianship and increase 
the speed of your progress. 
27 tunes shown  in 
standard notation and tab.List: $ 22.95

Ours:  $20.95 Book/CD# 93340BCD

Bluegrass mandolin seT                                                                                                    
By: Dan Huckabee

Included is step-by-step 
instruction on CD with 
tablature booklet. These 
20 standards are played 
once slowly & once up 
to speed. Each song 
has rhythm recorded 
separately so you can 
practice your solos with 
rhythm.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 2 Booklets/2 CD’s# 7000

CompleTe mandolin meThod                                                                                                    
By: Mel Bay

This method presents 
mandolin technique and 
note-reading in a progressive, 
step-by-step fashion. Written 
to build the musicianship and 
technique needed to play both 
classical and contemporary 
mandolin styles.Music theory 
concepts and additional 
playing techniques are 
introduced as needed.List: $ 15.99

Ours:  $14.99 Book# 93221

hal leonard mandolin meThod                                                                                                    
By: Hal Leonard

Noted mandolinist 
and teacher Rich Del 
Grosso has authored 
this excellent mandolin 
method that features 
great playable tunes in 
several styles (bluegrass, 
country, folk, blues) in 
standard music notation 
and tablature. The audio 
features play-along duets.List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book/CD# 695102

how To plaY mandolin                                                                                                    
By: Larry McCabe

An easy to follow guide 
for beginners by Larry 
McCabe. Includes note 
reading, tablature,   scales 
and helpful diagrams. 
Favorite traditional tunes 
in the popular styles.

List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book/CD# TS257

mandolin primer                                                                                                    
By: Bert Casey

Mandolin Primer Book 
with CD by Bert Casey 
is designed for the 
beginning mandolin 
student who desires an 
easy to follow, step by 
step instruction method 
for getting started on the 
mandolin.

List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book/CD# MP

firsT lessons mandolin                                                                                                    
By: Dix Bruce

Teaches the basics of 
learning to play mandolin, 
from holding the pick to 
performing easy tunes.  
Learn how to hold the 
mandolin correctly, how to 
read mandolin tablature, 
basic note reading, most 
common mandolin chords, 
easy melodies, basic 
picking & more. List: $ 9.99

Ours:  $8.99 Book/CD# 99945BCD

how To plaY mandolin                                                                                                  
By: Jack Tottle

Instruction book designed 
to have you playing music 
from the very start.Covers 
traditional bluegrass and 
folk styles. Also contains 
information on left- and 
right-hand technique, 
runs, chords, 14 tunes, 
vocal accompaniment 
styles, a discography, and 
a bibliography.List: $ 12.95

Ours:  $11.95 Book# AM35163

fun wiTh The mandolin               
By: Mel Bay

This book presents 
melodies, lyrics and chord 
symbols for 22 songs. 
Tuning and hand positions 
are briefly discussed. You 
will be comfortable playing 
4/4, 3/4 and 2/4 rhythm 
chord accompaniments in 
three major keys - C, G, 
and D. Companion CD 
included.List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book/CD# 93258BCD

Best Seller!Best Seller!

Best Seller!

Bluegrass mandolin solos ThaT everY                                                                                                    

By: Steve Kaufmann
Beginners will learn to 
pick the melody to become 
familiar with the tune in 
its basic form. Intermediate 
players will develop facility 
with a series of great licks 
and runs. 20 must-know 
tunes,  a book and 6 CD’s 
in each volume.  

69.95 Ours:  $66.95# 641495

parking loT piCker should know                                                                                                    

Volume 1
69.95 Ours:  $66.95# 641964Volume 2

a mandolin plaYer’s guide To jamming                                                                                                    
By: Carl Yaffey

Everything a beginning 
or intermediate mandolin 
player needs to know to 
participate in a jam session. 
There are sections that 
describe how jam sessions 
work, and jam session 
etiquette. The book also 
describes the typical chords 
and keys for jamming, and 
describes right hand usage.List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book/CD# 20818BCD
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deluxe enCYClopedia of mandolin Chords                                                                                             
By: John Baxter

This encyclopedia is 
designed to provide 
mandolin players with 
a wide variety of chords 
in different voicings. 
This book is intended as 
both a starting point of 
learning chord voicings 
and patterns, as well as 
a dictionary of common 
mandolin chords.List: $ 13.99

Ours:  $12.95 Book# 98354

easY mandolin solos                                                                                                    
By: Dick Weissman

This book of original 
melodies is intended for 
the beginning mandolin 
student who can already 
read music or tab and play 
basic chords, but wants to 
learn new techniques and 
have fun in the process. 
Accompaniment chords 
and performance notes are 
provided for each tune.List: $ 10.95

Ours:  $9.95 Book/CD# 96547BCD

Beginning mandolin solos                                                                                                  
By: William Bay

Here’s a diverse collection 
of 56 beginning mandolin 
solos in notation and 
tablature with suggested 
guitar chords. This 
book makes an excellent 
supplement to any 
introductory mandolin 
method. Dix Bruce 
performs all of the tunes 
in the book on the 
companion CD.List: $ 16.95

Ours:  $15.95 Book/CD# 94884BCD

monroe insTrumenTals                                                                                                    
By: Todd Collins

This book is a collection of 
transcriptions in notation 
and tab taken from classic 
instrumentals recorded 
over a span of 40 years, 
from the early 1940s to the 
early 1980s. It functions as 
a ‘fake book’ for bluegrass 
students to learn the 
original melody or to study 
Monroe’s playing style.List: $ 17.99

Ours:  $16.95 Book# 99962

Bill monroe - 16 gems for mandolin                                                                                               
By: Bill Monroe

Authentic mandolin 
transcriptions of these 
classics by the Father of 
Bluegrass: Blue Grass 
Breakdown; Blue Grass 
Special; Can’t You Hear 
Me Calling; Goodbye Old 
Pal; Heavy Traffic Ahead; 
I’m Going Back to Old 
Kentucky; Kentucky Waltz  
& many more.List: $ 12.95

Ours:  $11.95 Book# 690310

The mandolin piCker’s fakeBook                                                                                                    
By: David Brody

Contains over 250 jigs, 
reels, rags, hornpipes, 
and breakdowns from 
all the major traditional 
instrumental styles. 
Special introductory 
materials on regional 
styles, interpretation, and 
ornamentation. Includes 
an extensive discography.

List: $ 24.95

Ours:  $22.95 Book# OK64352

30 fiddle Tunes for mandolin                                                                                                    
By: Butch Baldassari

These 30 classic fiddle 
tunes will add depth to 
any player’s repertoire 
and technical proficiency. 
Butch plays each piece 
slowly and up-to-speed, 
and provides rhythm 
tracks. 

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 Booklet/CD# 641392

fiddle Tunes & irish musiC for mandolin                                                                                                    
By: Dan Gelo

A fun-to-play collection 
of 62 favorite fiddle and 
Irish tunes arranged in 
notation and tablature 
for mandolin solo. Ideal 
music for intermediate 
level technical study in 
sight reading. The CD is 
in split-track format, thus 
allowing the mandolin 
student to play along with 
18 of the tunes. Available 
as an E- Book.List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 93732BCD

Texas fiddle favoriTes for mandolin                                                                                                   
By: Joe Carr

Joe Carr presents his 
advanced mandolin 
arrangements of 12 well-
known Texas-style tunes. 
The arrangements are 
inspired by the popular 
Texas contest fiddle 
style. The included CD 
features of the tunes 
with the bluegrass band 
accompaniment. Available 
as an E- Book.List: $ 17.95

Ours:  $16.95 Book/CD# 98404BCD

greaT mandolin piCking Tunes                                                                                                    
By: Joe Carr

A new collection of 
30 great tunes from 
a variety of fiddle 
traditions. Each tune 
has been specially 
arranged for mandolin 
and is presented in 
both standard notation 
and tablature. The 
accompanying CD 
features all 30 tunes.List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book/CD# 20553BCD

o BroTher where arT Thou for mandolin                                                                                                    
By: Various

Perfect for beg. to adv. 
players, this collection 
has both note-for-note 
transcribed mandolin 
solos, as well as mandolin 
arrangements of the 
melody lines for 11 songs 
from this Grammy-
winning Album of the 
Year:  Includes tab, lyrics 
and notation.List: $ 12.99

Ours:  $12.50 Book# 695762

souThern mounTain mandolin                                                                                             
By: Wayne Erbsen

Southern Mountain 
Mandolin is  one in a 
series of 5 books exploring 
the music of the southern 
Appalachian region. The 
Mandolin edition offers a 
great selection of tunes in 
notation and tab, and is a 
great way to learn and play 
Southern Mountain music. 
Available as an E- Book.

List: $ 25.95

Ours:  $23.95 Book/CD# 95277

CelTiC musiC for mandolin                                                                                                    
By: Allan Alexander & Jessica Walsh

There is a surprising 
similarity in the sound 
of the lute and mandora 
music and the sound of 
many of the traditional 
pieces from Ireland and 
Scotland. It is an amazing 
feeling to play a dance 
that is this old... to play 
the same notes another 
musician played back in 
the Renaissance.

List: $ 22.95

Ours:  $19.95 Book# CMMAN

irish mandolin plaYing                                                                                                  
By: Philip John Berthoud 

The book takes the reader 
from the basics to more
advanced topics such as
creating variations, emph-
asis, improvisation, playing 
with other musicians, 
practicing effectively and 
much more. This is an 
invaluable resource for 
anyone interested in Irish 
mandolin playing.List: $ 25.99

Ours:  $23.95 Book/CD# 99777BCD

The mandolin of norman Blake                                                                                                     
By: Norman Blake

Norman and Nancy Blake 
teach old-time and original 
instrumentals in Celtic 
and southern mountain 
tradition, plus advice 
on tuning, split strings, 
phrasing, ornaments, 
double-stops, tremolos, 
drones and more. 90 
minutes.

List: $29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641858
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mandolin sampler                                                                                                   
By: Dan Gelo

This collection of 
vibrant traditional and 
original tunes captures 
the variety of mandolin 
styles in America. The 
styles represented include 
old time country and 
bluegrass, ragtime, 
swing, Irish, Italian, and 
neoclassical.

List: $ 19.95
Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 20024BCD

flaTpiCkin The gospels for mandolin                                                                                              
By: Steve Kaufman

A collection of 24 bluegrass/
gospel favorites arranged 
for mandolin with rhythm 
guitar accompaniment. 
These intermediate/
advanced solos are 
comprised of melodic 
embellishments and 
standard runs that may by 
used with other songs with 
similar chord structures. List: $ 24.99

Ours:  $22.95 Book/CD# 95756BCD

a smokeY mounTain ChrisTmas for mandolin                                                                                                    
By: Steve Kaufman

This wonderful collection 
gives the mandolin player 
a wide variety of material 
from which to choose. 
Well-known soloist 
Steve Kaufman includes 
beautiful, meaningful 
carols arranged 
specifically for mandolin.

List: $ 24.95
Ours:  $22.95 Book/CD# 95474BCD

101 red hoT Bluegrass mandolin liCks                                                                  
By: McCabe

This book contains 101  
bluegrass mandolin licks in 
the keys of C, G, D, and A 
minor written in notation 
and tab. Each lick is played 
to a chord progression that 
is standard in bluegrass, 
country, and folk music. 
All 101 examples are 
recorded on CD with 
guitar accompaniment.List: $ 17.99

Ours:  $16.99 Book/CD# 99446BCD

designing mandolin solos for Bg songs                                           
By: Paul Kramer

This is far & above the 
most powerful, exciting 
& valuable instruction 
ever made for Mandolin! 
This course is much 
more than just learning 
licks that fit a chord 
progression. It’s how to 
change a simple bluegrass 
melody into a fancy, 
tasteful, driving solo. List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 Booklet/CD# 6964

Twin mandolin workshop                                                                                              
By: Robert Bowlin

This course has tab. for 
both the melody solo & the 
harmony part that fits it. 
For intermediate-advanced 
players. The melody solo 
is recorded in the left 
channel & the harmony 
(twin) is in the right for 
isolation purposes. It is 
also a beautiful album to 
simply listen to.List: $ 16.95

Ours:  $15.95 Booklet/CD# 6962

mandolin TeChnique sTudies                                                                                                    
By: Matt Raum

An in-depth study of 
mandolin technique. 
Included are chapters on 
arpeggios, shifting, triplets 
and chromatics. Each chapter 
contains numerous practice 
studies and concludes with 
a fiddle tune arrangement 
showcasing the skills 
discussed in that chapter.

List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book# 20671

sam Bush TeaChes mandolin                                                                                               
By: Sam Bush

One of the most versatile 
and powerful musicians 
playing today teaches 8 
great repertoire tunes 
that will help mandolin 
players develop their 
style and technique. This 
lesson covers traditional 
bluegrass tunes as well 
as jazz-flavored new-grass 
originals.List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 695339

CompleTe jeThro Burns mandolin meThod                                                                       
By: Jethro Burns Learn from the master 

of bluegrass mandolin - 
Jethro Burns. More than 
70 tunes and two dozen 
exercises are found in 
this bluegrass bonanza. 
The Complete Jethro 
Burns Mandolin Set is an 
incomparable resource 
of bluegrass mandolin 
repertoire - all in standard 
notation and tablature.List: $ 39.95

Ours:  $36.95 Book/CD# 94875BCD

roland whiTe’s approaCh To mandolin                                                                                                 
By: Roland White

Roland White’s 
book will help you 
become a more skilled 
mandolinist. The book 
starts with the basics and 
features 30 powerful and 
tasteful arrangements 
of Bluegrass standards. 
This book will transform 
you from a beginner to 
a pro.List: $ 39.95

Ours:  $36.95 Book/2 CD’s# MP2

roland whiTe’s mandolin ChrisTmas                   
By: Roland White Book with play-along 

CD for all skill levels.  10 
classics in notation & tab. 
Songbook section with full 
lyrics, mandolin & guitar 
chord diagrams. Easy two-
finger open chords, closed 
position chords, add’l. 
simple versions in tab for 
beginners, plus several 
‘step up’ versions with 
simple double stops.List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# RWMC

Best Seller!

Bluegrass mandolin workshop                                                                                                     
By: Butch Baldassari

This comprehensive, user-
friendly mandolin method 
takes a beginner from 
bare-bone basics to solidly 
intermediate material in 
a single two-hour lesson. 
Includes 20 great repertoire 
tunes.  120 minutes 
includes music and tab. 
Beginner level.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641783

60 hoT liCks for Bluegrass mandolin                                                                                                     
By: Joe Carr

Joe Carr teaches 60 
outstanding bluegrass 
mandolin licks. His easy- to-
understand teaching style will 
help you quickly master the 
material found on this fine 
video. (60-minutes) Includes 
free instructional booklet.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# LM-JC-4DVD

super mandolin piCking TeChniques                                                                                                     
By: Joe Carr

Bluegrass mandolin master 
Joe Carr reveals his method 
for developing super 
fast, strong and accurate 
picking. Specific play-along 
exercises concentrate on 
alternating, combination 
and consecutive down 
picking. Also featured are 
Monroe style and two styles 
of crosspicking.List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 DVD# 95998DVD

The mandolin and Bouzouki of Tim o’Brien                                                                                                     
By: Tim O’Brien

Tim O’Brien’s course will 
be a boon to mandolin 
and bouzouki (octave 
mandolin) players who want 
to improve their technique, 
develop ideas and learn new 
repertoire. Tim brings his 
brilliant musicianship to 
bear as he teaches Celtic, 
bluegrass and original 
songs.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641661
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murphY meThod Beginning mandolin                                                                                                    
By: Murphy Henry

This DVD covers all the 
basics. The techniques are 
applied to 7 well-known 
bluegrass songs, plus learn 
the chording for each song 
to play with other people!  
No Tab. (2 hours)

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95

You Can TeaCh Yourself mandolin                                                                                                    
By: Dix Bruce

Companion DVD to the 
book of the same title. Dix 
Bruce will guide you  through 
the basics of learning the 
mandolin. Learn all about 
accompanying yourself and 
others, common chords and 
useful strums, reading simple 
melodies, playing a colorful 
assortment of mandolin folk 
songs, and more.List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 DVD# 94331DVD

anYone Can plaY mandolin                                                                                                    
By: Paul Hayman

For beginning mandolin 
students. It teaches the 
fundamentals of mandolin, 
chord strumming, single-note 
melody picking, and explains 
tablature. Does not require any 
previous musical experience 
or note-reading ability. You 
will learn several well-known 
bluegrass songs in both 
strumming and picking styles.List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 DVD# 94849DVD

fun wiTh The mandolin                                                                                                    
By: Mel Bay

Companion DVD to the 
Book/CD of the same 
title. Presents melodies 
and chords for 22 songs. 
Tuning and hand positions 
are shown You will be 
comfortable playing 4/4, 
3/4 and 2/4 rhythm chord 
accompaniments in three 
major keys - C, G, and D. 

List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 DVD# 93258DVD

mandolin primer                                                                                                   
By: Bert Casey

Designed for the beginning 
mandolin student who 
desires an easy to follow, 
step by step instruction 
method for getting 
started on the mandolin. 
It starts with proper left 
& right hand technique 
and playing scales, then 
progresses to playing 12 
popular bluegrass songs.List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 DVD# MPDVD

CounTrY and Bluegrass mandolin                                                                                                    
By: Dan Huckabee

There are certain important 
aspects of learning an instru-
ment which must be seen 
to be understood. Incorrect 
technical habits severely 
limit speed, accuracy, and 
tone quality. Our specialized 
pick technique study, will 
give you the skills necessary 
to become a good player 
quickly.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 7034

You Can plaY Bluegrass mandolin                                                                                                    
By: Butch Buldassari

Vol 1: How to hold and tune 
the mandolin; basic chords 
and scales; simple melodies; 
how to work with open strings
Vol 2: Chord positions up 
and down the neck; soloing; 
slides; hammer-ons; open 
chord positions; open-string 
harmonies; increase speed, etc.

29.95 Ours:  $27.95
DVD# MMMBMD

DVD 1 # 641635

Best Seller!

29.95 Ours:  $27.95DVD 2 # 641636
49.95 Ours:  $46.952 DVD Set # 641641

DVD 1 # 641732
29.95 Ours:  $27.95DVD 2 # 641733

The mandolin of Bill monroe                                                                                                     
By: Bill Monroe & Sam Bush

A must have for all 
mandolinists. Analyzes the 
mandolin playing of the 
Father of Bluegrass.  Bill 
and the Bluegrass Boys play 
and demonstrate over 25 of 
his tunes on Volume 1. Sam 
Bush analyzes 16 Bill Monroe 
tunes on split screen in 
Volume 2. 

49.95 Ours:  $46.952 DVD Set # 641734

The Bluegrass mandolin of ronnie mCCourY

By: Ronnie McCoury
Ronnie McCoury has made 
an instructional DVD that 
will be a boon to all learning 
mandolinists. Accompanied 
by his dad on guitar and 
vocals, Ronnie works 
through a rich repertoire 
of tunes and techniques, 
breaking each piece down to 
its essentials.  80 Minutes. 
Includes music + tab.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641650

alan BiBeY aCuTaB dvd                                                                                                     
By: Alan Bibey

This 2 hour DVD video 
offers a detailed look at 
one of the most celebrated 
mandolinists of our time. 
Alan covers a number of 
important techniques and 
teaches a number of songs 
which he has recorded. 
Includes tab/standard 
booklet.

List: $ 35.00

Ours:  $33.00 DVD# D-AB-1

29.95 Ours:  $27.95

Bluegrass mandolin                                                                                                     
By: Sam Bush

Sam Bush details the 
dominant mandolin 
styles from Bill Monroe 
to Newgrass! He 
demonstrates powerful 
techniques while teaching 
ten classic tunes. 100 
Minute DVD.  Includes 
music and tab.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641669

The sam Bush mandolin meThod                                                                                                     
By: Sam Bush

Sam Bush performs and 
slows down trad. fiddle tunes 
and original instrumentals, 
giving detailed instruction 
on tech., rhythm playing, 
speed building, warm-up
exercises, improvised 
soloing, equip. and much 
more. Includes Tab.  

List: $ 59.95

Ours:  $55.95

essenTial TeChniques for mandolin                                                                                                     
By: Chris Thile

Chris Thile shares his 
own successful formula for 
developing right- and left-
hand dexterity, improving 
speed and accuracy, and 
playing with heightened 
musicality. He provides 
numerous exercises 
that will make all the 
difference. 85 minutes.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95

2 DVD’s# 641585

DVD# 641545

Best Seller!Best Seller!Best Seller!Best Seller!Best Seller!Best Seller!Best Seller!

The mandolin of norman Blake                                                                                                     
By: Norman Blake

Norman and Nancy Blake 
teach old-time and original 
instrumentals in Celtic 
and southern mountain 
tradition, plus advice 
on tuning, split strings, 
phrasing, ornaments, 
double-stops, tremolos, 
drones and more. 90 
minutes.

List: $29.95
Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641858
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The ameriCan fiddle meThod                                                                                                
By: Brian Wicklund

 Already a classic, this 
method provides the 
beginner with the elements 
needed to become a 
proficient fiddler. Based 
on many years of teaching 
experience, Brian introduces 
the concepts and techniques 
that yield solid results.  Book 
and CD. Companion & 
E-Book DVD available.

25.95 Ours:  $24.99Vol. 1: # 99471BCD

deluxe fiddling meThod seT                                                                                                    
By: Craig Duncan

This book and CD teaches 
the basics of fiddling by 
beginning with essential 
bowings and fingerings, and 
progressing from simple to 
more complex renditions 
of tunes. Usable fingerings, 
bowings and explanations 
of each of the 49 tunes are 
included in this book. This 
is the most widely-used fiddle 
method available!

List: $ 24.95

Ours:  $22.95 Book/CD/DVD# 93742SET

TeaCh Yourself Bluegrass fiddle                                                                                                  
By: Matt Glaser

Teach yourself authentic 
bluegrass, with clear 
instructions from a 
professional. Covers the 
basics, bowing and left-
handed techniques and 
solo backup. A section 
also includes advice on 
performance. Plus a 
complete section of the 
best bluegrass songs.List: $ 17.95

Ours:  $16.95 Book/CD# OK64989

easiesT fiddling Book                                                                                                    
By: Craig Duncan

Contains two dozen 
arrangements of tunes 
for the beginning fiddler 
or violinist. This book 
begins with the easiest 
arrangements and progresses 
in difficulty. Each tune is 
written in music notation 
with chord changes followed 
by a fingering chart.

List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book/CD# 95602BCD

fiddle primer                                                                                                    
By: Jim Tolles

The Fiddle Primer Book/
CD is the first book 
clearly showing the 
beginner how to play the 
fiddle. Includes many 
illustrations showing 
how to hold the bow and 
fiddle properly and many 
exercises to develop good 
bowing technique and 
learning how to play in 
tune.List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book/CD# FP

You Can TeaCh Yourself fiddling                                                                                                 
By: Craig Duncan

With You Can Teach 
Yourself Fiddling, veteran 
Mel Bay author, Craig 
Duncan, has produced 
an excellent book for 
the beginning fiddler. 
Its 36 lessons teach basic 
techniques through 
specific exercises and 
traditional fiddle tunes. 
E-Book available.

List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 94430BCD

Children’s  fiddling meThod                                                                                                
By: C. Wheeler

As both a championship 
fiddler and superb teacher, 
Carol Ann Wheeler brings 
all her talents to bear in 
this fiddling book written 
especially for young 
children. Students raised 
in the Suzuki tradition 
will immediately take to 
the method, concepts, and 
techniques used.

12.99 Ours:  $11.99Vol. 1: # 94817BCD

Bluegrass fiddle                                                                                                    
By: Gene Lowinger

The first complete guide to 
bluegrass fiddling, covering 
the fundamentals of 
musical terminology, right- 
and left-hand techniques, 
double stops, slurs and 
slides. Twenty nine 
bluegrass and 14 traditional 
tunes arranged to develop 
technique and a repertoire.

List: $ 17.95

Ours:  $16.95 Book# OK62794

CounTrY fiddle                                                                                                   
By: Marilyn Bos

This well thought-out book 
is divided into 17 lessons 
for the intermediate player, 
contains fiddle tunes from 
simple to advanced, plus 
exercises to help the player 
develop the strong supple 
left-hand and flexible 
balanced bow-arm. Plus 
guitar chart and chords for 
each time.

List: $ 10.95

Ours:  $10.50 Book# 3

Bluegrass fiddler                                                                                                    
By: Burton Isaac

A compilation of 30 fiddle 
tunes ranging from folk to 
ragtime to gospel. All tunes 
are presented in a ‘theme-
and-variations’ format. 
Guitar chords are included as 
are lyrics, where appropriate. 
Levity leapt over the lyrical 
in these fiddling favorites 
that set our father’s feet to 
stepping.  E-Book avaialable.

List: $ 8.95

Ours:  $8.50 Book# 93341

25.95 Ours:  $24.99Vol. 2: # 99472BCD

CompleTe fiddling Book & dvd                                                                                                    
By: C Duncan

A compilation of 
arrangements of traditional 
tunes by several outstanding 
practitioners of the art of 
fiddle playing. From The 
Arkansas Traveler to The 
Yellow Rose of Texas, over 
300 colorful fiddle tunes 
populated this book’s 205 
pages. Includes DVD.

List: $ 39.95

Ours:  $36.95 Book/DVD# 94367DP

12.99 Ours:  $11.99Vol. 2: # 95279BCD

The fiddle Book                                                                                                    
By: Marion Thede

The most comprehensive 
collection of traditional 
fiddle tunes ever 
compiled. Over 150 
tunes, familiar and 
obscure, with lyrics. 
Transcribed from the 
playing of country 
fiddlers.

List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book# OK61853

The fiddlin’ workshop                                                                                                    
By: Jeanine Orme

This book was written to 
be used as a learning tool 
for beginners who read 
music. It presents very easy 
tunes to learn the basics 
of bowing and style, and 
progresses in difficulty. All 
of the arrangements are 
renditions that the author 
plays and has heard other 
fiddlers play.List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 95318BCD

a guide To ameriCan fiddling                                                                                                    
By: Andrew Carlson

A Guide to American 
Fiddling exposes serious 
students of the violin to 
the technical nuances 
of traditional Old Time 
fiddling. In this book, 
violinist/fiddler Andrew 
Carlson provides a detailed 
technical analysis of 
Missouri-style fiddling.

List: $ 19.99

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 99128BCD

souThern mounTain fiddle                                                                                                    
By: Wayne Erbsen

A great way to learn and 
play Southern Mountain 
music! The CD recording 
included with this book is 
entitled ‘Southern Mountain 
Classics’. It includes the true 
classics of old-time mountain 
music played on clawhammer 
banjo, fiddle, mandolin, 
dulcimer, guitar, bass and 
buckdancing. E-Book 
available.List: $ 26.95

Ours:  $24.95 Book/CD# 95278BCD

Fiddle Instruction      Order Online at www.PlayBetterBluegrass.
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a hundred favoriTe fiddle Tune                                                                                                    
By: Bill Guest

100 great fiddle solos and duets on 
reels, waltzes, jigs, hornpipes, two-
steps, breakdowns, clogs, etc.

Ours:  $9.95

Book

# 93730
ColleCTion of TradiTional fiddle Tunes                                                                                                   
By: Stacy Phillips

This book provides a snapshot of 
what American fiddlers were playing 
in the latter part of the 20th Century.

Ours:  $32.50

Book

# 94711

Beginning fiddle solos                                                                                                    
By: Stacy Phillips

Easy solos in several styles for beginners... 
great tune selection! Each tune has a 
complete explanation. E-Book available.

Ours:  $17.95

Book/CD

# 95590BCD
Craig dunCan  fiddle solo ColleCTion                                                                                                    
By: Craig Duncan

144 of the most frequently played tunes 
in old time fiddle contests and popular 
bluegrass and country tunes. E-Book 
avaialable.

Ours:  $18.95

Book

# 96995

TwenTY irish fiddle Tunes                                   
By: Kevin Burke

Kevin Burke teaches 20 tunes taken 
from his vast repertoire of Irish 
traditional music. 

Ours:  $18.95

Book/CD

# 641476

deluxe alBum of walTzes & slow airs                                                                                                    
By: Bill Guest

58 great fiddle waltzes written by a 
superb collection of contemporary 
fiddlers. Scored for solo, duet, or trio. 

Ours:  $23.95

Book/CD

# 94092BCD

Top fiddle solos                                                                                                    
By: Craig Duncan

60 great fiddling tunes with CD 
featuring Craig Duncan backed up by a 
top Nashville country rhythm section!

Ours:  $22.95

Book/CD

# 94095BCD

easY fiddle solos                                                                                                    
By: Dick Weisman

This book gives the beginning 
fiddler an immediate grasp of the 
fundamentals of fiddling.

Ours:  $10.50

Book/CD

# 96546BCD

fiddle Tunes for The violinisT                                                                                                    
By: Betty Barlow

This collection makes it possible for 
the student and amateur violinist to 
build real fiddling skills. 

Ours:  $13.95

Book

# AM40882

50 fiddle solos                                                                                                    
By: Sean Keane

50 superb jigs, reels and hornpipes 
arranged by Sean Keane.  With 
accompanying CD.

Ours:  $18.95

Book/CD

# AM970497

The fiddler’s fakeBook                                                                                                   
By: David Brody

Contains nearly 500 jigs, reels, rags, 
and hornpipes from all the major 
fiddling traditions.

Ours:  $22.95

Book

# OK63925

300 fiddle Tunes                                                                                                    
By: Ron Middlebrook

This collection of fabulous fiddle 
tunes includes reels, hornpipes, 
strathspeys, jigs, waltzes and slow airs.

Ours:  $12.50

Book

# 235

The Cajun fiddle Book                                                                                                   
By: D. Greenblatt

30 Cajun tunes for those who are 
new to the Cajun tradition. Includes 
a list of sources for Cajun recordings. 

Ours:  $16.95

Book/CD

# 273

The kilTed fiddler                                                                                                   
By: Alan Lerwick

A collection of 167 Scottish fiddle 
tunes compiled and arranged by 
Alan Lerwick.

Ours:  $22.95

Book

# 194

The fiddling Chord Book                                                                                                    
By: Craig Duncan

Contains the most frequently used 
basic chords, and covers practically 
every fiddling situation. 

Ours:  $12.50

Book

# 94683

FIDDLE SONGBOOKS

fiddling around The world                                                                                                    
By: Mary Ann Harbor

This book/CD features folk tunes 
from North America, the British 
Isles, Western and Eastern Europe. 

Ours:  $23.95

Book/CD

# 95536BCD

 famous fiddlin’ Tunes quik guide                                                                                                 
By: Craig Duncan

This QWIKGUIDE offers 43 
traditional fiddle solos in standard 
notation with chord symbols.

Ours:  $9.50

Book/CD

#98431BCD
mark o’Connor - The Championship Years                                                                                                    
By: Mark O’Connor

Contains meticulously accurate 
transcriptions of the album of the 
same name.

Ours:  $22.96# 94585
english, welsh, sCoTTish, irish fiddle Tunes                                                                                                     
By: Robin Williamson

Over 100 tunes, this is an outstanding 
collection of the traditional music of 
Britain, graded from easy to advanced.

Ours:  $18.95

Book/CD

# OK63164
old Time fiddle solos                                                                                                    
By: Mel Bay

Intermediate-level solos based on 
68 fiddling favorites of reels, jigs, 
hornpipes etc. E-Book available.

Ours:  $8.50

Book

# 93449

Bluegrass fiddle sTYles                                                                                                    
By: Phillips/Kosek

The most complete 
bluegrass fiddle book 
ever published. Authentic 
transcriptions of bluegrass 
breaks in the styles of 25 
major players, including 
Eck Robertson, Fiddin’ 
Arthur Smith, Chubby 
Wise, Vassar Clements, 
and Kenny Baker.

List: $ 17.95

Ours:  $16.95 Book# OK63487

aeroBiCs for fiddling                                                                                                    
By: C. Wheeler

Get in shape and stay 
in shape on your fiddle. 
Written by champion 
fiddler Carol Ann Wheeler, 
Aerobics for Fiddlers 
contains well-thought-out 
exercises dealing with 
dexterity, vibrato, loosening 
and strengthening the wrist, 
plus techniques such as 
double-stops, turn-arounds, 
chromatics, etc.List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book/CD# 95166BCD

hoT liCks for Bluegrass fiddle                                                                                                    
By: Stacy Phillips

Over 450 authentic 
bluegrass licks and how 
to apply them to create 
your own solos, fills, and 
backup. Special sections 
on riffs using double 
stops, riffs using upper 
positions, and different 
ways of playing Orange 
Blossom Special.

List: $ 24.95

Ours:  $22.95 Book/CD# OK64378

advanCed fiddling                                                                                                    
By: Craig Duncan

A follow-up book on 
Craig Duncan’s popular 
‘Deluxe Fiddling Method’ 
containing 40 great fiddle 
solos in the keys of F, B-flat, 
E major, E minor, and A 
minor. Also features tunes 
in altered tunings, contest-
style breakdowns, ragtime 
tunes, and additional 
fiddling favorites.List: $ 27.95

Ours:  $26.95 Book/CD# 93971BCD

fiddling Through The Years                                                                                                    
By: Byron Berline

A fascinating journey 
through Byron Berline’s 
award-winning fiddling 
career, this Centerstream 
book/CD pack takes 
you from his early years 
through the present. 
Berline covers basic 
beginning fiddle tunes, 
contest playing, bluegrass 
and other styles, thoughts 
of other fiddlers & more.

List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 315
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Beginning Bluegrass fiddle                                                                                                   
By: Dan Huckabee

If any instrument needs a 
VIDEO LESSON, it’s the 
FIDDLE! Although it’s a lot 
of fun, the fiddle is more 
difficult in the beginning 
than any other instrument. 
This lesson is designed to 
start you off on the right 
foot, with hints that will 
make your progress FAST 
and PAINLESS!

List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 DVD# 7035

Bluegrass fiddle BooT Camp - 2 dvd’s                                                                                                    
By: Stacy Phillips

Here is a complete course in 
which Stacy Phillips unlocks 
the secrets of playing 
authentic bluegrass fiddle. 
These lessons are aimed 
mainly at basic players. Stacy 
provides in-depth, detailed 
advice on all aspects of 
fiddling, including bowing, 
slurs, double stops, slides, 
bowing patterns, etc. 

List: $ 49.95

Ours:  $46.95 2 DVD’s# 641562

learning Bluegrass fiddle                                                                                                    
By: Kenny Koseck

One of the best and most 
comprehensive methods 
available. Vol. 1 starts with 
the basics of holding the 
instrument, tuning, basic 
scales and other essential 
techniques. Vol. 2 teaches 
more advanced techniques.

29.95 Ours:  $27.95DVD 1: # 641638

fiddle Camp - BaCk To BasiCs                                                                                              
By: Mark O’Connor

Mark O’Connor’s Fiddle 
Camps attract students 
from all over the world, 
and this DVD puts you in 
a center seat for his Back 
to Basics class. He focuses 
on development of ear 
training and essential fiddle 
techniques, and analyzes 
three songs with phrase-by-
phrase breakdowns.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641723

Bluegrass fiddle                                                                                                    
By: Richard Greene

Classically trained bluegrass 
virtuoso Richard Greene 
covers a fascinating array 
of musical ideas, exercises 
and instrumental examples 
on this one-of-a-kind 
fiddle lesson. 85-Minute 
DVD, Includes music. 
Intermediate level.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641773

fiddle for kids                                                                                                     
By: Jenne Anne Bulla

Vol 1. teaches the basics – 
tuning up, bowing, hand 
position, posture, finding 
the right size fiddle and 
more  to the young student. 
Vol. 2 Focuses on building 
repertoire, breaking three 
tunes down into small, easy-
to-grasp sections. 

19.95 Ours:  $18.95DVD 1: # 641800

learn To plaY old Time fiddle                                                                                                    
By: Brad Leftwich

Brad Leftwich, one of the 
foremost old-time fiddlers 
in the US, teaches the 
fundamentals of traditional 
“downbow” fiddling. He 
shows how to produce the 
flowing, rhythmic sound 
that has delights square 
dancers and music lovers.

29.95 Ours:  $27.95DVD 1: # 641727

29.95 Ours:  $27.95DVD 2: # 641639
49.95 Ours:  $46.952 DVD Set: # 641643

19.95 Ours:  $18.95DVD 2: # 641801
39.95 Ours:  $36.952 DVD Set: # 641833

29.95 Ours:  $27.95DVD 2: # 641728
49.95 Ours:  $46.952 DVD Set:# 641730

hoT fiddle!                                                                             
By: Mary Ann Harbar

Wow your audience with 
four dozen pro techniques 
and three sizzling tunes to 
show them off (including 
“The Devil Went Down to 
Georgia”), with this 4-hour 
2-DVD set. A lifetime 
course for the price of 
one lesson! Intermediate 
to advanced; for fiddle or 
classical “cross-over” players.List: $ 24.95

Ours:  $22.95 Book/DVD# 20609DP

sCoTTish fiddle enCYClopedia                                                                                                    
By: Bonnie Rideout

The purpose of this book is 
to offer fiddlers direct access 
to the gems of the genre. 
Composers represented 
in this volume span a 300 
year period including works 
by: Patrick MacDonald, 
Adam Craig, Capt. Charles 
Duff, Simon Fraser, Robert 
and Joseph Lowe, Robert 
MacIntosh & more. List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book# 99268

a fiddle plaYers guide To jamming                                                                                            
By:  John Sherman

This book presents 
everything a beginning 
or intermediate fiddler 
player needs to know 
to participate in a jam 
session. There are sections 
that describe the anatomy 
of a jam session, jam 
session etiquette, chords 
and keys for jamming, and 
vamping. List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book/CD# 20889BCD

 fiddlesCapes                                                                                                  
By: Deborah Greenblatt

By Deborah Greenblatt, 
the past Nebraska State 
and Mid-America fiddle 
champion. Contains many 
tunes from hoedowns 
to waltzes of all levels of 
difficulty. Tips on how 
to buy and take care of 
a fiddle; performing in 
fiddle contests; what to do 
and what to play, etc. List: $ 7.95

Ours:  $7.75 Book#000052

The CompleTe irish fiddle plaYer                                                                                                    
By: Peter Cooper

This is not a book for 
the absolute beginner. 
You can expect to enjoy 
the process of learning...
[and experience] the joy 
of recreating a traditional 
tune, of making it your 
own. Written for the 
literary as much as the 
musical connoisseur. 
Includes a double CD. 
E-Book available.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 Book/CD# 95406BCD

irish fiddle plaYing guide vol. 2                                                                                                    
By: Philip John Berth

The book is designed to 
make the personal aspects 
of traditional Irish fiddle 
playing, improvisation and 
interpretation, accessible 
to novice players. The aim 
of the book is to allow the 
player to look more closely 
at their technique while 
also improving accuracy 
and speed.List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 99776BCD

 The fiddle musiC of sCoTland                                                                                              
By: James Hunter

A comprehensive 
annotated collection of 
365 tunes with a historical 
introduction. Much more 
than a definitive collection 
of tunes, James Hunter’s 
introduction traces the 
history of the fiddle 
and music through the 
centuries.

List: $ 39.99

Ours:  $36.99 Book# 95070

 rone sTewarT aCuTaB fiddle dvd                                                                                                   
By: Ron Stewart

Ron Stewart is one of 
bluegrass music’s most sought 
after fiddlers. He tours with 
bluegrass legend J.D. Crowe 
and is a top session player. On 
this 90 minute DVD release, 
Ron discusses his approach to 
playing bluegrass fiddle, and 
teaches a number of breaks he 
takes on recordings, as well as 
several of his own tunes.

List: $ 35.00
Ours:  $33.00 DVD# D-RS-2
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List: $ 29.95

ConTesT fiddle Championship sTYle                                                                                                    
By: Mark O’Connor

One of the great fiddle players 
of our time teaches three of 
his award-winning tunes in 
note-for-note detail. Novices 
and champion fiddlers alike 
will learn the fine points of 
Mark O’Connor’s style and 
technique. 60-Minute video 
including music. Intermediate 
to Advanced.

List: $ 19.95
Ours:  $18.95 DVD# 642146

The fiddle aCCording To vassar                                                                                                    
By: Vassar Clements

This great fiddle master 
demonstrates more than a 
dozen licks and their uses in 
several favorite tunes, as well 
as his trademark riffs, slides, 
chromatics, double- and 
triple-stops, slurs, boogie-
woogie patterns and more. 
90-Minute video including 
music. Intermediate to 
advanced.

List: $ 29.95
Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641826

Bluegrass fiddle                                                                                                    
By: Ed Marsh

This video teaches a variety 
of bluegrass fiddle licks and 
features many of the famous 
solos you have heard on your 
favorite bluegrass records. Ed 
also teaches you how to build 
your own solos and how to 
play in the upper positions so 
that you can sound like the 
professional players.

List: $ 29.95
Ours:  $27.95

fiddling mY waY                                                                                                    
By: Kenny Baker

Close-ups of fingering and 
bowing study make learning 
Kenny’s style easy! Kenny 
covers ten of his most-
requested tunes, including 
Jerusalem Ridge; Windy City; 
Festival Waltz; First Day in 
Town; and Grassy Fiddle 
Blues. Booklet of transcribed 
solos included.

List: $ 39.95
Ours:  $36.95 DVD# KB60DVD

60 hoT liCks for CounTrY fiddle                                                                                                    
By: Ed Marsh

Great Texas fiddle artist 
Ed Marsh teaches 60 of the 
best country fiddle licks as 
heard on today’s top-selling 
recordings. These licks will 
help make you intros, solos, 
and fills sound like the great 
Nashville artists of today.

List: $ 29.95
Ours:  $27.95 DVD# LM-EM-1

DVD# FB-60DVD

By: Jim Wood

Ours:  $24.95 DVD# MMFBF1D

 randY howard - hoT fiddlin’                                                                                              
By: Randy Howard

Ace fiddler Randy Howard 
performs 13 tunes with 
a guitarist/vocalist and 
bassist, demonstrating his 
skill as both a soloist and 
backup player. Presents 
an informative workshop, 
an interview, and a 
masterclass on licks and 
special effects.

List: $ 24.95
Ours:  $22.95 DVD# 98537DVD

 orange Blossom BoYs unTold sTorY                                                                                                 
By: Randy Noles

One of the most bizarre 
stories in all of popular 
music is the history of 
“Orange Blossom Special,” 
arguably the century’s best-
known fiddle tune. The man 
credited with its ownership, 
Ervin T. Rouse, endured 
tragedy, alcoholism and 
mental illness and died all 
but unknown.

List: $ 24.95
Ours:  $22.95 Book/CD# 95458BCD

Beginning fiddle 1 and 2                                                                                                      

For those who have 
never played fiddle to the 
intermediate and advanced 
player, the Murphy Method 
teaches with no tab and no 
notes so you can concentrate 
on your playing Includes 
holding the fiddle and bow 
properly and shows you 
several complete tunes note 
and bow stroke by bow stroke.

Twin fiddling                                                                                                    
By: Stacy Phillips

This unique book presents 
authentic and fun multiple 
fiddle arrangements in the 
following styles: old-time, 
bluegrass, western swing, 
waltzes, and more. Playing 
hints are included for all of 
the tunes.

List: $ 24.95
Ours:  $22.95 Book/CD# 95458BCD

CelTiC CirCles                                                                                                    
By: Bonnie Rideout

Inspired by the Celtic 
circles of ancient Scotland, 
Bonnie paints a musical 
picture through time, 
joining the heavens and 
earth to the cycles of 
everyday life. Performed 
on Scottish fiddle with 
gold medal piper Eric 
Rigler on the Great 
Highland bagpipe, Scottish 
smallpipes and uilleann.List: $ 22.95

Ours:  $21.95 Book/CD# 95572BCD

Beginning old Time fiddle                                                                                                   
By: Alan Kaufman

More than 40 tunes for 
the absolute beginner 
and detailed sections on 
how to hold the bow, bow 
movement, positions. 
Includes tunes in the styles 
of J.P. Fraley, Gaither 
Carlton, and Kenny Hall 
for the intermediate and 
advanced player.

List: $ 19.95
Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# OK63503

 a fiddling ChrisTmas                                                                                           
By: Craig Duncan

This book contains many 
types of Christmas and 
holiday tunes from a wide 
variety of sources. Each 
tune has suggested bowings, 
guitar chords, an optional 
harmony part and a piano 
accompaniment along with 
information on the origin 
of the tune.

List: $ 19.99
Ours:  $17.95 Book# 96466

Gift Certificates Available Online!
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You Can TeaCh Yourself doBro                                                                                                   
By: Janet Davis

Features several of the 
most popular styles used 
in playing the Dobro, 
including bluegrass, 
old-time, country, blues, 
Hawaiian and more. No 
previous musical knowledge 
needed. Written in G 
tuning in tablature only. 
Includes CD & DVD.  List: $ 24.95

Ours:  $22.95 Book/CD/DVD# 95227SET

learn To plaY Bluegrass doBro guiTar                                                                                                   
By: K Eidson

A step-by-step method 
by two noted Dobro 
authorities. This method 
takes the student through 
the basics of bar position, 
right hand technique,   
producing harmonics, and 
minor and seventh chords. 
Features 25 solos in G 
tuning  written in notation 
and tablature.List: $ 22.95

Ours:  $21.95 Book/CD# 93968BCD

The doBro Book                                                                                                    
By: Stacy Phillips

The most complete guide 
by one of the best-known 
players.  Geared for 
every level. Includes all 
basic left- and right-hand 
techniques: hammering-
on; harmonics;  slant bar; 
playing chords etc. Special 
section on Hawaiian 
music.

List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# OK63289

Beginning doBro                                                                                                    
By: Dan Huckabee

This course is for the 
complete novice. No 
musical background is 
required. Includes: how 
to tune; chord positions; 
scales; slanting the bar; rolls 
and 5 simple tunes. (Tom 
Dooley  Home Sweet Home  
Red River Valley  Wabash 
Cannonball  Grandfather’s 
Clock). (CD & Tab)List: $ 16.95

Ours:  $15.95 Booklet/CD# 6923

CompleTe doBro plaYer                                                                                                   
By: Stacy Phillips

Stacy Phillips is an 
internationally acclaimed 
soloist and author on 
Resonator Guitar. This 
comprehensive book took 
years to produce and is 
the culmination of Stacy’s 
many years of playing the 
instrument, studying new 
Resonator techniques and 
interviewing other greats. 
Available as  E-Book.List: $ 39.95

Ours:  $36.95 Book/CD# 95271BCD

Beginning doBro solos                                                                                                    
By: Stacy Phillips

Easy solos in several styles for 
beginners  including Shine 
On  Harvest Moon; Saint 
Louis Blues; Maui Chimes; 
Home Sweet Home; Sun’s 
Gonna Shine in My Back 
Door; and many others. Each 
tune includes a complete 
explanation of rhythm and 
playing hints. In G tuning 
with tablature. Available as 
E-Book.List: $ 17.95

Ours:  $16.95 Book/CD# 95352BCD

jam session sTandards for doBro                                                                                                   
By: Dan Huckabee

These are good solid 
arrangements for the 
intermediate-advanced 
player. Each tune is played 
once at FULL SPEED 
then taught one section 
at a time on the CD. The 
sections are all marked off 
in the tablature booklet  
making it easy to follow.

List: $ 16.95

Ours:  $15.95 Booklet/CD# 6899

easY doBro solos 1 & 2                                                                                           
By: Dan Huckabee

These arrangements are 
easy to learn & play & still 
sound great! Each tune is 
played once at normal speed 
& then taught one section 
at a time on the CD. The 
sections are all marked off 
& labeled in the tablature 
booklet. 10 great solos in 
each booklet/CD volume.

16.95 Ours:  $15.95Volume 1: # 6919

doBro workshop seT                                                                                                    
By: Dan Huckabee

Complete 2 volume 
set! For beginners & 
advanced players. Learn 
the correct styles of 5 
leading Dobro players. 
Dan is accompanied by a 
full Bluegrass band  with 
dobro recorded in the left 
channel & band in the 
right. 10 Songs in each 
booklet/CD volume.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 Booklet/CD# 7004

josh graves seT                                                                                                    
By: Dan Huckabee

Complete 3 course set!  All of 
Josh Graves classic solos played 
exactly by Dan Huckabee as 
Josh recorded them originally.  
Played fast and then slowed 
down on the CD. 10 Songs on 
each volume. May be purchased 
separately for $15.95 each.  

List: $ 44.95

Ours:  $42.95 3 Booklets/3 CD’s# 7001

BaCkup and fills for doBro                                                                                                   
By: Dan Huckabee

This 4-hour course will 
give you the ability to play 
backup in any situation 
you encounter. You will 
gain a large vocabulary 
of backup material & an 
understanding of how 
to apply the licks from 
both theory discussion & 
example tunes. 4 CD’S. No 
book or tab.List: $ 44.95

Ours:  $42.95 4 CD’s# 6971

The greaT doBro sessions         
By: Stacy Phillips

Includes every note of 
every solo by the nine 
top resonator guitarists 
who contributed to the 
Grammy Award-winning 
album of the same title. 
All 20 tunes (including the 
11 solos on Fireball Mail) 
appear in tablature with 
commentary and chordal 
accompaniment.List: $ 19.99

Ours:  $18.99 Book# 95771

doBro ClassiCs plus                                                                                                    
By: Stephen Toth

A collection of 20 classic 
Dobro tunes likely to 
come up in jam sessions  
incorporating the sounds 
and styles developed by the 
masters. Focuses primarily 
on up-tempo tunes. 
Includes: Bill Cheatham,  
Blackberry Blossom, 
Daybreak In Dixie,  Gold 
Rush,  Katy Hill & more!List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 187

doBro TeChniques for Bluegrass                                                                                       
By: Stephen Toth

This is the ultimate 
resource guide for any 
Dobro owner  collector 
or fan. It begins with the 
history of this unique 
guitar and then moves into 
teaching the techniques 
used in playing it. The 
entire book is illustrated 
with photos of popular 
players.List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 260

Best Seller!Best Seller!

16.95 Ours:  $15.95Volume 2: # 6920

Beginning doBro                                                                                                    
By: Mark Panfil and Murphy Henry

They start with the basics: 
how to hold the bar, how to 
wear your picks. Then Mark 
shows you a simple song 
to get your hands working 
together. Later he introduces 
slides, pull-offs, and 
hammer-ons and shows you 
how to play backup chords. 
Murphy joins Mark with her 
guitar during each lesson. List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $24.95 DVD# MMDOBRO

Order Online at www.PlayBetterBluegrass.com
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roB iCkes aCuTaB TransCripTions  1                                                                                                
By: Rob Ickes

This book documents 
Ickes’ role in the band, 
Blue Highway, with 
transcriptions of the  
dobro parts from three of 
the band’s recordings: It’s 
a Long  Long Road; Wind 
to the West; and Midnight 
Storm. Rob’s solos flow 
with a musical logic and 
bluesy sensibility.List: $ 25.00

Ours:  $23.00 Book# RI-1

essenTial TeChniques for doBro                                                                                                    
By: Rob Ickes

These two lessons will give 
learning players all the 
tools they’ll need to master 
the resonator guitar. Rob 
Ickes covers everything 
from fine-tuning the 
strings to picking style, bar 
position, bluegrass back-up 
technique, and how to 
achieve good tone, timing 
and volume control. 2-DVD 
set with tab. List: $ 49.95

Ours:  $46.95 2 DVD’s# 641578

jerrY douglas doBro TeChniques                                                                                                    
By: Jerry Douglas

One of the world’s top 
‘Dobro’ players shares some 
of the secrets of his great 
playing,  demonstrating hand 
positions, right-hand rolls, 
bar pull-offs and hammer-
ons, forward and reverse bar 
slants, string pulls and lots 
more. Includes note-for-note 
breakdowns of several tunes. 
90 minute DVD with tab.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641646

Beginning CounTrY and Bluegrass doBro                                                                                                    
By: Dan Huckabee

This DVD will get your 
skills started off right! 
Includes detailed study 
of: Bar technique; pick 
technique; chimes; trills; 
bending strings; hammer-
ons; pull-offs; slants; 
rhythm chops; using the 
cassette recorder; slow 
songs;  fast songs & more!

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95

learning Bluegrass doBro                                                                                                   
By: Cindy Cashdollar

This hands-on ‘Dobro’ 
course will have even a 
complete beginner playing 
bluegrass and country tunes 
in no time. Covers essential 
right-hand techniques such 
as rolls, rhythm playing, 
crosspicking, tone control 
and damping as well as bar 
technique, chord building, 
hammer-ons etc.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95

doBro variaTions                                                                                                   
By: Cindy Cashdollar

Cindy Cashdollar moves 
into intermediate territory 
with the blues, minor key 
and western swing styles 
that are her signature sound. 
She builds knowledge of the 
Dobro step-by-step, teaching 
alternate tunings, music 
theory and invaluable bar 
and fingerpicking techniques.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95

doBro Breaks and BaCk-up                                                                                                   
By: Josh Graves

Josh (Buck) Graves 
“invented” bluegrass 
resonator guitar technique 
in his classic recordings 
with Flatt & Scruggs. Here 
Josh shows you  intros, solo 
breaks, endings  and back-
up to 16 popular bluegrass 
tunes as he plays along 
with vocalist/guitarist Mike 
Richardson.List: $ 39.95

Ours:  $36.95 DVD# JG02DVD

DVD# 7033

DVD# 641663 DVD# 641664

Best Seller!

BaCkup doBro - exploring The freTBoard                                                                                           
By: Doug Cox

In this book you’ll learn 
creative, fun techniques 
and ideas on playing 
backup. Playing backup 
means responding in 
a sensitive manner 
with singers and other 
musicians. So let’s take a 
serious look at what to do 
when you’re not soloing. 
The question is: to play or 
not to play?List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 345

more doBro:  a lesson in lap-sTYle                                                                                                   
By: Doug Cox

There’s no better way to 
start from scratch on this 
expressive instrument than 
with this master instructor. 
Teaches notes and major 
chords; common I, IV, V 
chord progressions in all 
keys; chucking (back-
up playing); tone and 
damping tips; and easy 
versions of some songs.List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 # 328DVD DVD

 Blues doBro                                                         
By: Doug Cox

Blues Dobro gives 
you proven jamming 
techniques for lap-style 
Resophonic guitar in 
Blues, Bluegrass, Rock 
and Roll, Country, and 
Jazz. Companion CD 
allows you to hear how 
exercises should sound.

List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 000236
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slap Bass - The ungenTle arT                                                                                                    
By: Mark Rubin

Mark Rubin and Kevin Smith 
show you the easy way to play 
single, double, and triple slaps 
on many styles of popular 
music. You’ll learn rockabilly, 
bluegrass, Tex-Mex polkas, 
honky-tonk, Chicago blues, 
boogie, country, and swing. 

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# RS01X

learn To plaY Bluegrass Bass                                                                                                    
By: Earl Gately

A method book for the 
upright string bass . Although 
bluegrass bass has a style 
of its own, the knowledge 
gained through this method 
is applicable to virtually any 
musical genre. This book 
addresses the elements of 
tuning, hand positions, 
essential chord theory, slap 
bass technique and more. 
Available as E-Book.       List: $ 9.95

Ours:  $9.50 Book# 93638

Beginning Bluegrass Bass                                                                                                    
By: Dan Huckabee

This course contains 
everything you need to 
know to get started as the 
stand-up bass player in 
a bluegrass,  country, or 
folk group. Also a  good 
beginning foundation 
knowledge for rock, blues, 
jazz  or pop.

List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 DVD# 7036

Bluegrass Bass  dvd 1                                                                                                    
By: Mark Schatz

Mark Schatz teaches 
basic patterns and scales, 
fingerings, passing notes, 
chord progressions, 
arpeggios, chromatic 
scales and other important 
subjects, applying them 
to several classic bluegrass 
songs. 75 minute DVD. 
Beginner Level.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641787

Bluegrass Bass dvd 2                                                                                                    
By: Mark Schatz

Mark explores rhythmic 
and tonal variety and 
more advanced bass 
techniques  including waltz 
time, walking, ‘slap’ bass, 
syncopations, hammer-ons 
and pull-offs for bluegrass, 
rockabilly and novelty 
tunes. 60 minute DVD. 
Intermediate to Advanced.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641788

Bluegrass Bass 2 dvd seT                                                                                                    
By: Mark Schatz

Complete two-DVD series 
with Mark Schatz from 
Homespun.                     

1) 75 minute DVD. 
Beginner level.

2) 60 minute DVD. 
Intermediate to Advanced.

List: $ 49.95

Ours:  $46.95 2 DVD’s# 641793

essenTial TeChniques for  Bass  1                                                                                                    
By: Todd Phillips

Veteran bassist Todd 
Phillips breaks down 
technique and musicianship 
for the acoustic bass. He 
gives detailed instruction 
in the mechanics of 
playing  and how to become 
fully familiar with the 
fingerboard. Excellent for 
beginners and experienced 
players. 75 minute DVD.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641672

essenTial TeChniques for Bass 2                                                                                                    
By: Todd Phillips

Lesson 2 brings the 
beginning bass player firmly 
into intermediate territory 
with the  teaching of minor 
scales, leading tones, a variety 
of time signatures and more 
complex chord changes. 
He also provides invaluable 
excercises to help you 
strengthen and stretch your 
fingers. 60 minute DVD.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641673

essenTial TeChniques for Bass seT                                                                                                    
By: Todd Phillips

Complete 2 DVD set 
with veteran bassist, Todd 
Phillips. Unique on-screen 
diagrams and close-up 
camera work make scales, 
chords and bass lines easily 
apparent. Excellent for beg-
inners, and for more exper-
ienced players who want to 
build their existing skills.List: $ 49.95

Ours:  $46.95 2 DVD’s# 641680

Beginning Bass                                                                                                    
By: Marshall Wilburn

Never played bass before? 
Then this is the video for 
you. Covers the basics from 
the ground up and explains 
the chords on every song. 
Then it introduces more 
advanced techniques and 
different keys. Learn to play 
the bass and join the fun!

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95

inTermediaTe Bass                                                                                                    
By: Marshall Wilburn

Features bass runs.  Learn 
the notes, name the notes 
and how to put the runs in 
the songs. Learn waltz time 
and how to use the runs 
here too. Marshall shows 
you how to play “boogie 
woogie” on the bass and 
a special section on basic 
music theory.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 21719DVD

sTring Bass fundamenTals                                                                                                    
By: John Reid

John Reid teaches you the 
proper left and right hand 
techniques involved in sound 
production and playing of 
the string bass. Learn how 
to stand correctly with the 
instrument to prevent fatigue 
and other problems. Learn 
correct “traditional” or 
“classical” left hand fingerings.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 96-60-R1

Best Seller!

Best Seller!

DVD# 21708DVD

slap Bass                                                                                                    
By: Marshall Wilburn

Single slap,  double slap  and 
triple slap! All meticulously 
explained by Marshall 
Wilborn. Take the mystery 
out of slap bass.  No Tab. 
Marshall’s Boogie Woogie, 
Grandfather’s Clock,   Lady of 
Spain. (1 hour).

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $24.95 DVD# 22032

Bluegrass Bass video                                                                                                    
By: Ed Marsh

This is the easy way to get 
started on the upright or 
‘Doghouse’ bass. Ed Marsh 
teaches the fundamentals 
for playing basic as well as 
advanced bass lines for a wide 
variety of bluegrass styles. Ed 
teaches the important right- 
and left-hand techniques.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# BD-60DVD
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You Can TeaCh Yourself auToharp                                                                                                    
By: M. Peterson

A step-by-step  self-
instruction method. Includes 
care of the autoharp,  playing 
positions,  chord changes,  
back-up strums, arpeggio 
strums  melody picking,  
rhythm picking and much 
more! Each song teaches 
something new and each 
strum pattern is built on the 
previous one.List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 95024BCD

CompleTe meThod for auToharp                                                                                                   
By: Meg Peterson

Teacher and author Meg 
Peterson presents songs 
and styles as well as myriad  
strum patterns in an easy-
to-understand manner. This 
self-teaching course features 
Meg’s system for teaching 
melody solo performance 
on the autoharp. Each of 
its 48 lessons builds on the 
one before it. Avaialable as 
E-Book.List: $ 26.95

Ours:  $24.95 Book/CD# 93657BCD

Beginning auToharp                                                                                                    
By: Carol Stober

Detailed step-by-step 
lessons for 10 songs, slow 
& fast versions of each,  
strumming & picking 
patterns,  all words & 
chords,  plus each song 
written out in tab as well as 
standard music notation.

List: $ 16.95

Ours:  $15.95 Book/CD# 6925

CelTiC auToharp                                                                                                    
By: Karen Mueller

This collection of 35 Celtic 
tunes represents ten different 
performance styles from 
Ireland,  Scotland,  Wales 
and Brittany. The majority 
of these pieces are dance 
tunes such as the jigs and 
reels popular at Irish sessions,  
the informal gatherings 
of musicians in pubs,  
community halls and homes.List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 95529BCD

sCoTTish airs and Ballads for auToharp                                                                                                    
By: Alex Usher

A collection of 25 traditional 
melodies written in standard 
music notation as well 
as autoharp tablature. 
Accompaniment chords 
are indicated. The melody-
playing techniques used are 
explained here in detail. Also 
included is a professional 
performance CD. Available 
as E-Book.List: $ 17.99

Ours:  $16.99 Book/CD# 99065BCD

The auToharp:  CompleTe meThod and musiC      
By: Alexander Healy

The essential method book 
for autoharp players of all 
levels. Review the basics 
of playing this instrument 
as well as more advanced 
techniques and song 
development.

List: $ 11.95

Ours:  $10.50 Book# AS10462

auToharp owner’s manual                                                                                                    
By: Mary Lou Orthey

The Autoharp Owner’s 
Manual covers autoharp 
maintenance  conversions,  
tuning and string schedules 
(both diatonic and 
chromatic),  building your 
own instrument,  playing 
techniques,  evaluating 
instruments,  chord bar 
setups  amplification,  
history and much more.List: $ 24.99

Ours:  $23.99 Book# 99361

hYmns for auToharp                                                                                                    
By: Meg Peterson

The autoharp blends 
in well with the spirit 
and harmonics of these 
hymns. The first section 
of this book is chorded for 
simple strumming. The 
second section is arranged 
for melody playing  with 
string numbers indicated. 
A popular collection 
which includes 69 songs! 
Available as E-Book.List: $ 14.99

Ours:  $13.99 Book# 93617

love songs for auToharp                                                                                                    
By: Carol Stober

A collection of favorites in 
easy-to-play arrangements 
for either autoharp 
melody solos or basic 
rhythm accompaniment. 
The format can be easily 
understood by a novice 
autoharpist as well as a 
more advanced skill-level 
musician.

List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book# 99907

auToharp meThod in four easY sTeps                                                                                                    
By: E. Bluestein

Part One includes basic 
music theory,  Part Two 
includes rhythm strumming 
instructions, melody chord 
changes and lyrics to 18 
well- known American folk 
songs and southern fiddle 
tunes in the keys of G  F  C 
major  and A modal.

List: $ 15.95
Ours:  $14.95 Book/CD# 99187BCD

BrYan Bowers auToharp TeChnique                                                                                                    
By: Bryan Bowers

Bryan Bowers,  widely 
regarded as the leading 
autoharp virtuoso,  breaks 
down his techniques on 
advanced songs and styles. 
He teaches thumb lead with 
index finger backstroke;  
good accompaniment; and 
how to find the melody 
and add harmony parts. 
85-Minute DVD.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641882

learn To plaY The auToharp                                                                                                    
By: John Sebastian

A step-by-step learning guide 
to the autoharp – one of the 
most beautiful (and easiest) 
traditional instruments. 
Includes detailed instruction 
on holding it,  proper 
use of the chord buttons,  
strumming and fingerpicking 
techniques and how to 
pick out melodies and play 
instrumentals.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641841

auToharping The gospels                                                                                                    
By: Carol Stober

This book can be used to play 
chords along with singing, 
or for playing the melody 
solo. The arrangements are 
written as simply as possible to 
facilitate sight reading, so that 
you do not have to memorize 
the tune in order to play up 
to tempo. Complete lyrics 
are included. In notation and 
tablature. Available as E-Book.List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book# 95473

easY auToharp for Beginners                                                                                                    
By: Carol Stober

Carol’s clear,  easy-to-
understand,  step-by-step 
lessons will work for anyone 
from age 5 to 95. Lesson topics 
include tuning,  quick chord 
changes,  two- and three-chord 
songs like “Skip to My Lou “ 
“Down in the Valley “ “Shady 
Grove “ and many others.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 93-SA-60DVD
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You Can TeaCh Yourself dulCimer                                                                                                    
By: Madeline Macneil

Madeline MacNeil 
brings her considerable 
expertise in teaching 
the dulcimer to this 
fine beginning text. 
Covers tuning, scales, 
strumming, fingering, 
chords, the “noter”  and 
the capo. Many dulcimer 
solos are also contained. 
The CD contains great 
play-along format.List: $ 19.99

Ours:  $18.99 Book/CD# 94304BCD

firsT lessons dulCimer                                                                                                    
By: Joyce Ochs

This instruction book for 
beginning lap dulcimer in 
DAD tuning is unique in 
two ways. First, it instructs 
the beginning student in 
the popular DAD tuning. 
Second, the author has 
carefully and systematically 
layered the lessons to guide 
the student through familiar 
songs while teaching skills.List: $ 9.99

Ours:  $8.99 Book/CD# 98388BCD

The dulCimer Book                                                                                                    
By: Jean Ritchie

A clear  basic instruction 
method on how to tune 
and play the dulcimer. 
Includes the words and 
music of 16 traditional 
songs  including Go Tell 
Aunt Rhodie, Old Joe 
Clark, Pretty Polly  plus 
tuning instructions for 
six modes.

List: $ 1895

Ours:  $17.95 Book# OK61465

hal leonard dulCimer meThod        
By: Neal Hellman

A beginning method 
for the Appalachian 
dulcimer with a unique 
new approach to solo, 
melody and chord playing. 
Includes tuning, modes 
and many beautiful folk 
songs all demonstrated on 
the audio accompaniment. 
Music and tablature.

List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book/CD# 697230

CompleTe dulCimer handBook                                                                                                    
By: Mark Biggs

Written as a basic guide and 
source book for all dulcimer 
players  from novice to 
advanced picker. With its 
53 songs in various modes 
and tunings  The Complete 
Dulcimer Handbook is a 
songbook,  a lesson plan 
book  and a step-by-step 
guide from beginner to 
advanced level.List: $ 27.99

Ours:  $25.99 Book/CD# 94047BCD

souThern mounTain dulCimer                                                                                                    
By: Wayne Erbsen

Southern Mountain 
Dulcimer features vintage 
photos  history  instruction 
and accompaniment 
music. The CD includes 
the true classics of old-time 
mountain music. Note: 
Not every tune on the CD 
features dulcimer; however  
the book teaches all of the 
dulcimer parts. List: $ 19.99

Ours:  $18.99 Book/CD# 95274BCD

mounTain dulCimer                                                                                                    
By: Mark Biggs

This book is a collection 
of traditional folksongs  
Irish and American fiddle 
tunes  adaptations of 
classical pieces  and original 
songs. The songs combine 
melody lines in standard 
notation with suggested 
chords for accompaniment.  
Intermediate.

List: $ 22.95

Ours:  $21.95 Book/CD# 93859BCD

Cripple Creek dulCimer                                                                                                    
By: Bud & Donna Ford

This instruction manual and 
song collection is a well-
crafted collection of basic 
dulcimer technique and 
traditional songs that might 
have been popular in Cripple 
Creek  Colorado in the 19th 
Century-- plus a few modern 
day tunes by its current 
inhabitants.

List: $ 22.95

Ours:  $21.95 Book/CD# 93445BCD

dulCimer Chord enCYClopedia                                                                                                    
By: James Major

A comprehensive chord 
encyclopedia for the 
mountain dulcimer in 
the common Mixolydian, 
Ionian, Dorian, Lydian 
and Phrygian modal 
tunings. Three different 
tunings are presented for 
each mode!

List: $ 17.95
Ours:  $16.95 Book# 93858

four and TwenTY songs for dulCimer                                                                                               
By: Lynn McSpadden

Detailed instructions 
on both traditional and 
progressive playing styles,  
plus a clear explanation of 
dulcimer tuning. Includes 
traditional mountain 
dulcimer songs from the 
Ozarks.

List: $ 11.95
Ours:  $10.95 Book# AM41229

BasiC dulCimer solos                                                                                                    
By: Mara Wasburn

This book introduces 
simplified techniques of 
chording and fingerpicking 
for both smaller and larger 
hands and presents dozens 
of songs in the Ionian, 
Aeolian  and Mixolydian 
modes. Directional arrows 
are shown for correct 
strumming  along with 
lyrics and chords.List: $ 9.95

Ours:  $7.75 Book# 95469

The dulCimer songBook                                                                                                    
By: Bud Ford

Thirty-eight favorite 
dulcimer solos penned  by 
Colorado’s Bud and Donna 
Ford. This text is a resource 
for any dulcimer player and 
an excellent supplement to 
any course of instruction. 
It includes melody lines, 
lyrics  and chord symbols 
plus a solo arrangement in 
standard notation & tab.List: $ 17.95

Ours:  $9.95 Book# 93682 Ours:  $11.95 Book# 95527

Best Seller!

learn To plaY mounTain dulCimer                                                                                                    
By: Mark Biggs

All of the songs on this 
DVD are in the mixolydian 
tuning. One main goal of 
this method is to teach you 
to take a melody line and 
put the appropriate chord 
structure behind it. This 
DVD will lead you through 
a series of finger warm-ups, 
scale practice, crossovers, 
walking the scale, etc.List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 DVD# 94385DVD

 dulCimer Chords        
By: Joe Carr

This DVD clearly shows 
how to form different 
chords. Many experienced 
dulcimer players are 
surprised to learn that they 
can change chords with the 
same flexibility as other 
fretted instruments, using 
the popular DADD tuning. 

List: $ 9.95
Ours:  $9.50 DVD# 96851DVD

Ours:  $9.75 Book# 95469 Ours:  $16.95 Book# 93682

hammered dulCimer Chords                                                                                                     
By: Jeanne Page

Written to aid the dulcimer 
player in playing as a backup 
musician. It provides the 
tools necessary for musicians 
who are seeking to go 
beyond simple melody lines. 
The majority of chords 
diagrammed are those most 
commonly used and those 
whose notes are clustered on 
the instrument.Available as 
E-book.List: $ 1495

Ours:  $13.95 Book # 96675 
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how To plaY dulCimer                                                                                                   
By: Larry McCabe

A beginners’ guide to the 
mountain dulcimer by 
Larry McCabe. Easy to 
read lessons in tablature.  
No note reading required. 
Lead sheets those who can 
read music, plus solos and 
chords. Fun and relaxing 
to play!

List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book/CD# TS256

a dulCimer ChrisTmas                                                                                                    
By: Bud & Donna Ford

This popular book brings 
the festive sound of the 
dulcimer to this joyous 
season. Creative  beautiful 
arrangements on 23 
Christmas favorites, each 
with a notated melody 
line and tablature. Finger 
positions for each chord 
are included. Available as 
E-Book.List: $ 9.99

Ours:  $8.99 Book# 93816

CompleTe Book of CelTiC musiC for dulCimer                                                                                                    
By: Mark Nelson Harp music, the piper’s 

repertoire and fiddle tunes 
from Ireland, Scotland 
and Breton are all well-
represented here.  Plus, 
samples of Reels, jigs, 
Hornpipes, Strathspeys, 
Polkas, Mazurkas, Slides  
Marches, Piobaireachds, 
Set Dances, Airs, Plaxties, 
Country Dances, Morris 
Dances  & more! Available 
as E-Book.List: $ 34.95

Ours:  $32.95 Book/CD# 95530BCD

You Can TeaCh Yourself hammered dulCimer                                                                                                    
By: Madeline Macneil

Contains essential 
information on playing the 
hammered dulcimer--such as 
tuning,   major and minor 
keys,  duplicated notes, 
repeated notes, modulations, 
walking bass lines, chromatic 
notes  drone harmony, 
chords and more!List: $ 24.95

Ours:  $22.95 Book/CD/DVD# 95440SET

firsT lessons hammered dulCimer                                                                                                    
By: Linda Thomas

Instructs beginning players 
on the instrument. The 
melodies in this collection 
include a variety of 
hymns,  holiday music and 
fiddle tunes, written in 
standard notation  with 
instructions on how to 
read the notation. Lyrics 
and suggested chords are 
also included. Available as 
E-Book.List: $ 7.95

Ours:  $7.75 Book/CD# 20066BCD

hammered dulCimer                                                                                                    
By: Peter Pickow

For any hammered 
dulcimer player,  this 
comprehensive instruction 
book contains 25 songs, 
forming a complete 
repertoire. It features 
an easy-to-read tablature 
system  and special 
sections on tuning,  basic 
skills,  embellishments,  
chord theory and more.List: $ 21.95

Ours:  $20.95 Book# OK63552

hammered dulCimer in The irish TradiTion                                                                                                    
By: Karen Ashbrook

For intermediate-to-
advanced level players who 
want to learn basic  simple 
techniques that create the 
feel of traditional Irish 
music. Covers tuning,  
tablature, ornaments and 
exercises, and includes 45 
tunes with matching tracks 
on the CD.

List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# OK65065

The hammered dulCimer                                                                                                    
By: Norman Hughes

A handy, concise 
instructional text on 
hammered dulcimer. This 
book contains information 
on tuning,  playing 
techniques, solos and a 
reference section on music 
theory.

List: $ 8.95

Ours:  $8.50 Book# 93618

The hammered dulCimer TreasurY of Tunes                                                                                                     
By: Sally Hawley

This sizeable collection 
of hammered dulcimer 
tunes brings together 
over 225 old-time and 
Celtic traditional tunes 
that are commonly heard 
at gatherings of old-time 
musicians. This is music 
that has been passed down 
vocally  or learned by ear 
instrumentally.List: $ 25.00

Ours:  $23.00 Book# 99528

Ours:  $11.95 Book# 96675 Ours:  $27.95 Video# DLD-60 Ours:  $27.95 Video# 93-DF-60

Best Seller!
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anYone Can plaY harmoniCa                                                                                                    
By: Peter Mudcat Ruth

There’s no easier way to 
get started playing popular 
folksongs and campfire 
favorites on the harmonica. 
Madcat demonstrates the 
proper way to hold the 
instrument for good tone, 
vibrato and wah wah sounds 
that are typical of good 
technique.  37 Minutes.

List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95

You Can TeaCh Yourself harmoniCa                                                                                                    
By: Heaps-Nelson

An easy-to-understand 
beginning harmonica 
book for both folk and 
blues harmonica stylings. 
Several different styles are 
analyzed and representive 
tunes are given in each 
style. All together, 41 
harmonica arrangements 
are included.

List: $ 24.95

Ours:  $23.95 Book/CD/DVD# 94303BCD

deluxe harmoniCa meThod                                                                                                    
By: Phil Duncan

This book is a complete 
guide to playing the 10-
hole diatonic harmonica. 
Its purpose is to help the 
beginning student avoid 
the trial and error method 
of playing the harmonica 
through step-by-step 
technical instruction 
and an extensive, graded 
repertoire.List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD/DVD# 93737SET

CounTrY favoriTes for harmoniCa                                                                                                 
By: Dan Fox

20 selections: Blueberry 
Hill; Could I Have 
This Dance; Hey, Good 
Lookin’; I Can’t Help It 
(If I’m Still In Love With 
You); Mammas Don’t Let 
Your Babies Grow Up To 
Be Cowboys; Somebody’s 
Always Saying Goodbye; 
Your Cheatin’ Heart and 
more.List: $ 8.95

Ours:  $6.95 Book# 850103

BasiC harmoniCa meThod                                                                                                    
By: David Barrett

This book is meant to give 
you a jump-start in playing 
blues harmonica. You will 
find there are both easy 
and difficult techniques on 
the harmonica. All tunes 
and exercises in this book 
are written in standard 
notation with harmonica 
blow/draw indications. Not 
a beginner’s book.List: $ 12.99

Ours:  $11.99 Book/CD# 96699BCD

BasiC Blues harmoniCa meThod                                                                                                    
By: David Barrett

Basic Blues Harmonica 
Method is geared toward 
getting you playing blues 
harmonica as fast as 
possible. The songs and 
exercises have been designed 
to get you comfortable 
with moving around the 
instrument and allow you 
to take full advantage of the 
great sounding patterns.

You Can plaY harmoniCa                                                                                                    

Step-by-step 60-page book 
and a one hour compact 
disc filled with useful 
exercises and professional 
arrangements. This 
complete music instruction 
studio is all you need to 
begin playing ‘harp’ like 
a pro. The basics of solo 
playing can be mastered in 
just a few weeks.List: $ 17.95

Ours:  $16.95 Book/CD# AM932350

Bluegrass & CounTrY musiC for harmoniCa                                                                     
By: Phil Duncan

Contains diatonic, cross 
harp, and chromatic 
stylings on 48 country/ 
bluegrass favorites. The 
accompaniment CD has 
18 of the songs recorded 
with and again without 
the harmonica included. 
Shown in standard 
notation with lyrics, guitar 
chords & harmonica tab.List: $ 19.99

Ours:  $18.99 Book/CD# 93990BCD

60 hoT liCks for harmoniCa                                                                                                    
By: Lonnie Joe Howell

Nashville songwriter and 
studio musician Lonnie Joe 
Howell teaches 60 hot licks 
for harmonica. The styles 
covered include country, 
blues and rock.

List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 Book/CD# 9399BCD

Blues harp                                            
By: Phil Duncan

One of the best-selling 
blues harp books 
available. Phil Duncan’s 
instructions are thorough 
and easy to understand. 
The blues technique of 
playing ‘cross-harp’ is 
clearly presented. Chords 
and melody, bending, 
tones and vibrato.

List: $ 22.95

Ours:  $21.95 Book/CD/DVD# 93814SET

DVD# 641852

harmoniCa primer       
By: Tom Wolf

This is the companion 
book to the DVD or video. 
It covers all the material 
in the video, plus it has 
17 additional songs not 
included in the video. This 
course includes an audio 
CD where all the songs are 
played at 2 speeds (slow 
and performance).

$14.95 Ours:  $13.95Book/CD # HP
$9.95 Ours:  $  9.50# HPDVDDVD

favoriTe harmoniCa songs qwik guide                                                                                                   
By: Phil Duncan

This 5 1/2”x 8” 
QWIKGUIDE gives you 
easy access to playing 
harmonica. This book uses 
the 12 or 16-hold chromatic 
harmonica in the key of 
C, as well as the 10-hole 
diatonic in the key of C, in 
standard tuning and blues 
harp style.

List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Book/CD# 220

The diaToniC harmoniCa workBook                                                                                                    
By: Bobby Joe Holman

This DVD is written 
for the person who can 
already play the diatonic 
harmonica but wishes to 
master the techniques, 
positions, and scales 
required to play the 
diatonic harmonica 
proficiently. Includes 
transcription booklet. 
Approximately 60 minutes.List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 DVD# 335DVD

By: Amy Appleby & Peter Pickow

$14.95Ours:  $13.95Book/CD
$16.99Ours:  $15.99DVD

# 99103BCD
# 99104DVD
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a Banjo plaYer’s guide To jamming                                                                                                    
By: Carl Yaffey

This book will show you 
what you need to know to 
sit in on a hot jam session. 
Geared toward beginner 
and intermediate players, 
it covers playing chords, 
including which ones to 
play and when to play them. 
You’ll also discover how jam 
sessions work and how to 
act in a session.List: $ 17.99

Ours:  $16.99 Book/CD# 99708BCD

a mandolin plaYer’s guide To jamming                                                                                                    
By: Carl Yaffey

Presented here is everything 
a beginning or intermediate 
mandolin player needs to 
know to participate in a jam 
session. There are sections 
that describe how jam 
sessions work, and jam session 
etiquette. The book also 
describes the typical chords 
and keys for jamming, and 
describes right hand usage.List: $ 17.99

Ours:  $16.99 Book/CD# 20818BCD

a flaTpiCker’s guide To jamming                                                                                                    
By: Carl Yaffey

Joining a jam session can 
be intimidating. This 
book presents everything a 
beginning or intermediate 
guitar flatpicker needs 
to know to participate in 
a jam session. There are 
sections that describe how 
jam sessions work, and jam 
session etiquette.

List: $ 17.99
Ours:  $14.99 Book/CD# 20820BCD

Bluegrass slow jam for The ToTal Beginner                                                                                                    
By: Pete Wernick

Anyone with any instrument, 
can get into this beginner’s 
bluegrass jam session. 17 
classic songs played at a 
slow tempo. Only four basic 
chords are needed to be able 
to play along with the band. 
Includes important tips, 
advice and encouragement. 
For all levels. Includes music 
& chords. 125 minutes.List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641916

Bluegrass jamming                                                                                                    
By: Pete Wernick

Pete Wernick has the perfect 
solution for novice bluegrass 
players who want to start 
jamming, or for any picker 
wanting to build experience 
and confidence. He has 
created a video jam session 
so that players of any level 
can play along with some 
experienced musicians.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95

Bluegrass praCTiCe session                                                                                                    
By: Happy Traum et. a

List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Booklet/CD# 641514

CounTrY and Bluegrass jam TraCks                                                                                                    
By: Peter Vogl

This high quality audio 
CD contains 23 dynamic 
jam tracks of country 
and bluegrass music. 
The extended jams (3 to 
4 minutes each) are in a 
wide variety of keys and 
grooves, allowing you to 
play any style of music.

List: $ 9.95

Ours:  $9.50 CD# LJ2

Banjo jam TraCks                                                                                                    
By: Geoff Hohwald

The Banjo Primer Jam CDs 
play rhythm to all of the 
songs in the Banjo Primer 
Book at 5 different speeds. 
This companion product 
to the Banjo Primer is the 
perfect way to increase your 
playing speed, improve 
your timing and make the 
leap between practice and 
jamming.List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 2 CD’s# BPJ

Bluegrass CounTrY jam                                                                                                    
By: Richard Collins

Sit in and jam with a top 
notch bluegrass band. The 
definitive fun, practice 
and playing tool for all 
guitarists. Includes a full-
length DVD, and two bonus 
CDs.The CDs include 13 
songs, each recorded twice - 
once with a guitar solo, and 
once without.

List: $ 22.95

Ours:  $21.00 2DVD/2CD# DV10054N

flaTpiCk jam  wiTh Brad davis                                                                                                    
By: Brad Davis

Let Brad be your jamming 
partner. Eleven great jam songs 
on each volume.  Each song is 
played at 4 different tempos to 
develop your skills.  No tab or 
notation included.

List Each: $19.95 Ours Each:  $18.95

DVD 1 # 2124

slow jam for old Time musiC                                                                                                    
By: Bruce Molsky et. al.

This user-friendly CD 
features fourteen great jam 
session tunes for learning 
musicians. Each one is 
slowed down for beginners, 
and performed up-to-speed 
for those ready to play along 
at a faster pace. This play-
along CD will be a big help 
for players of any old-time 
instrument.List: $ 19.95

Ours:  $18.95 Booklet/CD# 641505

DVD# 641558

Best Seller!
inTermediaTe Bluegrass jam session                                                                                                    
By: Pete Wernick

This continuation of Pete 
Dr. Banjo Wernick’s popular 
series features a professional 
bluegrass band providing 
back-up to favorite jam 
session songs. Beginning 
to intermediate players will 
get the practice they need 
to join in the fun. For early 
intermediate level players.

List: $ 29.95

Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641950

mandolin primer jam Cd’s                                                                                                    
By: Geoff Hohwald

2 CD set that play rhythm 
to all of the songs in the 
Mandolin Primer at 5 
different speeds. This 
companion product to the 
Mandolin Primer is the 
perfect way to increase your 
playing speed, improve 
your timing and make 
that critical leap between 
practice and jamming.List: $ 14.95

Ours:  $13.95 2 CD’s# MPJ

DVD 2 # 2125
DVD 2 # 2126

Band in a Book: gospel voCals for Bluegrass                                                                                                
# 20424BCD

Band in a Book: Bluegrass voCal songs                                                                                                
# 20425BCD

Band in a Book series                                                                                               
By: Steve Kaufmann

Three great volumes to 
help you learn the same 
songs with your friends 
for jamming or band 
performance. These 
solos are written for the 
beginner level student 
assuming you can already 
play a few simple solos or 
lead breaks. This series will 
help you to learn solos on 
multiple instruments, help 
organize ensemble play, 
help develop a steady sense 
of timing and give you 
hours of enjoyment as well.

List Each: $24.95
Ours:  $22.95

Book/2 CD’s
in each set.

# 20426BCD
Band in a Book: Bluegrass  insTrumenTals                                                                                               

10 great bluegrass instru-
mentals for lead guitar, 
rhythm guitar, banjo, 
mandolin, fiddle and bass.

10 great vocal songs.

10 great gospel songs.

New!
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Bluegrass fakeBook                                                                                                    
By: Bert Casey

150 of the all-time favorite Bluegrass 
songs, including 50 gospel tunes in 
large, easy-to-read type.

Ours:  $13.95# BGFAKEBOOK

Bluegrass songBook                                                                                                    
By: Peter Wernick

Over 130 songs in several 
styles—from old-time, traditional,  
newgrass and gospel.

Ours:  $20.95

Book

# OK63198

Bluegrass CompleTe                                                                                                    
By: Hal Leonard

A comprehensive collection of 90 
bluegrass songs. Standard Notation, 
chords and lyrics.

Ours:  $21.95

Book

# 315028

Bluegrass songBook             
By: Chris Jones

Listen to Chris perform each song 
accompanying himself on guitar, as 
you read the lyrics & chords.

Ours:  $27.95

Booklet/2CD’s

# 6911

Bluegrass wordBook                                                                                                    
By: Chris Jones

Listen to Chris perform each song 
accompanying himself on guitar, as 
you read the lyrics & chords.

Ours:  $29.95

Booklet/3CD’s

# 6933

Bluegrass favoriTes vol. 1                                                                                                    
By: Joe Morrell

Bluegrass Favorites - Words and 
chords to over 100 of the top songs. 

Ours:  $4.75

Book

# BGFAV1

Bluegrass favoriTes vol. 2                                                                                                   
By: Joe Morrell

All the songs are different from the 
original Bluegrass Favorites 1.

Ours:  $4.75

Book

# BGFAV2

Bluegrass favoriTes vol. 3                                                                                                    
By: Joe Morrell

All The songs are different from 
Bluegrass Favorites No. 1 & 2. 

Ours:  $4.75

Book

# BGFAV3

gospel musiC favoriTes                                                                                                    
By: JOE MORRELL

Words and chords to many of 
the most requested gospel songs. 
Includes chord charts.

Ours:  $4.75

Book

# GMFAV

riCheY’s Bluegrass wordBook 1                                                                                                    
By: Slim Richey

Words & chords to over 290 old and 
new bluegrass favorites.  

Ours:  $6.75

Book

# BWB1

riCheY’s Bluegrass wordBook 2                                                                                                    
By: Slim Richey

Volume 2 contains 300 more 
Bluegrass popular standards with 
words and chords.

Ours:  $6.75

Book

# BWB2

Bluegrass-CounTrY songBook                                                                                                    
By: Bill Knopf

This songbook is written in tablature 
and standard notation.  Many 
country and bluegrass standards.

Ours:  $9.50# 699605

The CarTer familY ColleCTion                                                                                                    
By: Fred Sokolow

Features 32 songs from The Royal 
Family of Country Music, plus an 
introduction & family history.

Ours:  $18.95

Book

# 690261

 SONGBOOKS

Book

o BroTher where arT Thou                                                                                                    
By: Various

Features piano/vocal arrangements 
of 11 selections from the critically-
acclaimed Coen brothers film. 

Ours:  $16.95

Book

# 313193

old-Time sTring Band songBook                                                                                                    
By: Mike Seeger

One hundred and twenty-five 
classic tunes as played by The New 
Lost City Ramblers. 

Ours:  $20.95

Book

# OK63255

how To Yodel The CowBoY waY                                                                                                    
By: Robbins/Field

This book/CD pack will teach you 
how to yodel in no time! Features 
basic instructions, simple songs, etc.

Ours:  $18.95

Book/CD

# 207

songs of The Trail                                                                                                    
By: Middlebrook

53 songs celebrate the life and times 
on the range as a view into their 
daily adventures.

Ours:  $13.95# 152

 VOCALS
voCal harmonY workshop                                                                                                    
By: Nashville BG Band

The Nashville Bluegrass 
Band breaks down their 
renowned harmony singing. 
Guides singers through 
arrangements, from basic 
duets to stirring three-, four- 
and five-part harmonies, for 
old-time country, bluegrass 
and gospel songs. 60 Minutes. 
Includes Music.

List: $ 29.95
Ours:  $27.95 DVD# 641904

lead singing and rhYThm guiTar                                                                                                    
By: Peter Rowan

Peter helps bluegrass players improve 
their singing and fine-tune their 
rhythm guitar playing.

Ours:  $27.95

DVD

# 641596

learn To sing Bluegrass harmonY 1                                                                       
By: Dan Huckabee

Teaches you step-by step how to sing  
harmony and figure out harmony 
parts from your guitar. 20 songs.

Ours:  $22.95

2 CD’s

# 6929

learn To sing Bluegrass harmonY 2                                                                                                    
By: Dan Huckabee

Teaches you step-by step how to sing  
harmony and figure out harmony 
parts from your guitar. 31 songs.

Ours:  $22.95

2 CD’s

# 6945

learn To sing Bluegrass harmonY 3                                                                                                    
By: Dan Huckabee

Teaches you step-by step how to sing  
harmony and figure out harmony 
parts from your guitar. 28 songs.

Ours:  $22.95

2 CD’s

# 6946

learn To sing Bluegrass harmonY seT                                                                                                    
By: Dan Huckabee

Teaches you step-by step how to sing  
harmony and figure out harmony 
parts from your guitar. 79 songs.

Ours:  $59.95

6 CD’s

# 6947

learn To sing CounTrY harmonY                                                                                                    
By: Dan Huckabee

Teaches you step-by step how to sing  
harmony and figure out harmony 
parts from your guitar. 25 songs.

Ours:  $22.95

2 CD’s

# 6948

learn To sing gospel harmonY                                                                                                    
By: Dan Huckabee

Teaches you step-by step how to sing  
harmony and figure out harmony 
parts from your guitar. 21 songs.

Ours:  $22.95

2 CD’s

# 6949

learn To sing harmonY CompleTe seT                                                                                                    
By: Dan Huckabee

Teaches you step-by step how to sing  
harmony and figure out harmony 
parts from your guitar. 125 songs.

Ours:  $99.95

10 CD’s

# HARMSET
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morgan monroe appalaChia                                                                                                    

Flame maple neck and resonator make 
this banjo stand out as a true classic! 
24 brackets, 3-Ply maple rim, ebony 
fingerboard, Mother of Pearl inlay, 
one piece gold flange, Ashton Bailey 
Planetary tuners, brass tone ring 
and gold hardware.

A terrific bluegrass banjo from 
Morgan Monroe. Beautiful 
attention to detail and 
unsurpassed tone at an 
affordable price.

Lifetime Warranty

List: $ 1,599.95
Ours:  $1,099.95 # MFB-4DX/C

Includes Hardshell Case

morgan monroe maTTerhorn                                                                                                  
Another new model from Morgan 
Monroe featuring their 
uncompromising quality standards. 
No wonder these Rocky Top banjos 
are in such high demand!

Rosewood fingerboard, maple 
resonator, antique bronze flange, 
mother of pearl inlay, maple rim, 

one piece bronze flange, Ashton 
Bailey planetary tuners, bell 
brass tone ring, coated Remo 
Renaissance head. 
Lifetime Warranty

List: $ 1,139.00
Ours:  $799.00 # MBB-500

Includes Hardshell Case

morgan monroe roCkY Top Banjo                                                                                                    
The perfect beginners banjo!

The Morgan Monroe MNB-1  
5-string banjo includes a rolled brass 
tone ring, mahogany rim, 1-piece 
flange, Ashton Bailey Planetary 
tuners, 14” mahogany resonator, 24 
brackets, hearts and flowers inlay, 

rosewood fretboard and bridge, 
22 nickel silver frets, chrome 

hardware and a frosted 
remo head. Also available 
in a Lefty Model.

Lifetime Warranty

List: $ 599.00
Ours:  $449.00

# MNB-1W
Case Additional

morgan monroe Cameron                                                         
 The new 
Cameron open 
back banjo from 
Morgan Monroe 
is another great 
addition to their 
lineup of high quality, affordable 
banjos.
Walnut neck, Whyte Laydie tone 

ring, rosewood fingerboard with 
pearl inlay, Planetary pegs & 
geared 5th peg, bound neck, 
chrome plated & engraved 
hardware.
Lifetime Warranty

List: $ 899.00
Ours:  $689.00 # MCOB-400

Includes Hardshell Case

morgan monroe raised head                                                                                   
The Morgan Monroe raised head 
banjo delivers a brighter more 
percussive sound than a typical 
flathead. 

Features a solid one piece cast 
flange that enhances the warm 
tones and increases the sustain of 

the instrument. Mahogany rim, 
maple resonator, Ashton Bailey 
Planetary tuners, rosewood 
fingerboard and maple 
bridge.

Lifetime Warranty

List: $ 1,039.00
Ours:  $729.00 # MRHB-W

Includes Hardshell Case

morgan monroe CasCade                                                                                                   
The Cascade has professional 
construction and truly outstanding 
tone and playability. 

Solid maple resonator, 24 brackets, 
rosewood fingerboard, Mother of 
Pearl inlay, 3 play maple rim, one-
piece chrome flange, Ashton Bailey 

Planetary tuners, brass tone ring 
and chrome hardware.

A professional banjo at a 
truly affordable price!

Lifetime Warranty

List: $ 1,099.00
Ours:  $849.95 # MFB-5DX/C

Includes Hardshell Case

morgan monroe gold pro                                                                                           
A beautiful gold plated banjo with 
an 18 hole bell brass tone ring for 
incredible tone. 

Maple rim, 1 piece flange, Ashton 
Bailey Planetary tuners, curly maple 
resonator, rosewood fretboard, 
rosewood tipped maple bridge.  

Clear Remo Head. 

A beautiful professional 
quality banjo.

Lifetime Warranty

List: $ 1,039.00
Ours:  $729.00 # MGB-1CW

Includes Hardshell Case

morgan monroe palisade                                                                                                     
The Palisade is one of the new 
additions to the highly respected 
Rocky Top series of banjos from 
Morgan Monroe. 

Features a flame maple neck, maple 
resonator, rosewood fingerboard, 
engraved gold flange,  24 brackets, 

bell brass tone ring, mother of 
pearl inlay, maple rim, Ashton 
Bailey planetary tuners, 
gold hardware and Remo 
Renaissance head. 

 Lifetime Warranty
List: $ 1,239.00
Ours:  $869.00 # MOTB-500

Includes Hardshell Case

morgan monroe olYmpus                                                                                                  
Get that highly sought after 
bluegrass banjo tone in a handsome 
walnut banjo.  5 piece walnut and 
maple neck, 24 bracket, walnut 
resonator, ebony fingerboard, 
Ashton Bailey Planetary tuners and 
a brass tone ring. 3-ply maple rim.

Beautiful mother of pearl inlay 
and a Fiberskin head give this 
banjo a truly classic look.  
Chrome hardware.

Lifetime Warranty 

List: $ 1,539.00
Ours:  $1,079.00 # MFB-2DX/C

Includes Hardshell Case

morgan monroe everesT                                                                                                  
The Everest  features a beautiful 
Flame Maple Neck and Resonator, 
Mother Of Pearl Inlay, Deluxe gold 
hardware, brass tone ring,  one piece 
gold flange, complete abalone inlay  
and much more.  

But don’t let the good looks fool you, 
this banjo is not just for show. The 

Everest has truly outstanding 
tone and playability. 

Lifetime Warranty

List: $ 1,999.00
Ours:  $1,399.00 # MFB-1DX/C

Includes Hardshell Case

morgan monroe gold pro                                                                                           
A beautiful gold plated banjo with 
an 18 hole bell brass tone ring for 
incredible tone. 

Maple rim, 1 piece flange, Ashton 
Bailey Planetary tuners, curly maple 
resonator, rosewood fretboard, 
rosewood tipped maple bridge.  

Frosted Remo Head. 

A beautiful professional 
quality banjo.

Lifetime Warranty

List: $1,399.96
Ours:  $899.95 # MGB-1W

Includes Hardshell Case
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gold Tone resonaTor Banjo                                                                        
The CC-50RP is designed for the 
beginning bluegrass player and 
includes a full walled resonator and 
planetary tuners as used on the pro 
Gold Tone models

Features a brass tone ring, planetary 
tuners, geared fifth string tuner, 

hardwood rim, satin mahogany 
finish, mahogany rim and 
resonator, chrome hardware 
and a Remo coated head.  Also 
available in open back model.

5 Year Transferable Warranty
List: $ 578.00
Ours:  $434.00 # CC50RP

Gig Bag Included

gold Tone Cripple Creek resonaTor                                                                                                  
Never before has an entry level 
banjo included the features and 
tone of the Gold Tone CC-100R. 

Features maple neck , resonator, 
and body, double coordinator 
rods, curly maple headstock.

Also available in open back, 
banjitar, plectrum, tenor, 
traveler and Irish tenor 
models.

5 Year Transferable Warranty

List: $ 610.00
Ours:  $509.95 # CC-100R

Case Additional 

gold Tone maple ClassiC                                                                                                    
Economically priced, the MC-
150 has all quality parts which 
provide excellent tone. This model 
is convertible which means the 
resonator may be easily detached for 
open back playing style. 

Includes a professional pot with 
a 3/4” rim and flat top tone ring. 

Also available with Planetary 
tuners.

Lifetime Transferable Warranty

List: $ 858.00
Ours:  $644.95 # MC-150

Case Additional

gold Tone Bluegrass speCial                                                                                                    
Quality sound at a great price make 
the BG-250F a ‘Bluegrass Special.’ 
This banjo includes the Gold Tone 
lifetime transferable warranty. 

The BG-250F has a one-piece 
zinc flange, bell brass tone tine, 
straightline tail piece, snowflake 

inlay, Planetary tuners, mahogany 
resonator and rosewood 
fingerboard.  Also available 
with a 13” mahgogany 
resonator.

Lifetime Transferable Warranty
List: $ 1238.00
Ours:  $929.00 # BG-250F

Case Additional

gold Tone orange Blossom                                                                                                    
The OB has is the Gold Tone 
flagship and is played world wide by 
many pros and recording artists. 
The maple resonator is of two-tone 
sunburst, a feature usually found 
on banjos twice the price. Plus, 
maple binding, ebony fingerboard, 
maple neck resonator, sand cast 

brass tone ring and 3-ply hard 
rock maple rim. Also available 
with arch arch top tone ring, 
natural finish, graphite neck 
or gold hardware.
Lifetime Transferable Warranty

List: $ 1,538.00
Ours:  $1299.00        # OB-250

Case Additional

gold Tone orange Blossom plus                                                                                                    
Gold Tone took the celebrated OB-
250 and improved it dramatically 
by adding many unique features 
reserved for only the highest-quality 
banjos. 
Upgraded features include the 
JLS #12 tone ring, 3-ply Canadian 
maple rim, curly maple neck, Gary 

Sosebee Cotton Mill bridge, and a 
deluxe TKL arched case.

Played by the likes of Bill 
Keith, Pat Cloud, Rick Shubb 
and David Wright.
Lifetime Transferable Warranty

List: $ 2,500.00
Ours:  $1,997.00        # OB-250+

Includes Deluxe TKL Case

gold sTar gf-85 Banjo                                                                                                     
After many years out of production, 
Gold Star banjos are back and 
represent quality and value more 
than ever. With older models fast 
becoming collectors items, the 
New GF-85’s Pre-War sound and 
flathead design will assure it will 
be added to the list!  

Deluxe 3-ply rock maple rim, 
Pre-war style resonator, 20-
hole cast, flathead tone ring, 
nickel-plated hardware.

One Year Warranty
List: $1,326.00
Ours:  $1,076.00 # GF-85

Plush Case Included 

gold sTar gf-100 Banjo                                                                                                 
The Gold Star 
GF-100 is a 
replica of the 

pre-war flathead 
banjos made in the 1930’s 

in very limited quantities. 

Now you can capture the sound 
of those classic banjos at an 

affordable price. Mahogany 
neck and resonator, Pre-War 
flathead tone ring. Available 
in Heats & Flowers, Flying 
Eagle or Wreath inlay.

One Year Warranty
List: $ 1,896.00
Ours:  $1,326.00 # GF-100

Plush Case Included

gold sTar gf-200 Banjo                                                                                                      
The newest member of the Gold Star 
family of professional-quality banjos!

 Features include a flamed maple 
neck with Brazilian rosewood 
fingerboard and Hearts & Flowers 
inlay, flamed maple Pre-War 
style  resonator, 3-ply binding on 

fingerboard and resonator, deluxe 
‘Gold Star’ engraved geared 
tuners, Pre-War alloy cast 
flathead tone ring on a maple 
rim, nickel plated hardware.

One Year Warranty

List: $ 2,995.00
Ours:  $1,746.25 # GF-200

Plush Case Included

World’s Best Value in 
a Quality Banjo!

We sell the full line of Gold 
Tone Banjos, Banjitars,  Mini 
Banjos and Specialty Banjos 
at the best prices anywhere!

gold Tone Bg-250                                                                                                    
Quality sound at a great price make 
the BG-250F a ‘Bluegrass Special.’ 
This banjo includes the Gold Tone 
lifetime transferable warranty. 
The BG -250 converts easily to a 
bona-fide open back for frailing and 
clawhammer style. 

The slim neck provides easy 
action and the bell brass tone 
ring contributes to its loud 
volume.

Lifetime Transferable Warranty

List: $ 1038.00
Ours:  $779.00 # BG-250F

Case Additional

gold Tone Traveler Banjos                                                                                             
These Gold Tone Mini  banjos are 
great for travel or for kids. Order 
yours today! 

model lisT ours

Bg-mini $798 $698
CC-mini $500 $429
pluCkY $338 $254
Tranjo $968 $779
CC-50Tr $398 $475
TB-250 $1,138 $854
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rover rB-20 open BaCk Banjo                                                                                         
A good beginning banjo features 
an 11’ diameter composite rim w/ 
standard 24-hook pattern, beveled 
tension hoop w/ flat hooks, Vega 
style armrest, bound mahogany 
neck w/ dot-inlaid rosewood 
fingerboard & adjustable truss 
rod, solid peghead w/ guitar style 
tuners, friction 5th peg.

Includes Superior Trailpack II 
gig bag.

One Year Warranty

List: $ 295.00
Ours:  $249.95 # RB-20

Gig Bag Included

rover rB-30 open BaCk Banjo                                                                         
The RB-30 open-back 

banjo has all 
the features 
you’ve been 

looking for. 

Standard 11”  cast 
aluminum rim for improved 

tone and volume,  heavy duty 
grooved brass tension hoop 
with triple nickel plating and 
geared 5th string peg.

One Year Warranty
 

List: $ 395.95
Ours:  $269.95 # RB-30

Gig Bag Included

rover rB-25 resonaTor Banjo                                                                                            

A terrific value in a student resonator 
banjo. Exquisite mahogany neck with 
East Indian Rosewood fingerboard, 
inlaid dot position markers, and 
adjustable truss rod.

11” composite rim, notched brass 
tension hoop and nickel plating, 

vega-type armrest, a P-115 no 
knot tailpiece.

Includes a free Superior 
Trailpack II gig bag.

One Year Warranty
List: $ 395.95
Ours:  $349.95 # RB-25

Gig Bag Included

rover rB-35 resonaTor Banjo                                                                                                    
The RB-35  will thrill all banjo 
players who want professional 
features at an entrylevel price. 

Features an 11” rim of a special, 
hard aluminum alloy with an 
integral bracket band. The tension 
hoop is nickel-plated rolled 

brass. This strong, lightweight 
construction promises 
the ultimate in tone and 
reliability. Also includes a 
free Superior Trailpack II 
gig bag!

One Year Warranty
List: $ 495.00
Ours:  $429.95 # RB-35

Includes Gig Bag

rover rB-40 open BaCk Banjo                                                                                                    
The new Rover RB-40 sets a new 
standard in value. Slim, comfortable 
mahogany neck with adjustable truss 
rod.   Mother-of-pearl dot markers 
and a geared fifth string tuner. 

Planetary style tuners with pearloid 
buttons, vintage style, nickel plated 

brass tension hoop and Waverly 
tailpiece.

 Includes a Superior Trailpack 
II gig bag.

One Year Warranty
List: $ 650.00
Ours:  $554.95 # RB-40

Gig Bag Included

rover rB-45 resonaTor Banjo                                                                                                    
The cost of getting started playing 
a professionally featured 5-string 
resonator banjo was never lower! 

Top quality materials and standard 
features make this the perfect 
‘FIRST’ banjo for any level player.  
Ivoroid bound mahogany resonator, 

Planetary style tuners and a 
geared fifth string peg, and a 
slim comfortable mahogany 
neck. Complete with Superior 
TrailPak II bag.

One Year Warranty
List: $ 700.00
Ours:  $626.25 # RB-45

Gig Bag Included 

morgan monroe resonaTor Banjo                                                                                                     
The best value we’ve seen in a 
beginner resonator banjo! 

Aluminum rim, 30 brackets,  
Ashton Bailey bridge, nickel frets, 
frosted Remo head and chrome 
hardware. 

Also includes a geared 5th string 
peg for easier tuning, rosewood 
fretboard, mahogany resonator. 
Get started playing today with 
this quality instrument.

10 Year Warranty

List: $ 339.95
Ours:  $429.00 # MB-50

Case Additional

morgan monroe hoBo open BaCk                                                                                                    

Hobo’ Open-
Back 5-String 

Banjo with 
Planetary-Style 

Tuners. 

Chrome hardware, 18 brackets, 
rosewood bridge, 
frosted head, maple body, solid 

maple open-back rim, 
truss rod, dot inlays on 
fingerboard and strap hooks.

10 Year Warranty

List: $ 319.95
Ours:  $264.95 # HOBO

Case Additional

morgan monroe 18 BraCkeT                                                                                             
The Morgan Monroe 18 bracket 
banjo is an excellent beginner 
resonator banjo. 

18 brackets, rosewood 
fingerboard, frosted head, 
mahogany resonator, mahogany 
neck, open-geared guitar-style 
tuners,  geared 5th string tuner, 

truss rod, black binding on 
resonator. Dot inlays on 
fingerboard.  Includes strap 
hooks on rim.

10 Year Warranty 

List: $ 399.95
Ours:  $289.95 # MB-100

Case Additional

PlayBetterBluegrass.com
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Blueridge CarTer sTanleY memorial guiTar                                                                                     
The BR-1060 pays tribute to the legendary 
Carter Stanley. Faithfully recreation of 
the D-28 guitar he played in the 1950’s.
  
Solid Sitka spruce top with hand-carved 
parabolic top braces in an authentic pre-

war forward X pattern. Solid Indian 
Rosewood back and sides with zig 
zag center stripe. White dove inlay 
in peghead. Available with full-size 
black pickguard.

 One Year Warranty

List: $ 1,650.00
Ours:  $1,237.50 # BR-1060

Case Additional

Blueridge hisToriC series dreadnoughT                                                                                                

With a beauty second only to its tone, 
no expense was spared. All features are 
authentic pre-war, D-45 specifications 
even down to the bracing. 
Premium solid Sitka spruce top, 

premium solid East Indian back and 
sides, premium ebony fingerboard, 
abalone purfling on all edges and 
abalone rosette. White body and 
neck binding, gold plated tuners. 
Also available in cutaway, electric 
and 000 models. 

One Year Warranty

List: $ 1,650.00
Ours:  $1,237.50 # BR-180

Case Additional

Blueridge hisToriC series dreadnoughT                                                                                                    
This Pre-war inspired ‘Herringbone’ 
dreadnaught has it all! Great sound and 
great looks are just part of what will 
make this one of the most desirable 
acoustic guitars in production today. 
Solid Sitka spruce top, solid East 

Indian Rosewood back and sides, 
wood marquetry backstrip, white 
body binding, split diamond 
abalone snowflake markers, nickel 
tuners. Also available in cutaway, 
electric and 000 models.

One Year Warranty

List: $ 995.00
Ours:  $746.25   # BR-160

Case Additional

Blueridge hisToriC series dreadnoughT                                                                                                    
This is the perfect guitar for any style 
of acoustic music. With features like 
the all solid Honduran Mahogany 
back and sides and solid Spruce top- 
the tone really carries! 

Select solid Sitka spruce top with 
elegant black and white striped 
rosette. East Indian rosewood 
fretboard with Mother-of-Pearl 
dots. Nickel-plated tuners. Also 
available in cutaway, electric 
and 000 models.

One Year Warranty

List: $ 795.00
Ours:  $571.25 # BR-140

Case Additional

Blueridge gospel guiTar                                                                                                    
 A magnificent abalone and 
pearl chalice and cross graces the 
headstock, while the ancient locked 
ring symbol for the Trinity marks the 
fingerboard of the New Blueridge 
‘000’ size Gospel guitar.  

One of the most beautiful guitars 
ever made! Solid select Sitka Spruce 
top and solid mahogany back and 
sides. Vintage 2-color sunburst.

One Year Warranty

List: $ 750.00
Ours:  $601.25 # BR-343

Case Additional

Blueridge ConTemporarY series                                                                                                   
With exquisite Rosewood backs, sides, 
and a full D-41 style and abalone trim, 
the BR-70 dreadnought is right at home 
on the stage or in your living room. 

Solid Sitka spruce top with hand 
carved parabolic braces in  pre-war 
forward X position, Brazilian 
rosewood back, sides and peghead 
overlay. Abalone rosette and top 
purfling. gold-plated tuners. Also 
available in 000 model.

One Year Warranty

List: $ 895.00
Ours:  $671.25 # BR-70

Case Additional

Blueridge ConTemporarY series                                                                                                    
A step up from the Blueridge BR-40 
featuring Solid Sitka spruce top, choice 
rosewood back, sides and peghead 
overlay, forward X bracing, rosewood 
bridge and bridge plate.  

Elegant multi-line rosette and 
backstrip, Mother-of-Pearl dot 
markers, Nickel-plated tuners, 
dovetail neck joint, bone nut and 
saddle, vintage-style open tuners.  
Also available in cutaway 
electric and 000 models.

One Year Warranty

List: $ 695.00
Ours:  $546.25 # BR-60

Case Additional

Blueridge ConTemporarY series                                                                                                  
The new BR-40 Blueridge guitar 
is certainly the workhorse of the 
Blueridge Contemporary line. Every 
detail makes for easy playability and 
big, powerful tone.
 

Solid Sitka spruce top with hand 
carved parabolic pre-war forward x 
bracing, mahogany back and sides, 
5-ply body binding, Mother-of-
Pearl dot markers, nickel-plated 
tuners.  Also available in lefty, 
cutaway electric & 000 models.

One Year Warranty

List: $ 500.00
Ours:  $421.25 # BR-40

Case Additional

Blueridge slope shouldered dreadnoughT                                                                                                  
Features the famous soft-shouldered 
dreadnought design made famous in the 
1940’s and 1950’s.

The BG-160 features a vintage sunburst 
top made from choice, solid spruce, 

delicately X-braced for optimum 
tone and volume, solid East 
Indian Rosewood back and sides, 
a low profile mahogany neck 
with rosewood fingerboard and 
intricate pearl position marks and 
bone saddle. 

One Year Warranty

List: $ 1095.00
Ours:  $821.75 # BG-160

Case Additional

Blueridge slope shouldered dreadnoughT                                                                                                    
A great classic slope shouldered 
dreadnaught featuring a solid spruce 
top, rosewood back and sides, sunburst  
finish and Diamond Snowflake 
peghead and fingerboard inlay.  

Open-back vintage-style tuners. 
Scale length of 24 3/4 inches and 
a lower bout of 16 inches for deep 
warm bassy sound with just the 

right amount of highs to cut 
through the mix.   

One Year Warranty

List: $ 850.00
Ours:  $665.95 # BG-60

Case Additional

Blueridge slope shouldered dreadnoughT                                                                                                    
1950’s inspired soft shoulder 
dreadnought with modern and and 
original refinements. 

Features a solid Sitka spruce top, 
laminated mahogany side and 
back, dovetail neck joint, carved 
mahogany low profile neck, bone 
nut and saddle, open back vintage 
style tuners, vintage sunburst 

finish. Damond snowflake 
inlay, dalmatian tortoise 
pickguard.

One Year Warranty

List: $ 750.00
Ours:  $561.25 # BG-40

Case Additional

Blueridge guitars are the talk of 
bluegrass festivals, music trade 
magazines and the web!

Now you can own a guitar with 
professional features, tone and 
playability at a very affordable 
price. 
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morgan monroe CuTawaY/eleCTriC                        
Made from the best materials 
available including AA 3.0mm 

Solid Sitka Spruce top with prewar 
scalloped x-forward bracing for that 

great vintage sound. 

Solid East Indian rosewood back 
and sides. This model features a 

cutaway dreadnought body size with 
a high performance Artec pickup 

system with built in tuner. Available 
in standard or vintage “V” neck.

List: $ 999.00
Ours:  $699.00 # M-25CE

Case Additional

morgan monroe vinTage dreadnoughT                                                                                                    

A beautiful new dreadnought from 
Morgan Monroe featuring the best 
materials available including AA 
3.0mm Solid Sitka Spruce top and  
prewar scalloped x-forward bracing.

Solid East Indian rosewood back 
and sides, Ebony fingerboard 
and bridge, Kluson style butter 
bean tuners and a bone nut 
and bridge, finished off with a 
Herringbone Inlay. Also available 
in v-neck. 

List: $ 7999.00
Ours:  $559.00    #M-20

Case Additional

morgan monroe deluxe dreadnoughT                                                                                                                                 

Top of the line in the new Morgan 
Monroe guitar line up. 

Includes all of the same standard 
features as the M-20, but with 
a beautidul abolone tree of life 
fretboard inlay and binding.
Solid spruce top, solid rosewood 
back and sides, forward-shifted 
x-bracing. Also available in 
vintage v-neck.

List: $ 999.00
Ours:  $699.00 # M-50

Case Additional

morgan monroe vinTage “000” guiTar                                                                                                    
Each guitar in this new series from 
Morgan Monroe are made from the 
best materials available including AA 
3.0mm Solid Sitka Spruce tops with 
prewar scalloped x-forward bracing for 

amazing vintage voice.

Solid East Indian rosewood back 
and sides help produce a warm 
tone. Ebony fingerboard and 
bridge, Kluson style tuners and 
a bone nut and bridge. Also 
available in v-neck.

List: $ 799.00
Ours:  $559.00 # M-30

Case Additional

Morgan Monroe Vintage Voiced Guitars
The Vintage Voiced Series from Morgan Monroe feature a louder bracing 
system, solid aged tonewoods, “D” or “V” neck profiles and all with a 
lifetime warranty. VERY LOUD GUITARS. Try one and see!

m-10 vinTage dreadnoughT                                                                                                    

Very affordable vintage 
dreadnought.
featuring a Solid Sitka Spruce top, 
Select rosewood back and sides, 
forward scalloped x-bracing, ebony 
fingerboard and bridge, bone nut 
and saddle.

Your choice of a vintage modified 
“V” neck or standard neck 
profile. 

List: $ 579.00
Ours:  $399.00    #M-10

Case Additional

m-15 vinTage dreadnoughT               
A terrific value in an all-solid 
Mahogany dreadought.  Built like 
the guitars of yesteryear and offered 
with contemporary appointments 
and your choice of standard or 
modified “V” neck/

Features Solid Sitka Spruce top 
and solid Mahogany back and sides, 
forward scalloped x-bracing and  
bone nut and saddle. 

List: $ 719.00
Ours:  $499.00    #M-15

Case Additional

Gift Certificates Available Online!
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kenTuCkY deluxe mandolin                                                                                                    
Here’s the Mandolin that has it 
all... a big powerful tone, easy 
playing action and beautifully 
figured woods in the tradition 
of the finest instruments of the 
1920’s. 

Featuring a hand-carved solid 
spruce top and hand-carved 

solid highly flamed maple 
back and sides, maple neck 
with adjustable truss rod, 
multiply binding and inlaid 
M.O.P. dot markers.

List: $ 1295.00
Ours:  $1,019.95 # KM-700

Case Additional

kenTuCkY deluxe mandolin                                                                                                    
For almost 20 years the name 
Kentucky has been considered one 
of the best valued, quality brands of 
Mandolins on the market. 

That success can be directly 
attributed to one of the most 

popular models...The KM-
675! Let America’s Favorite 

Mandolin be your favorite too! 

Solid hand carved spruce top 
and solid hand carved highly 
flamed back and sides.

List: $ 1195.00
Ours:  $999.95 # KM-675

Case Additional

kenTuCkY sTandard f-sTYle mandolins                                                                         
Beautiful and Affordable! 

Spruce top (solid spruce KM-630), 
maple back/sides; adjustable truss 
rod; extended 29 fret bound 
rosewood fingerboard; inlaid 
mother-of-pearl dots & F-style 
peghead; Kentucky mother of pearl 
inlay. Sunburst finish (KM-620B 

black), nickel plated hardware 
(KM-630 gold).

Case Additional

Ours

kenTuCkY arTisT a-sTYle mandolins                                                                         
These fine professional mandolins 
look and sound like vintage 
originals... but at a fraction of the 
cost. 

All 3 have solid spruce tops, the 
340S has laminated flamed maple 
back/sides, the 350S has solid 
maple back/sides and the 380S has 

solid flamed maple back/sides.

List: $
499.95  $299.95# KM-340S

Case Additional 

kenTuCkY a-sTYle solid Top  mandolin                                                                                                    
With a wealth of professional 
features designed into this best 
selling A-model mandolin, the KM-
150S is sure to please any player, at 
any level.  Solid spruce top, maple 
back and sides, classic mother of 
pearl “Kentucky” script inlay and 

dot markers.

Deluxe tuning machines.

Adjustable truss rod, nickel 
plated hardware, multi-ply 
top binding.

List: $ 350.00
Ours:  $275.95 # KM-150S

Case Additional

kenTuCkY a-sTYle solid Top mandolin                                                                                           
Great value 
in a solid top 
mandolin. 
Genuine 
Kentucky quality at a very 
affordable price. 

Solid spruce top, maple back 
and sides, gold Kentucky 

script peghead inlay, deluxe 
tuning machines.  Multi-
ply top binding, adjustable 
compensated bridge, bound 
rosewood fretboard with 
mother of pearl dot inlays.

List: $ 359.00
Ours:  $295.95 # KM-140

Case Additional

kenTuCkY sTandard a-model                                                                                         
A very popular gloss black F-Style 
mandolin from Kentucky.  Spruce 
top, maple body; F-holes; Long 
F5 scale maple neck; adjustable 
truss rod; extended 29 fret bound 
rosewood fingerboard; 12 frets 

clear; inlaid mother-of-pearl dots 
& F-style peghead; Kentucky 
mother of pearl inlay. 

Includes adjustable 
rosewood bridge. Available 
in Sunburst, Black and 
Honey Amber (shown).

List: $ 395.95
Ours:  $289.95 # KM-162 Honey Amber

Case Additional
# KM-161 Black
# KM-160  Sunburst

kenTuCkY arTisT a-model mandolins                                                                          
The redesigned KM-250 Artist 
A-model series of mandolins is no 
exception. With upgraded woods 
and specifications throughout, we 
can offer the serious player some 
of the finest new instruments 
whose rich tone and quick response 
continues to improve as the 

instrument ages. 

Rosewood bridge with small 
adjustment wheels. Available 
in Sunburst or Burgundy 
(shown).

List: $ 550.00
Ours:  $414.95

# KM-250 Sunburst
Case Additional

# KM-254 Burgundy

500.00  $380.95# KM-350S
595.00  $414.95# KM-380S

Model

OursList: $
695.00  $519.95# KM-620
695.00  $519.95# KM-620B
704.00  $599.95# KM-630

Model

kenTuCkY dlx arTisT a-model mandolin                                                                               
The best value in a professional-
quality A-model mandolin. 
Every feature of the KM-505 was 
specifically chosen to meet, not 
only the demands of the beginning 
player, but also the demanding 
requirements of working 

professionals. 

 Fine solid spruce and 
solid flamed maples are 
hand-selected at this 
level to assure that every 
instrument looks as good as 
it sounds.

List: $ 750.00
Ours:  $595.95 #KM-505

Case Additional

kenTuCkY arTisT f-model mandolin                                                                                                    
Each Artist series f-model mandolin 
is hand carved and graduated from 
the finest mountain spruce and 
northern maple for the best tonal 
characteristics.

 The KM-805 has a radiused 
rosewood fingerboard for 
comfortable easy play and the 

traditional “torch-style” peghead 
inlay for those who like a more 
simple vintage look. Solid 
hand-carved and graduated 
select spruce top and solid 
hand-carved select highly 

flamed maple back and sides.
List: $ 1395.00
Ours:  $899.00 # KM-805

Case Additional

kenTuCkY arTisT f-model mandolin                                                                                            
The KM-855 is a particularly fine 
example of just how the finest 
materials are joined together to 
create an instrument who’s look is 
second only to its tone! 

The KM-855 features and ebony 
bridge and fingerboard, “Bella 
Voice” M.O.P. fingerboard and 

peghead inlays, Kentucky 
script M.O.P. inlays on 
peghead and gold-plated 
tuners and tailpiece with 
leather insert.

List: $ 1495.00
Ours:  $1,199.95 # KM-855

Case Additional

kenTuCkY masTer f-model mandolin                                                                                             
The KM-1000 Master model 
mandolin is hand-crafted in the 
Kentucky factory by a master 
whose meticulous workmanship 
and attention to detail result in an 
instrument that is as perfect on the 
inside as it is on the outside. 

As a result, the KM-1000 Master 
Model Mandolin is the best 
playing, best sounding, and 
most aesthetically pleasing 
new mandolin on the market 
at this price.

List: $ 2195.00
Ours:  $1,695.00 # KM-1000

Case Additional
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morgan monroe saTin mandolin                                                                                           
Beautiful solid spruce carved 
top mandolin with vintage satin 
finish and solid carved maple back 
and sides. A great, professional 
mandolin at a very affordable 
price. 

Ebony scooped fretboard, 
dovetail neckjoint, pearl nut, 
Ashton Bailey ebony bridge, 
custom cast tailpiece, nebbed 
frets and Pearloid tuners. 
Fully Bound.

Lifetime Warranty

List: $ 939.95
Ours:  $729.95 # MMS-8W

Case Additional

morgan monroe mandolin marBle finish                                                                                                    
Features a 
beautiful 
marble finish 
on a solid 
spruce carved 

top, florentine ‘F’ style body of 
solid carved maple, rosewood 

fretboard, ebony bridge, maple 
neck joined at the 14th fret.
Pearl dot fretboard inlay, 
gold hardware and pearloid 
tuners.

Lifetime Warranty

List: $ 719.00
Ours:  $499.00 # MMS-7W

Case Additional

morgan monroe all solid mandolin                                                                                                  
Classic F-style mandolin 
features all solid woods, highly 
flamed maple back & sides, 
carved spruce top, tobacco 

sunburst finish, highly flamed 
maple neck w/ abalone vine inlay. 
Eony fretboard, ornate headstock 

inlay, adjustable ebony 
bridge, multi-bound body & 

headstock, single-bound neck 
and gold hardware.

Lifetime Warranty

List: $ 999.95
Ours:  $699.95 # MMS-5W

Case Additional

morgan monroe all solid f-sTYle mando                                                                                               
      

Features a solid spruce carved top, 
Florentine ‘F’ style body of solid 
carved maple, gold hardware,  and 

bound body, neck and headstock. 

Rosewood fretboard,  joined at 14th 
fret, dovetail neck joint, Ashton 

Bailey bridge and Pearloid tuners. 
Fully bound .This is a finely 

crafted mandolin at a truly 
affordable price.

Lifetime Warranty

List: $ 639.00
Ours:  $449.00 # MMS-3W

Case Additional

morgan monroe solid Top mandolin                                                                                                 
The Morgan Monroe Rocky Top 
series MMS-2 Deluxe mandolin 
features a solid spruce carved top, 
florentine ‘F’ style body of solid 
carved sycamore. 

Rosewood fretboard and bridge, 
maple neck, gold hardware, 

pearloid tuners, and bound 
body, neck and headstock.

Lifetime Warranty

List: $ 1099.95
Ours:  $549.95 # MMS-2W/C

Case Additional

morgan monroe mahoganY mandolin                                                                                                    

List: $ 699.95
Ours:  $469.95 # MFM-300/C

Case Additional

morgan monroe naTural finish                                                                         morgan monroe deluxe f-sTYle mandolin                                                                                                    

List: $ 799.00
Ours:  $559.00 # M-F1

Case Additional

        
Beautiful natural satin finish 
mandolin features the new Ashton 
Bailey Tailpiece! Solid cast design 
that adds mass, sustain and overall 
tone!

Solid spruce top, solid mahogany 
back/sides, ebony fretboard, 
dovetail neckjoint 
and ebony Bridge. 

Lifetime Warranty 

         
Georgeous high gloss deluxe 
mandolin featuring the new Ashton 
Bailey solid cast tailpiece that adds 
mass, sustain and overall tone!

Solid spruce top, solid mahogany 
back/sides, ebony fretboard, 
dovetail neckjoint and ebony 
Bridge. 

Lifetime Warranty 

List: $ 839.00
Ours:  $589.00 # M-F6

Case Additional

All solid open-grained mahogany 
make this mandolin sound like its 
been played for years! Beautiful 
satin finish. 

Creme binding, pearloid tuning 
keys, extended fretboard, solid 
mahogany top, back, and sides.

 Rosewood fingerboard,  gold 
hardware and rosewood 
bridge.

Lifetime Warranty

morgan monroe solid f-sTYle mandolin                                                                                                    

List: $ 579.50
Ours:  $379.95 # MM-100-SB

Case Additional

        
Step up to a quality, all solid  F-Style 
mandolin at a very affordable price. 

Solid spruce top, solid maple back 
and sides, rosewood fingerboard, 
gold hardware, rosewood bridge, 
bound body and neck.  

Lifetime Warranty 
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rover a-sTYle mandolin                                                                                                    
If you are in the habit of playing with 
the big dogs, then the the RM-50 is 
the mandolin for you. Its’ all solid 
construction and dovetail neck joint 
will make this your companion for 
life!  

Fast slim neck with elevated 
fingerboard, white bound 

rosewood fingerboard, tone-
bar bracing, paddlehead 
peghead shape, deluxe nickel 
plated tuners.

One Year Warranty

List: $ 189.95
Ours:  $149.95 # RM-50

Case Additional

rover a-sTYle mandolin                                                                                                    
Redesigned with its new 
‘paddlehead’ peghead design and 
dovetail neck joint.   

Fast, slim neck with elevated 
fingerboard, white bound rosewood 
fingerboard, tone-bar bracing, slim 
f-hole design and deluxe nickel 

plated tuners.

One Year Warranty

List: $ 159.95
Ours:  $129.95 # RM-35

Case Additional

rover a-sTYle mandolin                                                                                                    

This Mandolin is a superb entry-
level mandolin built to traditional 
standards. 

Maple top, back and sides, bound 
peghead and body, dark brown 
gloss sunburst finish, adjustable 

compensated rosewood bridge, 
black pickguard and chrome-
plated geared tuners.

One Year Warranty

List: $ 99.95
Ours:  $89.95 # RM25

Case Additional

morgan monroe naTural finish a                                                                                                    

List: $ 439.00
Ours:  $309.00

Case Additional
# M-A1

         

Beautiful natural satin finish 
mandolin features the new Ashton 
Bailey Tailpiece! Solid cast design 
that adds mass, sustain and overall 
tone! 

Solid spruce top, solid mahogany 
back/sides, ebony fretboard, 
dovetail neckjoint and ebony 
Bridge. 

Lifetime Warranty 

morgan monroe a sTYle mahoganY                                                                                                    

List: $ 399.95
Ours:  $299.95

Case Additional
# MAM-200

        
The solid mahogany construction 
of this beautiful A-style mandolin 
makes it sound like its been played 
for years. 

Solid mahogany top, sides and 
back, rosewood fingerboard, 

rosewood bridge, gold 
hardware and a cast tailpiece 
for imporoved tone and 
resonance.

Lifetime Warranty 

List: $ 789.00 Includes Case

alvarez naTural saTin a sTYle mandolin                                                                                                   
        
Beautiful satin A-style mandolin 
featuring solid flame maple back & 
sides, solid spruce top, maple neck 

and a natural satin finish.

Bound ebony fretboard with pearl 
dots, adjustable rosewood bridge, 

nickel hardware and adjustable 
truss rod. 

Ours:  $549.00 # A1

List: $ 590.00
# RM-75

Case Additional

        The new 
Rover RM-75 sets 
the standard 
by which all 
moderately priced 
mandolins will be judged—and it 
will also make the highest priced 

ones extremely nervous, too! 

All proportions and features 
are exactly like vintage 
originals produced during 
the 1920’s and 1930’s that 
are highly collected today.
One Year Warranty 

Ours:  $429.95

rover rm-75 mandolin                                                                                                    rover solid Top mandolin                                                                                                    
Just when you think that you have 
seen it all...here comes another 
winner in the RM-35S.

The solid top and traditional 
sunburst of this instrument only 
enhance the striking new look of 

this solid-toped, solid value.

Maple neck w/ adjustable rod 
& rosewood fingerboard w/ 
pearl dot inlay & scooped 
extension. Fancy peghead 
inlay. Adjustable rosewood 

bridge. Nickel hardware.

List: $ 159.95
Ours:  $129.95 # RM-35BS Black

Case Additional
# RM-35S Sunburst

Ours:  $119.95 # RM-25S
Case Additional

rover solid Top mandolin                                                                                                   

Solid spruce top. Maple back 
and sides. Bound peghead and 
body.
Fast, slim neck with
elevated finger-board that joins 
the body at the 12th-fret. 

Parallel tone bars. Beautiful, 
high gloss sunburst finish. 
Improved, vintage-style 
adjustable, compensated 
rosewood bridge. 2-ply 
black pickguard.

List: $ 139.00
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apple Creek Teardrop dulCimer paCkage                                                                                                   

This beautiful mountain 
dulcimer is a wonderful 
introduction to the world of 
stringed instruments. It is an 
excellent choice for folk song 
accompaniment. Teardrop 
walnut dulcimer. Includes 
padded case.

List: $ 149.95
Ours:  $109.95 # PKACD100

Padded Case Included

apple Creek hourglass dulCimer                                                                                                    

Laminated spruce top 
and mahogany sides and 
back. Includes injected 
molded case and Grover 
tuning machines.

List: $ 259.50
Ours:  $189.95 # PKACD150K

Molded Case Included

apple Creek sold CherrY Top dulCimer                                                                                                  

Solid cherry top 
dulcimer includes 
injected molded case 
and Grover tuning 
machines.

List: $ 359.50
Ours:  $319.50 # PKACD200K

Molded Case Included

morgan monroe vinTage fiddle                                                                                                    
Sweet 
vintage 
tone, 

that well 
worn feel 

of endless 
jam sessions and the look of 
countless road miles. Includes 
deluxe case with hygrometer.  
Solid spruce top, 1 piece curly 
maple sides, solid curly maple 
neck, gold plated fine tuners, 
high quality French-made 
Aubert bridge, ebony fittings, 
Lifetime warranty.

List: $ 719.00
Ours:  $499.00 # MVF-400

Plush Case Included

Bean Blossom fiddle ouTfiT                                                                                                   

Easy to play 
and great tone! 
You’ll love 
playing this 
fiddle. Hand 
carved solid spruce 
top, solid flamed maple back 
and sides, maple neck, ebony 
fingerboard, ebony fittings, 
Brazilwood bow with ebony 
frog. 4 chrome fine tuners 
and plush case with blanket.

10 Year Warranty
List: $ 399.95
Ours:  $279.95 # BV-300

Plush Case Included

Bean Blossom deluxe fiddle ouTfiT                                                                                          
You’ll be making music in no time 
with this great Bean Blssom violin 
outfit!

Deluxe Fiddle with Hand-Carved 
Spruce Top and 2-Piece Solid 
Flame Maple Back. Includes 
brazil wood bow with ebony 
frog, chrome fine tuners, and  
plush case with blanket.

10 Year Warranty

List: $ 599.95
Ours:  $349.95 # BV-400

Plush Case Included

Cremona sTudenT violin/fiddle ouTfiT                                                                                                  

Consistantly rated the #1 seller 
because of its quality to value 
ratio. 

Without sparing expense, 
every feature was carefully 
thought out to assure that it 
also conforms to or exceeds the 
strictest standards set forth by 
educators everywhere.

One Year Warranty

List: $ 269.00
Ours:  $209.95 # SV-175

Case Included

Cremona deluxe sTudenT violin ouTfiT                                                                                               

A step up from the SV-175. 
Hand-carved solid Spruce 
top, Hand-carved solid Maple 
back, sides, neck and scroll. 
Multi-ply wood hard-shell 
case; plush lined, nylon 
covered case.

One Year Warranty
List: $ 359.00
Ours:  $293.95 # SV-200

Case Included

Cremona premier sTudenT violin/fiddle                                                                                                     

You’ve seen this finish before 
on fine, old violins costing 
thousands of dollars but never 
before at this affordable price 
point! 

A fully hand carved violin of 
select spruce and flamed maple 
in a shaded antique finish.

One Year Warranty

List: $ 369.95
Ours:  $303.95 # SV-225

Case Included

Cremona sB-1 Bass fiddle (3/4)                                                                                                    
The body of the Cremona SB-1 
bass is made of fine instrument 
grade maple and spruce built to 
withstand the rigors of life on 
the road. You will be amazed 
to see such fine quality in 
instruments costing so little. 

Domestic shipping to 
commercial address is a flat 
$99.95. Additional charge for 
residential delivery.  Call for 
details. 

One Year Warranty

List: $ 895.00
Ours:  $795.95 # SB1

Padded Bag Included

Cremona sB-2 Bass fiddle (3/4)                                                                                                    
Have you dreamed of a beautiful, 
easy playing string bass that’s 
durable enough for life on the road? 

Then the SB-2 is the answer. 
Genuine ebony fingerboard, 
carved scroll and careful 
workmanship. 

Domestic shipping to 
commercial address is a flat 
$99.95. Additional charge for 
residential delivery. Call for 
details. 

One Year Warranty
List: $ 1095.00
Ours:  $995.95 # SB2

Padded Bag Included

Cremona sB-3 Bass fiddle (3/4)                                                                                                    
The top of the line Cremona 
SB-3 bass features a select spruce 
top and beautiful, flamed maple 
back, sides and neck, ebony 
fingerboard and boxwood 
endpin. A lovely, transparent 

warm amber matte finish 
completes the ensemble. 

Domestic shipping to 
commercial address is a flat 
$99.95. Additional charge for 
residential delivery. Call for 
details. 

One Year Warranty
List: $ 1,695.00
Ours:  $1,2 95.95 # SB3

Padded Bag Included
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morgan monroe resonaTor guiTar                                                                                                     

Get more for your money with this  
beginning resonator square neck 
guitar!

Spruce Top, Maple Back and Sides, 
Rosewood Fingerboard,   Chrome 

Hardware, Rosewood Bridge, 
Fully Bound. 

Available in Sunburst or Black.

Lifetime Warranty

List: $ 499.95
Ours:  $369.95 # MSQ-100-SB

Case Additional

regal doBro square neCk                                                                                                     
Top of the Regal 
Studio line. The 
body shape is like 
the original dobros 

made in the 1930’s 
featuring the new “Power 

Reflex” sound chamber for 
increased volume and great tone.

Spruce top, mahogany back, 
sides and neck. Available in 
vintage sunburst (shown), 
cherry sunburst, natural and 
natural mahogany, round and 

square neck. One Year Warranty

List: $ 650.00
Ours:  $509.95 # RD-40S

Case Additional

regal BlaCk lighTning doBro                                                                                                     
The best value in a professional 
squareneck dobro!

Features include a Quarterman 
cone, a feature not found on any 
other production dobro as standard 

equipment, and a 1930s Vintage 
California-style body shape and 
all mahogany construction.
 

With the Regal Black 
Lightning RD-52, you are sure 
to hear the thunder!

One Year Warranty
List: $ 695.00
Ours:  $499.95 # RD-52S

Case Additional

gold Tone paul Beard resonaTor guiTar                                                                                                     
A gorgeous instrument with 
awesome tone. It features curly maple 
binding, mahogany top, back and 
sides.

USA assembled with Paul Beard 
Spider and cone, bone nut, sound 

well design, bound rosewood 
fingerboard and chrome plating.  

Many top players play a Paul 
Beard designed dobro, including 
Jerry Douglas.

5 Year Warranty

List: $ 938.00
Ours:  $704.00 # PBS

Case Additional

gold Tone paul Beard deluxe resonaTor                                                                                                     
Designed by 
Paul Beard, 
this beautiful 
instrument 
features curly 
maple binding, 

curly maple back and sides, ebony 
fingerboard, abalone hearts and 
flowers inlay. 

Assembled in the USA with 
Paul Beard spider and cone and 
chrome plating.  

5 Year Warranty
List: $ 1298.95
Ours:  $974.00 # PBSD

Case Additional

paul Beard mahoganY resonaTor guiTar                                                                                                     
Square neck with ebony 
fingerboard, solid mahogany top 
and back, high gloss mahogany 
finish.

Designed by Paul Beard and 
manufactured by Gold Tone 

Assembled in the USA with Paul 
Beard cone and spider.

Bone nut, sound well design, 
bound rosewood fingerboard 
and chrome plating. 

5 Year Warranty
List: $ 1520.00
Ours:  $1,250.00 # PBSM

Case Additional
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15 Chord Berkshire auToharp                                                                                                    

Oscar Schmidt’s most affordable 
Autoharp! This is an extremely 

affordable 15-Chord model 
for the beginner or the 

Autoharpist on a budget. 

This instrument plays 
in seven keys and 
features traditional 
button configuration, 
laminated rock maple 
pin block and an 
attractive tobacco 

sunburst finish.

List: $ 499.90
Ours:  $389.95 # OS15B

Case Additional

15 Chord appalaChian auToharp                                                                                    
This 15- chord Autoharp 
plays in seven different keys. 

The traditional button 
configuration makes it easy 

to learn and to continue to 
play for years to come. 

Beautiful select spruce 
top with a natural 
finish.  With the fine 
tuning system, it is the 
ideal 15-chord bluegrass 
autoharp.

5 Year Warranty
List: $ 599.90
Ours:  $469.95 # OS45B

Case Additional

1930’s reissue auToharp                                                                                                
This classic 1930’s reissue truly 

distinguishes itself from all the 
rest. It gives a classic feel to 

a brand new instrument. 
Includes a spruce top with 
a black matte finish and 
an A style string anchor. 

Take yourself back to a 
more simple time with 
this classic Autoharp 
from Oscar Schmidt!

5 Year Warranty

$469.90 Ours:  $359.9515 Chord OS73B

Case Additional

21 Chord ClassiC auToharp                                                                                                    

The best selling Autoharp 
ever! 21 Chord model, 

sunburst finish. 

Plays in eleven keys, 
patented chord bar 
button configuration 
for easy play. Select 
maple construction 
with laminated rock 
maple pin block. 

5-Year Warranty.   

List: $ 479.90
Ours:  $369.95 # OS21C

Case Additional

21 Chord appalaChian auToharp                                                                                                    
Beautiful appalachian 21 Chord 

autoharp from Oscar Schmidt, 
the people who invented the 
autoharp. 

Maple back, select spruce 
top with natural gloss 
finish and a select maple 
back. Rock maple pin 
block. 

Tuning is a breeze with 
the fine tuning system 
This is the ideal 21-chord 

bluegrass autoharp!
5-Year Warranty.  

List: $ 599.90
Ours:  $469.95 # OS45C

Case Additional

speCial ediTion wiTh aCTive piCkup                                                                                                    

List: $ 749.90
Ours:  $589.95 # OS45CE

Case Additional

21 Chord flame Top eleCTriC                                                                                                    
A new electic autoharp from the 
inventors of the autoharp.  

 21 chord model, plays in all 
11 keys, built in electronic 
pickup.   Beautiful flamed 
sunburst finish make this 
a joy to behold as well as 
play.
Sounds great even when 
not amplified.

List: $ 709.90
Ours:  $539.95 # OS150FCE

Case Additional

15 Chord CenTurion  auToharp                                                                                                   

A great autoharp for players of 
any level. 

The solid spruce top and the 
Mahogany back and sides 

provide excellent tone and 
the utmost in support and 
stability. 

Top it off with a beautiful 
high gloss natural finish 
to make this a word class 
autoharp.

5-Year Warranty.

List: $ 539.90
Ours:  $399.95 # OS10015

Case Additional

21 Chord CenTurion  auToharp                                                                                                   
A great autoharp for players of 

any level and ability. 

The combination of a 
solid spruce top and the 

Mahogany back and sides 
provide excellent tone, 
while providing great 
support and stability.

Tastefully finished in a  
high gloss natural color 
finish.

5-Year Warranty. 
 List: $ 539.90

Ours:  $399.95 # OS10021
Case Additional

21 Chord ozark auToharp                                                                                                    

The Ozark incorporates Oscar 
Schmidts’ fine tuning system 
which is a ‘must have’ for any 
serious Autoharp player. 

The autoharp has an 
Ovankol top finished in 
a beautiful Satin Brown, 
and a solid spruce back 
for added strength and 
tone.

Classic beauty and first 
class tone! 

5-Year Warranty. 
List: $ 569.90
Ours:  $439.95 # OS11021O

Case Additional

21 Chord adirondaCk w/fine Tuning                                                                                                    
A beautiful Adirondack Autoharp 

with a solid spruce top with 
natural finish, 

Birdseye maple back and 
simulated Mother-of-Pearl 

biding tastefullt apart this 
Autoharp from all the rest.

Also includes the fine 
tuning system, a ‘must-
have’ for any serious 
Autoharp player.  For 
the Autoharpists with 

distinguished taste!
5-Year Warranty.

List: $ 809.90
Ours:  $639.95 # OS120CN

Case Additional

Best Seller!

Electronic
Pickup!

Electronic
Pickup!

$469.90 Ours:  $359.9521 Chord OS73C

Tweed hardshell auToharp Case                                                                                                    

$149.95Ours:  $99.95
# AC449

auToharp padded gig Bag                                                                                                    
Padded Gig bag by Oscar 
Schmidt. Does not fit OS73.

$39.50 Ours:  $29.95
# AC445

semi-hardshell BaCkpaCk Case                                                                                                    

$69.90 Ours:  $59.95
# AC448

Vintage-style, tweed-
covered hardshell case.

High impact stro-foam 
covered in black gig bag  
     material

Beautiful Appalachian 21 Chord 
autoharp from Oscar Schmidt 

with a built in active pickup 
so you can be heard over 

those other loud bluegrass 
instruments! Maple back, 
select spruce top with 
rock maple pin block, 
and fine tuning system 
The ideal bluegrass 
autoharp!
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Tkl hardshell Banjo Case                                                                                                    
The best 
hardshell banjo 
case for the 
money. 

List: $ 219.95 Ours:  $149.95
# TKL7840

morgan monroe hardshell Banjo  Case                                                                                                   
Features a 
tough outer 
shell and a soft 
interior.

List: $ 109.95 Ours:  $89.95
# MHC-BAN

morgan monroe sofT/hard Banjo Case                                                                                                    
Excellent 
protection at 
less than half 
the weight of a 
hard case.

List: $ 109.95 Ours:  $89.95
# MLH-BAN

Boulder alpine Banjo Bag                                                                                                   

List: $ 69.95 Ours:  $59.95
Resonator # CB-369

superior TrailpaCk ii Banjo gig Bag                                                                                                    

List: $ 54.95 $49.95# C-269

Tkl premier hardshell doBro Case                                                                                   
World class 
protection for 
your Dobro.

List: $ 189.95 Ours:  $129.95
# TKL7801

golden gaTe hardshell doBro Case                                                                                                    

A high level of 
protection at 
an affordable 
price.

List: $ 129.95 Ours:  $109.95
# C-1512

morgan monroe folk/doBro hardshell                                                                                                     
Nice lightwaight 
hardshell case at 
an economical 
price.

List: $ 139.95 Ours:  $89.95
# MHC-FLK

Boulder alpine doBro Bag                                                                                              

List: $ 69.95 Ours:  $59.95
# CB-362

Tkl hardshell dreadnoughT guiTar Case                                                                                                     
The best 
hardshell case 
available for 
the money. 

List: $ 204.95 Ours:  $145.95
# TKL7815

morgan monroe hardshell dreadnoughT                                                                                                  
The ultmate 
in quality, 
features and 
affordability.

List: $ 109.95 Ours:  $89.95
# MHCD

golden gaTe hardshell dreadnoughT                                                                                                  
High quality 
hardshell case 
at an affordable 
price.

List: $ 109.95 Ours:  $89.95
# C-1510

Boulder alpine guiTar Bag                                                                                                  

List: $ 69.95 Ours:  $59.95
# CB-360

superior TrailpaCk ii guiTar gig Bag                                                                                             

Tkl presTige hardshell ‘f’ mandolin                                                                                                    
The best 
hardshell case 
available for 
the money.

List: $ 249.95 Ours:  $179.95
# TKL8852 golden gaTe deluxe “f” mandolin Case                                                                                       

High-quality, 
durable, and 
affordable 
mandolin case. 

List: $ 129.95 Ours:  $109.95
# CD-1520

superior hardshell mandolin  ‘’a”                                                                                               
A high-quality, 
durable, and 
affordable case 
by Saga.

List: $ 69.95 Ours:  $65.95
# C-3701

morgan monroe “f” sTYle mandolin                                                                      
The ultmate 
in quality, 
features and 
affordability.

List: $ 94.95 Ours:  $79.95
# MHC-MAN-F

morgan monroe sofT/hard mando                                                                                      
Lightweight 
protection for 
F or A style 
mandolins.

List: $ 79.95 Ours:  $69.95
# MLH-FA

Boulder alpine “f” mandolin  Bag                                                                                                    

List: $ 59.95 Ours:  $49.95
# CB-320

superior Trailpak ii “a” mandolin Bag                                                                                                    

Best Sellers!

Tkl Cases                                                                                             morgan monroe Cases                                                                                             

Boulder gig Bags                                                                                            

Heavily padded. Lots of cool 
storage pockets. A festival 

favorite! Tan, Blue or Green.

Blue (BL)
Green (GN)
Tan (TN)

Openback # CB-367

Blue (BL)
Green (GN)
Tan (TN)

Blue (BL)
Green (GN)
Tan (TN)

Blue (BL)
Green (GN)
Tan (TN)

golden gaTe molded mandolin Case                                                                                                  
Padded plush velvet 
interior. Best quality 
hinges, latches and 
handles available.

List: $ 129.95 Ours:  $109.95
# CP-1520

golden gaTe aBs molded doBro Case                                                                      
Rugged ABS molded 
plastic. Sturdy metal 
valance all-around.

List: $ 129.95 Ours:  $109.95
# CP-1512

golden gaTe dlx hard Case dreadnaughT                                                                                            
Padded plush velvet 
interior with  roomy 
accessory pocket. Very 
durable!

List: $ 129.95 Ours:  $109.95
# CP-1510

golden gaTe dlx hard Case- res Banjo                                                                                                   
Features a tough outer 
shell and a soft interior 
all at an affordable price.

List: $ 129.95 Ours:  $109.95
# CP-1530

golden gaTe deluxe Banjo Cases                                                                                   
Padded plush velvet 
interior. Hard wood case 
at an affordable price!

List: $ 109.95 Ours:  $94.95

Openback # CD-1535

List: $ 36.95 $32.95# C-3770

List: $ 49.95 $39.95# C-260

golden gaTe Cases                                                                                             

Resonator # CD-1530
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auToharp sTrings                                                                                                    
LaBeLLa autoharp StringS
High quality strings with brilliant tone that will 
last for a very long time.

Item #       Description                  Gauges                                   List            Ours   

ata autoharp Set a Set eyeLet end $99.95$198.00 

Banjo sTrings - Buy 5 SetS - Get One Free!                                                                                              

d’addario Banjo StringS
D’Addario strings are the strings of choice for 
Ralph Stanley, Ron Block, Rob McCoury ETC.

j57 nickeL cuStom 11/12/13/22/11 $4.99$6.99 
j60 nickeL LightS 9/10/13/20/9 $4.99$6.99 
j60+ nickeL LightS pLuS 9.5/10/13/20/9.5 $4.99$6.99 
j61 nickeL mediumS  10/12/16/23/10 $4.99$6.99 
j63 tenor Banjo nickeL 9/16/23/30 $4.99$6.99 
j69 phoSphor Bronze Lt  9/11/13/20/9 $4.99$6.99 

ghS Banjo StringS
Plain steel strings feature GHS Lock Twist to stay 
in tune. 

pF140 j.d. crowe Light  9.5/11/12/20/9.5 $3.69$6.55 
pF150 LightS 10/12/14/22/10 $3.69$6.55 
pF170 reguLar LightS 9/11/13/20/9 $3.69$6.55 
pF175 Sonny oSBorne  11/12/13/22/11 $3.69$6.55
pF180 mediumS 11/13/16/24/10 $3.69$6.55 
pF185 aLmoSt mediumS 10.5/11.5/13/20/10.5 $3.69$6.55 

giBSon Banjo StringS
Gibson uses only the finest materials so that 
their long-lasting tone will always shine through.

geSm earL ScruggS med.  10/12/14/22/10 $6.79$12.42 
geSL earL ScruggS LightS 9.5/10/13/20/9.5 $6.79$12.42 
571m SteeL wound 3rd med 12/14/20w/25/11 $5.29$9.25 
573m SteeL medium 12/14/16/25/11 $5.79$10.68

martin & Vega Banjo StringS
Premium quality materials to assure brilliance, 
clarity, and longevity.

V700 Vega LightS  9/10/13/20/9 $4.99$7.95
V730 Vega medium 10/12/16/23/10 $4.99$7.95 
m900 martin BLuegraSS Lt 9/11/13/20/9 $4.99$7.95 
m930 martin BLuegraSS md 10/12/14/22/10 $4.99$7.95 

eLixir Banjo StringS
Coated with an ultrathin, space-age polymer tube 
for great-tone and long life.

11600 LightS   9/10/13/20/9 $9.49$17.35
11650 mediumS 10/12/16/23/10 $9.49$17.35 

john pearSe Banjo StringS
Banjo Strings are 80/20 Bronze for that bright 
and punchy sound.

1700L LightS   9/10/13/20/9 $5.85$7.45
1800m mediumS 10/12/16/23/10 $5.85$7.45 

dulCimer sTrings                                                                                                    
d’addario duLimer StringS
D’Addario Dulcimer strings contain 3 plain steel 
strings and one nickelplated steel wound on steel.

j64 duLcimer Set 12/12/14/22w $5.59$5.59 

fiddle/violin sTrings - Buy 5 SetS - Get One Free!                                                                                                    
oLd FiddLer StringS
Ideal for Country, Western & Bluegrass. 
Produces  crisp clean sound and stays in tune.

SS240 FiddLe Set pLain e $24.99$32.60

Super SenSitiVe red LaBeL VioLin StringS
Full core steel string with nickel winding. Good 
tonal quality and dependability.

SS2107 red LaBeL medium $24.99$34.57

d’addario preLude VioLin StringS
Solid high-carbon steel core with polished pure 
nickel windings.

j810 preLude  medium $20.99$32.00

d’addario heLicore VioLin StringS
Multi-strand twisted steel corre strings are superb 
for the advanced and professional player.

h310 heLicore medium $42.99$60.99

d’addario zyex VioLin StringS
Zyex strings were created to be stable in drastic 
climatic conditions and settle very quickly.

dz310a zyex medium $46.99$93.00

thomaStik dominant VioLin StringS
Dominant series violin strings are one of the most 
widely-used synthetic strings. Highly flexible.

135 dominant perLon $66.95$90.60

doBro sTrings - Buy 5 SetS - Get One Free!                                                                                                   
martin BLuegraSS doBro StringS
Special alloy best suited to accent the strong 
resonating tendencies of most resonator guitars.

m980 Standard 16/18/26/36/46-56 $4.99$10.25

ghS doBro StringS
Choose from rollerwound or flatwound for 
acoustic slide guitar or resonator guitar.

1600 SemiFLat nickeL 16/18/28/36/46/56 $7.99$13.35
1650 roundwound pB 16/18/28/36/46/56 $7.99$13.35

atB autoharp Set B Set BaLL end $134.95$218.00 
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guiTar  sTrings - Buy 5 SetS - Get One Free!                                                                                                    
d’addario 80/20 Bronze guitar StringS
Known for their crisp bright tone, 80/20s are 
popular with stage and studio pros.

ej10 extra Light 10/14/23/30/39/47 $5.99$10.99 
ej11 LightS $5.99$10.99 
ej12 mediumS $5.99$10.99 13/17/26/35/45/56

12/16/24/32/42/53

d’addario phoSphor Bronze guitar
Genuine phosphor bronze alloy retains flexibility 
as well as brilliant tone for many hours of play.

ej15 extra Light 10/14/23/30/39/47 $7.59$13.99 
ej16 LightS $7.59$13.99
ej17 mediumS $7.59$13.99
ej19 BLuegraSS  $7.59$13.9912/16/25/35/45/56

13/17/26/35/45/56
12/16/24/32/42/53

d’addario extended pLay phoS Bronze
Coated to provides longer life and increased 
durability coupled with brightness, and sensitivity.

exp15 extra Light 10/14/23/30/39/47 $15.99$23.99 
exp16 LightS $15.99$23.99
exp17 mediumS $15.99$23.99
exp19 BLuegraSS  $15.99$23.9912/16/25/35/45/56

13/17/26/35/45/56
12/16/24/32/42/53

ej42 reSophonic $7.59$13.9916/18/26/35/45/56

exp42 reSophonic $15.99$23.9916/18/26/35/45/56

d’addario FLat topS
Polished smooth to produce a smooth, flattened 
playing surface for reduced playing noise.

eFt15 extra Light 10/14/23/30/39/47 $25.99 
eFt16 LightS $25.99
eFt17 mediumS $25.9913/17/26/35/45/56

12/16/24/32/42/53

eFt13 reSophonic $25.9916/19/28/36/44/56

ghS Vintage Bronze
An 85/15 blend of copper and zinc to provide a 
warm rich tone. 

Vn-L LightS $5.79$10.00 
Vn-m mediumS $5.79$10.0013/17/26/36/46/56

12/16/24/32/42/54

Vn-B BLuegraSS $5.79$10.00 12/16/26/36/46/56

ghS phoSphor Bronze
The special durable alloy delivers long-lasting 
rich, bright tone.

S-315 extra LightS $7.95$13.25 
S-325 LightS $7.95$13.25 12/16/24/32/42/54

11/14/22/30/38/50

tm-355 true mediumS $7.95$13.2513/17/24/32/42/56
S-335 Standard medium $7.95$13.25 13/17/26/36/46 /56

eLixir poLyweB guitar StringS
Elixir Strings are covered with an ultra-thin, space-
age polymer tube for long life and great tone.

11000 extra LightS $15.99$28.00
11025 cuStom LightS $15.99$28.0011/15/22/32/42/52

10/14/23/30/39/47

11050 LightS $15.99$28.00 12/16/24/32/42/53
11075 Light medium $15.99$28.0012/16/24/35/45/56
11100 mediumS $15.99$28.00 13/17/26/35/45/56 

guiTar  sTrings - Buy 5 SetS - Get One Free!                                                                                               
martin Bronze guitar StringS
Martin 80/20 Bronze strings are a high-quality 
solution for daily use.

m170 extra Light 10/14/23/30/39/47 $4.99$10.75 
m140 LightS $4.99$10.75 
m150 mediumS $4.99$10.75 13/17/26/35/45/56

12/16/25/32/42/54

m240 BLuegraSS $4.99$10.75 12/16/25/35/45/56

martin marquiS guitar StringS
80/20 composition alloy for brilliance, clarity, 
and longevity of sound.

m1000 extra Light 10/14/23/30/39/47 $5.99$12.75 
m1100 LightS $5.99$12.75 
m1200 mediumS $5.99$12.75 13/17/26/35/45/56

12/16/25/32/42/54

martin Studio perFormance Bronze
Made from 92/8 composition to give that 
brilliance, clarity, and longevity of sound.

mSp4000 extra Light 10/14/23/30/39/47 $8.40$16.79 

mSp4100 LightS $8.40$16.79
mSp4200 mediumS $8.40$16.7913/17/26/35/45/56

12/16/25/32/42/54
mSp4050 cuStom Light 11/15/23/32/42/52 $8.40$16.79 

mSp4250 $8.40$16.79 BLuegraSS 12/16/25/35/45/56

martin Sp+ extended LiFe
The Martin SP+ wound string coating provides a 
smoother playing surface and extended life.

mSp+4100 LightS $10.99$25.25 
mSp+4200 mediumS $10.99$25.25 13/17/26/35/45/56

12/16/25/32/42/54

john pearSe phoSphor Bronze
Guitar strings designed especially for the 
professional musician. Unbelievable tone.

600L LightS $8.99$12.95
650Lm BLuegraSS $8.99$12.95 12/16/24/35/45/56

12/16/24/32/42/53

700m mediumS $8.99$12.95 13/17/26/35/45/56

500xL extra LightS $8.99$12.9510/14/23/30/39/47

ernie BaLL earthwoodS
80/20 Bronze Alloy Acoustic guitar strings.

2004 LightS $5.99$9.00
2003 medium LightS $5.99$9.00 12/16/24/32/44/54

11/15/22/30/42/52

2002 mediumS $5.99$9.00 13/17/26/34/46/56

2006 extra LightS $5.99$9.0010/14/20/28/40/50

BLack diamond BLack coated StringS
Coated using a revolutionary process that coats 
even the plain strings to achieve longer playing life.

n600LB LightS $14.69$20.00
n600mB medium $14.69$20.00 13/17/26/35/46/56

11/14/25/31/40/51
n600xLB extra LightS $14.69$20.0010/14/22/30/38/46
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mandolin sTrings - BuY 5 seTs - geT one free!                                                                                                  
d’addario mandoLin FamiLy StringS
The choice of many top professionals  including David 
Grisman, Ricky Skaggs, Ron McCourie & more.

j67 nickeL 11/14/25/39 $7.49$11.95 
ej70 BaLL end $7.49$11.95
j74 medium $7.49$11.9511/15/26/40

11/15/24/38

jS74 StainLeSS SteeL $7.49$11.9511/15/26/40
Ft74 FLat topS $13.99$23.9911/15/26/39
j75 medium heaVy $6.29$11.7911.5/16/26/41
j76 mandoLa $9.99$14.9915/25/35/52
j80 octaVe mandoLin $8.99$13.9915/25/35/52

d’addario exp coated extended pLay
Lasts 3-4 times longer than a regular string, but 
still retains the sound of traditional strings.

exp74 medium 11/15/26/40 $15.99$25.99 
exp75 medium heaVy $15.99$25.99
exp77 80/20 mediumS $13.99$19.9911/15/26/40

11.5/16/26/41

ghS mandoLin StringS
GHS Phospher Bronze mandolin strings deliver 
clean, bright tone and longer life.

a250 Light 11/15/24/36 $6.39$10.95 
a260 BoBBy oSBorne $6.39$10.95
a270 medium $6.39$10.9511/16/26/40

11/16/24/38

giBSon mandoLin StringS
Bench tested and builder approved to bring the 
best sound possible out of your mandolin.

gBmS BiLL monroe 11/15/26/41 $9.49$17.27 
gSBS Sam BuSh $9.49$17.27
g167mL     80/20 $6.99$13.9111/14/25/41

11/14/25/41

martin mandoLin StringS
Martin mandolin strings are the string of choice 
for mandolin players all over the world.

m400 80/20 10/14/24/34 $4.99$11.25 
m450 BLuegraSS $4.99$11.25
m460  phoSphor medium $4.99$11.2511/15/26/40

11/14/24/38

m3460  Sp 80/20 medium $6.29$14.5011/15/26/40
m4460  Sp phoSphor med $7.39$15.9511/15/26/40

ernie BaLL earthwood mandoLin StringS
Made from 80% copper, 20% zinc wire wrapped 
around hex shaped tin plated steel core wire.

2067 Light 9/13/22/34 $6.89$10.95 
2065 medium $6.89$10.9510/14/24/36

eLixir mandoLin StringS
Coated with the patented Nanoweb technology 
for long life and great tone!

11500 Light 10/14/24/34 $15.99$26.00 
11525 medium $15.99$26.0011/15/26/40

ernie BaLL mandoLin StringS
Tin-plated steel string offering smooth high notes 
and an overall vibrant tone.

2323 Light 9/13/22/34 $6.89$10.95 
2320 medium $6.89$10.9510/14/24/36

john pearSe mandoLin StringS
These mandolin strings are 80/20 bronze for a 
bright, punchy sound.

2100m medium 11/14/25/39 $7.49$11.45 
2200h heaVy $8.49$12.9512/15/26/40

BLack diamond mandoLin StringS
Guaranteed to please both traditionalists and 
today’s modern mandolin players.

n762 SiLVer pLated $8.95$12.509.5/12/22/35
n774 phoSphor Bronze 11/15/26/40 $6.49$10.95 
n774B BLack coated 11/15/26/40 $12.99$21.90

darco mandoLin StringS
Darco by Martin light gauge 80/20 bronze 
wound mandolin strings.

d500 Light gauge $4.99$8.9510/14/24/34

mandolin sTrings - Buy 5 SetS - Get One Free!                                                                                                    

Bass fiddle  sTrings                                                                                                    

LaBeLLa SuperniL BaSS StringS
Nylon Core. Thick diameter.  Loose tension. A 
good choice bluegrass bass playing.

1006 nyLon core $99.95$160.00

red LaBeL BaSS StringS
Full core steel string with nickel winding bass 
set. 

sTring winders                                                                                                    
Don’t wind those strings on manually any more. You’re 
wasting valuable picking time!   

$8.99 ourS: 
$11.99 LiSt: 

The ultimate  restringing 
tool! High quality peg 
winder  with steel clipper.
 

item#: dp002    

pLanet waVeS pro-winder

$7.49 ourS: 
$9.99 LiSt: 

Ergonomically designed 
to fit in your hand. Soft 
sides and built in string 
stretcher. 

item#: pwpw1    

ergonomic String winder
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980 gut core $590.00 $425.95
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Tuners                                                                                             

sTraps                                                         

inTelliTouCh TT501 Tuner                                                                                                     
Reads direct vibrations. 
Sound the note, read the 
display, and tune!  Works 
on all kinds of instruments. 

Includes case.
List: $ 69.99 Ours:  $49.95# PT-1

inTelliTouCh pT-2 ‘Bare Bones’ Tuner                                                                                               
Attaches to your 
instrument with one 
hand. Easy-to-read digital 
display. Fully automatic 
and chromatic. 

List: $ 39.95 Ours:  $29.95# PT-2

gold Tone Bluegrass Tuner                                                                                               
Finally, a tuner made especially 
for bluegrass instruments. 
Extra stable and accurate - locks 
on to the pitch of the string, 
screens out ambient noise and 
sympathetic vibrations.

List: $ 42.00 Ours:  $31.95# BGT

korg ga-30 auTomaTiC guiTar Tuner                                                                                               
High-precision LCD needle-
type meter. Unique Korg 
feature lets you tune up to 
5 semitones flat. Internal 
speaker produces tuning 
reference tone. 

List: $ 24.95 Ours:  $16.95# GA30

quiCk Tune auTomaTiC guiTar Tuner                                                                                               
Tunes any acoustic, electric 
or bass guitar. Packed with 
features that make tuning 
up on stage a breeze: meter 
and LED lights for improved 
accuracy.

List: $ 19.95 Ours:  $14.99# QT-1

inTelli Tuner                                                                                               
The hottest item at bluegrass 
festivals! Tuning in noisy 
environments is easy because 
the unique, flexible clamp 

actually “feels” the instrument’s 
vibrations.

List: $ 32.95 Ours:  $26.95# IMT500

morgan monroe leaTher guiTar sTrap 
Comfortable wide leather 
strap made of premium 
Cadillac leather. Available in 
black or brown.
List: $ 15.95 Ours:  $12.95# LS-2501

nYlon guiTar sTrap                                           
This strap is an economy 
2” nylon web strap with 
genuine leather end tabs 
and adjustable length nylon 
slider for perfect comfort and 
durablity. Black, red, brown, 

List: $ 7.95 Ours:  $4.95# RG

marTin marquis leaTher guiTar sTrap     
2 1/2” full grain leather , 
wide stitching, a felt back 
with a gold metallic D-45 
logo imprint. Black, Brown 
or Natural.

List: $ 33.00 Ours:  $27.95# 18AMQ

marTin leaTher guiTar sTrap                          

2 1/2” full grain leather 
with a gold metallic C.F. 
Martin logo. Black, Brown or 
Natural.

List: $ 33.00 Ours:  $27.95# 18AMS2
levYs deluxe leaTher mandolin sTrap     

1/2” deluxe carving leather 
mandolin strap with 
antiqued brass buckle. 
Specify brown or black.

List: $ 26.25 Ours:  $18.95# M19DX

levYs leaTher mandolin sTrap                       

1/2” no buckle adjustable 
carving leather mandolin 
strap. Specify black or brown.

List: $ 20.95 Ours:  $13.05# M19PR
levYs  suede leaTher mandolin sTrap      

3/4” Suede Leather mandolin 
strap. Specify black or brown.

List: $ 29.95 Ours:  $22.95# MS19

levYs Carving leaTher mandolin sTrap   

3/4” carving leather 
mandolin strap. Specify black 

List: $ 26.95 Ours:  $19.95# M19VT

mandolin Bullwhip sTrap                               
The Bullwhip design 
F-Mandolin strap features tough 
triple braided leather with 
reinforced non-stretch leather 
tabs.  Tan, black & burgundy.
List: $ 33.95 Ours:  $28.95# MDS-1

flaTwound mandolin sTrap                            
F-style flatwound mandolin 
strap made from premium 
grade leather. Meticulously 
braided for maximum strength 
and comfort. Tan or black.

List: $ 2095 Ours:  $17.95# MDS-

morgan monroe deluxe Cradle Banjo 

A deluxe 3” wide cradle strap 
made of premium leather. 
Distributes the instruments 
weight evenly and reduces 
shoulder fatigue.

List: $ 41.95 Ours:  $32.95# MB-1

levYs genuine leaTher Banjo sTrap              

2” genuine leather banjo 
strap with rubberized 
hook and loop removable 
adjustment hook. Specify 

List: $ 29.95 Ours:  $19.95# MB12
levYs suede leaTher Banjo sTrap                  

2” Genuine suede leather 
banjo strap with rubberized 
hook and loop removable 
adjustment hook. Specify 
black or brown.

List: $ 27.95 Ours:  $18.95# MBS12

levYs deluxe padded leaTher Banjo 
2” carving leather banjo 
strap with 1/4” foam pad 
covered in supple garment 
leather. Features rubberized 
hook and loop removable 
adjustment hook.

List: $ 69.95 Ours:  $47.95# MB12PDX

morgan monroe doBro sTrap                       
Adjustable all-leather 
resonator guitar strap that 
distributes weight evenly and 
reduces fatigue. For square 
neck resonators.

List: $ 29.95 Ours:  $22.95# MD-1
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piCks                                                                                             

resonaTor sTeels                   

insTrumenT Care                      

dunlop TorTex flaTpiCks                                                                                           

418R73 - .73mm/Yellow     $3.69/dozen
418R60 - .60mm/Orange   $3.69/dozen

418R88 - .88mm/Green      $3.69/dozen
418R100-1.00mm/Blue       $3.69/dozen
418R114-1.14mm/Purple   $3.69/dozen

dunlop derlin 500 flaTpiCks                                                                                           

41R96 - .96mm/Dark Pink  $2.99/dozen
41R71 - .71mm/Pink            $2.99/dozen

41R114-1.14mm/Magenta$2.99/dozen
41R15-1.15mm/Lavender  $2.99/dozen

GP-5  Pearloid Medium
golden gaTe ThumB piCks                                

$1.69 Each

GP-12 Ivoroid Small 
GP-11 Ivoroid Medium
GP-10 Ivoroid Large
GP-8  X-Thick Pearloid Large
GP-7  Multi-Color Large
GP-6  Pearloid Large

dunlop Brass finger piCks                              

ernie Ball piCkY piCks                                       

2024                                          $0.79 Each

original naTional fingerpiCks                                                                                         
NP2                                            $1.89 Each

kYser old sTYle fingerpiCks                                                                                         
KPGS                                         $4.79 Each

marTin #1 shell flaTpiCks                                                                                           
18APK1LB         Light            $3.99/dozen
18APK1MB       Medium      $3.99/dozen

18APK1HB         Heavy         $3.99/dozen

wedgie delrin ex piCks                                    

WDPOrange       .60mm $2.99/dozen
WDPRed           .50mm $2.99/dozen

WDPYellow         .73mm $2.99/dozen
WDPGreen          .88mm $2.99/dozen
WDPBlue           1.00mm $2.99/dozen
WDPPurple       1.14mm $2.99/dozen

wedgie Clear xl piCks                                      

WCPGreen           .60mm $2.99/dozen
WCPBlue            .50mm $2.99/dozen

WCPPurple          .73mm $2.99/dozen
WCPOrange        .88mm $2.99/dozen
WCPRed             1.00mm $2.99/dozen
WCPYellow        1.14mm $2.99/dozen

wedgie ruBBer piCks (3 paCk)                         

WRPMed               3.1mm $1.79/3 Pack
WRPSoft            3.1mm $1.79/3 Pack

WRPHard              3.1mm $1.79/3 Pack
WRPSoft                5.0mm $1.79/3 Pack
WRPMed               5.0mm $1.79/3 Pack
WRPHard              5.0mm $1.79/3 Pack

wedgie miC piCk holder                                                                                              

WMH001                             $3.89

wedgie piCk holder for guiTar                                                                                              

WPH001                               $2.49

dunlop ThumB piCks                                          

9023D   Shell Plastic Large     
9022D   Shell Plastic Med      

9001D   White Plastic Small  
9002D   White Plastic Med     
9003D   White Plastic Large    

$0.95 Each

dunlop zookies ThumB piCks                          
Z9002M10  Medium 10     
Z9002M20  Medium 20    
Z9002M30  Medium 30       
Z9003L10     Large 10        
Z9003L20     Large 20          
Z9003L30     Large 30          

$1.59 Each

naTional ThumB piCks                                       

NP8                    Large          
NP7                 Medium      
NP6                   Small         

$0.95 Each

good grip meTal/plasTiC ThumB  piCk

11-106-3004       Small        
11-106-3003     Medium    
11-106-3002       Large         

$4.19 Each

dunlop niCkel silver finger piCks                
33R013            .013”        

33R025            .025”            
33R0225          .0225”         
33R020            .020”            
33R018            .018”            
33R015            .015”            

$0.99 Each

37R013            .013”            

37R025            .025”              
37R0225          .0225”            
37R020            .020”              
37R018            .018”            
37R015            .015”             

$0.99 Each

dunlop mini niCkel silver finger piCks    
36R013            .013”        

36R025            .025”             
36R0225          .0225”        
36R020            .020”           
36R018            .018”          
36R015            .015”         

$0.99 Each

propik spliT wrap niCkel  fingerpiCks                                                                                         
11-101-1312  Narrow Blade   
11-101-1322  Med.    Blade      
11-101-1332  Wide    Blade     

$2.49 Each

golden gaTe moCk TorToise piCks                
MP-20      Rounded Triangle
MP-22      Round (shown)

MP-24       Standard Fender 

$2.79 Each

golden gaTe mandolin piCk                           

MP-12      Round (shown) $0.99 Each

kYser lifeguard humidifier                                                                                          
Fits quickly into the soundhole 
and seals the humidity in the 
interior of the guitar providing 
uniform distribution of 
humidity throughout the guitar.

List: $ 18.95 Ours:  $13.99# KLHA

planeT waves guiTar humidifier                                                                                          
Suspends between guitar strings 
and never touches the guitar 
body. No clips or fasteners. Easy 
List: $ 14.99 Ours:  $9.99# GH

dampiT guiTar humidifier                                                                                          
The original Dampit 
humidifier and the only 
one to come with its own 

$12.95Original Dampit:            # 1390GH
$15.99Super Guitar Dampit:  # 1395D

marTin guiTar polish                                                                                              
Great polish to take care of your guitar, 
whether its a Martin or not!

List: $ 7.35 Ours:  $4.99# 18AP01

marTin polish CloTh                                         
Made of baby soft material 
imprinted with the Martin logo. 
Baby your instrument! 15” X 18”.

$6.25 Ours:  $4.99# 18APCM
dunlop polish and Cleaner                                                                                             

Provides optimum cleaning with 
exceptional shine and incredible 
protection. Safely removes grime. 

$6.99 Ours:  $5.25# 654
dunlop Cream of CarnuBa wax                    

Polishes and beautifies, while hiding 
and sealing small cracks.

$7.88 Ours:  $5.29# 6574

shuBB-pearse sp1 guiTar sTeel                    
Favored by many players for 
its extra length and cutaway 

$32.95 Ours:  $28.95# SP1  List:

shuBB-pearse sp2 guiTar sTeel                    
Double cutaway design 
allows for more control, 
great for bluegrass.

$29.95 Ours:  $25.95# SP2  List:
shuBB-pearse sp3 guiTar sTeel                    

Built for speed, precision, 
control, and great tone, the 
ultimate bluegrass bar.

$29.95 Ours:  $25.95# SP3  List:

shuBB gs ToneBar                                                                                             
A NEW CONCEPT in Guitar 
Steels! Hardwood handle on 
stainless steel.

$42.95 Ours:  $36.99# GS1  List:

sTeven sTeel Bar                                                 
The Original! Contour 
design for comfortable fit and 
precision control.

$23.40 Ours:  $16.99# 345  List:

dunlop nYlon flaTpiCks                                                                                           

44R60 - .60mm/Light Gray $2.99/dozen
44R46 - .46mm/Cream        $2.99/dozen

44R73 - .73mm/Gray            $2.99/dozen
44R88 - .88mm/Dark Gray  $2.99/dozen
4R10 - 1.00mm/Black          $2.99/dozen

44R38 - .38mm/White        $2.99/dozen

propik good grip meTal ThumB piCks      

11-106-1004       Small         
11-106-1003     Medium     
11-106-1002       Large      

$4.19 Each
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kYser guiTar Capo                                              
A perfect fit for acoustic 
guitars.  A snap to reposition 
between frets using just one 
hand, or to ‘park’ in the head 
stock. 

List: $ 24.95 Ours:  $20.95# KG6

shuBB guiTar Capo                                             
The choice of musicians 
everywhere! One smooth flip 
of the lever locks it securely 
in place. Also available for 
classical and 12-string guitar.

List: $ 21.95 Ours:  $18.99# SC1N

shuBB deluxe guiTar Capo                              
It’s everything the original 
Shubb Capo is, and more! 
Crafted of stainless steel, its 
roller mechanism provides 
ultimately smooth operation.

List: $ 26.95 Ours:  $23.95# S1S
paige guiTar Capo                                              

Nickel anodized steel capo w/ 
locking crossbar & adjustable 
thumb screw. Long wear, no 
buzz. Semi-hard plastic sleeve, 
will not mute strings. Available 
in nickel, black and 12-string.

List: $ 24.95 Ours:  $18.95# P6N

dunlop Trigger guiTar Capo                          
All Dunlop Trigger Capos 
are made of aircraft quality 
aluminum. Available for 
flat and curved fretboard in 
nickel, black or gold.

List: $ 21.90 Ours:  $16.95# TRIGGER

dunlop Trigger mandolin Capo                    
Your sound shouldn’t change 
when you put on a capo. 
With Dunlop, you’ll come 
through loud, clear and in 
tune.

List: $ 21.18 Ours:  $15.95# 86MDB
shuBB Banjo Capo                                              

The choice of musicians 
everywhere! One smooth flip 
of the lever locks it securely 
in place.

List: $ 24.95 Ours:  $18.95# SC5N

shuBB deluxe Banjo Capos                                                                                               
It’s everything the original 
Shubb Capo is, and more! 
Crafted of stainless steel, its 
roller mechanism provides 
ultimately smooth operation.

List: $ 29.95 Ours:  $25.95# S5

shuBB fifTh sTring Banjo Capo                      
The best fifth string capo 
available for the banjo.   Slide 
it, tighten it and go. No 
poking strings under spikes 
and re-tuning.  Easy to install.  

List: $ 39.95 Ours:  $36.95# SFSCN

kYser Banjo/mandolin Capo                          
A perfect fit for banjos and 
mandolins. The original 
quick-change capo is a snap to 
reposition between frets using 
just one hand, or to ‘park’ in 
the head stock. 

List: $ 24.95 Ours:  $21.95# KBMB

paige Banjo Capo                                               
A sleekly designed, controlled 
tension capo for the banjo 
or mandolin. Store over the 
nut. Slide to desired fret and 
tighten. Also available in 
wide version.

List: $ 24.95 Ours:  $18.95# PBN

shuBB doBro Capo                                             
The Shubb clamps solidly to 
the neck to provide great tone. 
It uses the same patented 
locking action of our Shubb 
guitar capo, and it aligns by 
touching the fret, not by eye.

List: $ 39.95 Ours:  $35.95# SC6B
walworTh resonaTor Capo                             

Finally, a one handed capo 
for the dobro! Well thought 
out design,  made of heavy 
brass with an easy cam 
action flip lever to tighten 
the capo to the strings.

Ours:  $49.95# WRGC1 List: $ 60.00

TuBular insTrumenT sTand                               
Telescoping tubular neck with 
tripod base. Works great for 
guitars, banjos and dobros. 

$24.95 Ours:  $17.95# SSH801

insTrumenT sTands              

ulTra fold-a-waY guiTar sTand                  
The ultimate in portability and 
stability. Folds up and actually 
will fit into gig bag pocket!

$38.46 Ours:  $28.95# 6041
gruven mandolin/fiddle sTand                     

Sets up and packs up in a second 
and folds to one inch thick. Fits 
any small instrument. Optional 
bow holder for fiddle.

$24.95 Ours:  $22.95# AV50
    ingles violin sTand                                        

Convenient bow hanger, Leave 
your shoulder rest attached, Fully 
adjustable stand fits all instrument 
sizes. Worry-free, locking stand.

$34.95 Ours:  $23.95# SA20
   ingles Cello/Bass sTand                             

Features a safety lock and bow holder. 
Easy grip knobs make adjustment a 
snap. Leave the pin extended so you 
can just pick it up and play.

$69.95 Ours:  $54.95# SA22

miCrophones                                                                                         
shure ksm32 omni direCTional miC                                                                                                     

Terrific for single mic performing.
Rugged and durable and terrific 
frequency response.

$686.00Ours:  $525.00# KSM32
samson C03vCw mulTi-paTTern  miC                                                                                                   

Very good for single mic 
performing at an extremely 
affordable price!

$164.99Ours:  $119.99# C03
shure sm57 insTrumenT miC                          

The standard in the industry for 
instrument micing for both live 
and recording situations. No cord. 

$124.00Ours:  $99.00# SM57C

akg C1000s Condenser insTrumenT  miC                
Excellent choice for almost any 
recording or live sound application. 
Outstanding performance when 
used for instruments.

$338.00Ours:  $239.95# C1000S
akg d112 low frequenCY miC                

Perfect for micing a bass fiddle. 
Reproduces bass frequencies with 
greater definition and clarity due to 
large diaphragm design.

$338.00Ours:  $239.95# C1000S

lapel and haT pins                 

insTrumenT #

dulCimer 115

auToharp 116

mandolin 73

fiddle 74A

Bass fiddle 76

doBro 77

Banjo 78

Gold plated cloisonne mini pins 
of your favorite instrument with 
removable back. $5.95 Each

keYChains                                              

insTrumenT #

fiddle K74A

marTin d45 K13A

pewTer d45 K13B

mandolin K73

Banjo K78

Brass fiddle K74B

$7.95 Each



 
Order Amount Fee
$0 - $25.00 $6.95

$25.01 - $40.00 $7.95

$40.01 - $55.00 $8.95

$55.01 - $70.00 $9.95

$70.01 - $85.00 $10.95

$85.01 - $100.00 $11.95

$100.01 - $125.00 $12.95

$125.01 - $150.00 $13.95

$150.01 - $200.00 $14.95

$200.01 - $250.00 $15.95

$250.00 + $16.95

PlayBetterBluegrass.com
Shipping Rates

Domestic Shipping
Domestic shipping is any order shipped to the lower 48 continental United States. Standard domestic 
shipping is media mail for books/DVD’s, parcel post or Priority for other small items, and FEDEX or UPS 
Ground for larger items.

Instruments and Cases are a flat $29.95, Gig bags are a flat 
$14.95. Other heavy items such as Amplifiers, P.A. systems, 
basses, music and instrument stands and other large or over-
weight items may also have additional shipping charges. The 
value of items carrying a flat shipping charge is not added to the 
table above. If you order a case to go with your instrument, we 
can waive the shipping charge on the case if you call or e-mail us.

We strive to have a small amount of backorders, but a certain 
amount is inevitable. In the case of any backorders, you may 
choose to ship all items together and you will not be charged any 
additional shipping. If you choose to ship items as they become 
available, you will be charged only the actual shipping charges 
and we will pay for handling and supplies. We will pay the ad-
ditional shipping on any backorders over 15 days

International Shipping
Small items ship International airmail to Canada and other international destinations. Sorry, we do not 
ship instruments internationally.

You may be subject to import duties and taxes, which are levied once a shipment reaches your country. 
Additional charges for customs clearance must be borne by you; we have no control over these charges 
and cannot predict what they may be. Customs policies vary widely from country to country; you should 
contact your local customs office for further information. Additionally, when ordering from PlayBetter-
Bluegrass.com, you are considered the importer of record and must comply with all laws and regulations 
of the country in which you are receiving the goods.

Generally, customs forms for international packages will list the value of your order’s contents by product 
type.

International customers should be aware that cross-border shipments are subject to opening and inspec-
tion by customs authorities. We may be required to provide certain order, shipment and product infor-
mation, such as titles, to our international carriers, and such information may be communicated by the 
carriers to customs authorities in order to facilitate customs clearance and comply with local laws.



PlayBetterBluegrass.com
Order Form

Mail to: Clear Choice LLC.,  801 Sparkleberry Lane,  Columbia, SC  29033  *  Fax to: 866-891-4598

Bill To Ship To
If Different

Name (Please Print)

City, State Zip

Address

Telephone                

Name (Please Print)

City, State Zip

Address

E-Mail              
 
QTY ITEM # DESCRIPTION PRICE TOTAL

Sub Total
SC Residents add 7% Sales Tax

Shipping Charges (See Shipping Chart Page)
TOTAL

Method of Payment

Credit Card:  ___MC  ___VISA  ___Amex  ___Discover

Card #: _________/_________/_________/_________

Expires: ____/____ Signature:_____________________

Name on Card:_________________________________
___ Check or Money Order Enclosed
Make Checks Payable to Clear Choice, LLC.

Standard shipping on small goods is via US Mail. Standard shipping 
on Instruments and larger items is Fedex Ground or UPS Ground. 
Basses extra. Please call.

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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Columbia, SC 29229

Shop Online at www.PlayBetterBluegrass.com

allison krauss & union sTaTion live                                                                                                     
This 2-disc set features 
over 20 songs from the 
2002 live performance by 
this bluegrass ensemble 
in Louisville, Kentucky. 
Disc 1 includes live 
performances of all 
the songs, while Disc 2 
includes interviews, behind-
the-scenes footage, and 
more. Over 3 hours of 
footage between the two 
discs!

List: $ 24.95 Ours:  $22.95 # 320545

The Three piCkers                                                                                     
For one historic evening, 
American music legends 
Earl Scruggs, Doc Watson 
and Ricky Skaggs joined 
forces as “The Three 
Pickers” to film a concert 
for public television, along 
with special guest Alison 
Krauss. 

Includes a bonus 
documentary. 85 minutes.

List: $ 24.95 Ours:  $22.95 # 320551

Clear Choice, LLC.

24/7 Secure Online Shoping


